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SOFTWARE INTERNATIONAL'S`' General Ledger and
Financial Reporting System is hard at work at more than
4,000 sites worldwide —in some of the world's largest, most
diverse, and best - managed corporations. That's more than
any other competitive product. Firms like E.I. DuPont, R.JReynolds, Miller Brewing Company and hundreds of other
Fortune 500 companies have selected our General Ledger
over the competition. That's why it's the industry standard, a
state -of- the -art product continually improved to stay at the
leading edge of software technology and give you more
"account - ability" than any other financial software package.
No other General Ledger provides as much easy - to-use
reporting power and on -line access to information. On -line
review of account activity and balances gives you better control of budgets, minimizes the need for paper reports, and
frees your accountants for more financial analysis. Labor saving on -line standard journal entries are convenient to use,
reduce posting errors, and facilitate fast, easy checking, A
powerful interactive editing capability helps you identify and
correct errors before information is updated. Our General
Ledger gives users immediate access to current, accurate
information by simultaneously updating both posting and
summary level accounts throughout the system.

The system is installed quickly, Many users report that
they are closing their books faster, producing reports in hours
instead of days, and generating more relevant information for
better business decisions.
Because no business operates solely from a General
Ledger, our system interfaces with our top - quality Accounts
Payable, Accounts Receivable, Fixed Asset and Payroll/
Personnel packages to form a comprehensive and powerful
financial information system.
Software International has been installing and support•
ing high - quality, problem - solving financial application packages for almost two decades. That's why THE SOFTWARE
gives you something extra: confidence. Confidence in complete, thorough training and documentation. Confidence in
our commitment to product enhancement and stringent quality control, And confidence in our customer support. As a
subsidiary of General Electric Information Services Company, we are part of a worldwide family of more than 5,000
computer and business professionals.
Find out why our General Ledger is the one you should
measure the others against. Ask a user, Or call us for more
information. You'll easily see why THE SOFTWARE is the
industry standard you can account on.
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IT'S REWARDING To BE ONE OF TIE TOP 50*
COMMUNITY SHOPPING CENTER DEVELOPERS.
IT'S ANHoNORTo BE NUMBER ONE.

We couldn't be prouder. It's an achievement we plan on repeating year after year. For more information,
please send your inquiry to: Al Lipkin V. P. /Leasing,
National Property Analysts, Inc., 1804 Rittenhouse Square, PA 19103. Or call 1- 800 -223 -3821.
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PHILADELPHIA, NEW YORK. LOS ANGELES, SAN FRANCISCO, ST. LOUIS, OKLAHOMA CITY
'As named by National Mail Monitor, the leading trade publication for Shopping Center Developers.
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How ERTA and TEFRA Affect Capital Budgeting Decisions

20

By John W. Hardy
What the Economic Recovery Tax Act of 1981 gave to companies, the Tax Equity and Financial Responsibility Act of 1982 took back. Well, not entirely. These two pieces of tax
legislation still enhance after -tax cash flows associated with investments in plant and
equipment —and here's how.

Who's Minding the Tax Department?

24

By R. Jeffrey Preston and Alida M. Adamek
Measuring tax department effectiveness requires clearly defined responsibilities and established objectives. This means strategic integration of the function into overall corporate
operations is more important than its location on the organization chart. Here's how to
construct a performance yardstick for this important department.

An Efficient Foreign Subsidiary Tax Reporting System

28

By Richard L. Burg
Companies with international operations need an accounting system which provides both
accurate and current foreign earnings and profits data to be used for tax purposes. The
system described here offers information on the current tax status of each subsidiary,
helps in planning the timing of dividend payments, and coordinates the tax affairs of each
foreign subsidiary company.

Feature

The Fairfax Embezzlement

32

By John W. Coughlan
Sometimes an accountant has to be a detective, as illustrated in this account of how a
NAA member unraveled the systematic looting of a Virginia city treasury. In the process,
he demolishes some myths about accounting controls.

Small
Business

What the Small Business Owner Should Know About Accounting 42
By John Pryor
Almost anyone with capital and a product or service to offer can start up a small business,
however, only owners who can handle their financial responsibilities can keep a company's doors open. Entrepreneurs operating small businesses or those thinking of taking the
plunge owe it to themselves and their companies to master basic financial skills.

How to Cure Small Business Automation Headaches

46

By Jack 0. Wilson
Small business owners who think they have headaches now should think twice before
rushing out to buy that miracle microcomputer that is supposed to solve everything. Unless
they carefully select, implement, and operate new systems, their problems may be worse
than before. These guidelines tell what can go wrong and how to avoid deadly automation
migraines.

Management
Accounting
Issues

Financial Forecasting: Throw Away the Crystal Ball

50

By Thomas T. Cheng
Planning, budgeting, and forecasting have been around a long time, but the increasing
uncertainty of the economy has heightened managements' need to know in advance the
possible consequences of any action. The sophisticated forecasting methods examined
here may make the crystal ball obsolete, if managers use them.
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Controlled Disbursements: a Cash Management Tool for Growing
Concerns
53
By Jo el Clements and Ro bert L. Wo o dall
Co ntro lled disbursements, remo te disbursements, and zero balance accounts —all help a
f irm to minimi ze its checking acco unt bala nce and maximize its use o f idle f unds. The
questio n is why aren't mo re f irms using co ntrolled disbursements.
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Nominating Committee Report

56

Nominees fo r 14 natio nal of ficers and 65 directors are presented fo r election at the Annual
Meeting in Ho usto n, T ex., June 20.

Houston '83: New Horizons for Management Accountants

63

By Charles Pridemore
Jo hn V . James, chairman o f the board and chief executive of f icer o f Dresser Industries, is
the luncheo n speaker o n W ednesday at A nnual Co nf erence in Housto n, June 19 -22.
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Yes, We're an International Group!
In March, Executive Director R.L. Shultis, past Chairman R.J. Dona chie, and I visited NAA affiliates in Europe. We held a "first- ever"
meeting of the presidents of NAA affiliates in Europe. Attending the
meeting were Augusto E. Baldi of Italy,
Ernst K. Briner and Stephen Kraft of
Swit zerland , J ean Cohen -Scali of
France, Patrick C. Foley of Belgium, Anthony M. Leach of The Netherlands, and
Rolf Rohne and Robert J. Snyder of
West Germany. As someone pointed
out, it was "truly a historic meeting for
the Association."
Plans were made to form a European
Council and the first Council meeting will
be held late in May. The organizational
meeting will consider the form of the organization, the name, functions to be
provided, and the funding. I can envisage the Council as a forerunner to a permanent NAA staff presence in Europe.
I was very pleased with the quality of the people who are active in
the affiliates, and one message they got across to us very clearly is
that there is a growing recognition among European executives of
the need for management accountants.
The potential for growth in this area is very great. In fact, plans
are under way for the development of a new affiliate in Dusseldorf,
West Germany. Council activities undoubtedly will lead to the formation of other affiliates in Europe.
It is becoming more and more recognized that management accounting is an international language. The interchange of the latest
techniques and practices can only benefit all. The trend toward standardization of all accounting worldwide is already under way. Therefore, it becomes all the more important for NAA to lead in the promulgation and dissemination of sound management accounting practices.
Those members who work for international companies will readily
recognize the importance of NAA efforts in the international sphere;
however, NAA also can significantly aid the "local" management accountants. NAA can learn from international techniques as well.
While in Europe we took the opportunity to renew our ties with the
Institute of Cost and Management Accountants of Great Britain. We
discussed closer cooperation, including joint sponsorship of accounting research and interchange of publications, as well as cooperation in other educational activities. As you know, ICMA President
Derrick Willingham spoke at our Annual Conference in Washington,
D.C., last year. This year, continuing our efforts to achieve closer
cooperation with similar international organizations, we have invited
Ron Cotton, president of the Australian Society of Accountants, to
address a plenary session in Houston.

LOUIS VLASHO
President, 1982 -83
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MN&W attests to the perform ance of
Col li er- Ja ck son's Acc ount s Pa ya bl e,
Accounts Receivable and Payroll systems. And, m ore im portantly, to the
after - the -sale support we provide.
At Collier- Jackson, we real ize the
future suc cess of your business
depends on the com petitive use of
today's technology. Tha t's why our
software is more than a product —
it's a service.
Our concise, easy -to- operate Financial Control Systems are currently
in use by a variet y of i ndustries
nationwide. W hy not ask there
what they think?
You'll see why so many HP /3000
users are choosing the software
that meets and performs to the
hi gh st a nd a rds of d i sc e rni ng
accountants everywhere.
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Opinion
Robert L_ Shultis

Vic Brown— `Management Accountant'
Not too long ago, a leading British accounting
journal published an article titled "The Dominant Role of Management Accounting." The
author, Cyril Banyard, vice president of the Institute of Cost and Management Accountants
(UK), suggested that "both the conference papers (at the International Financial Accounting
Committee conference in Mexico) and general
experience support the contention that management accounting is now becoming the central activity of the accounting profession because of its role in creating actual operational
success." That's a point that I've made in this
space on more than one occasion, although
perhaps not as succinctly or precisely.
What better introduction to a comment or
two on a conversation I recently had with Victor
Brown, the newest member of the Financial Accounting Standards Board? While I had known
Vic from our days together on the Financial Accounting Standards Advisory Council, it was not
until he dropped in at the shop here a few
weeks ago that we really had a chance to get
acquainted.
No one I know of can boast —oops, wrong
term; Vic is a very modest fellow about his own
accomplishments —no one that I know of in the
accounting profession has attained such a high
level of accomplishment in all three of its major
elements— academe, public accounting, and
management accounting. He holds a Ph.D. in
Economics and has been chairman of the accounting department of a major university; he
was a senior partner with Touche Ross; and,
most recently, he occupied high -level executive
slots with two Fortune 500 companies. He
knew Bob Beyer well when Bob was managing
partner of Touche Ross and Vic was partner in
charge of the New York office. All this and only
a wee bit on the shady side of 50! Nevertheless, I think my description of him— management accountant —is an accurate one and one
with which Vic would agree.
That is, he would have agreed up until the
time he accepted the appointment to the Finan-

cial Accounting Standards Board. He made it
clear in his conversation that the FASB, and
each individual member of the Board, must
look at the issues in the public interest rather
than as the representative of any one group. To
make the point, he delights in telling the story
of the "survival kit" which each new member of
the Board receives soon after his appointment.
It contains four items:
1. A pair of scissors to help in severing past
ties,
2. A pair of reading glasses to help with the
vast amount of reading,
3. A discount coupon for a speed reading
course, and
4. A "binary decision maker " —a penny —for
use only in emergencies when facing difficult decisions.
All members of the Board must represent a
wide spectrum of constituencies and consider
all points of view to arrive at the best possible
decision on each issue. Nevertheless, it can't
help but help to have an articulate, energetic,
forceful person on the Board who understands
the problems that the management accountant —the preparer —faces in dealing with new
or revised Board pronouncements. The appointment of Vic Brown clearly indicates that
the FAF and the FASB both continue to recognize the important role management accounting plays in achieving general acceptance and
success for any statement they issue. The
management accountants who do the work —
the people in the trenches —the infantry—have
to occupy the ground.
Vic, in his conversation, emphasized this fact
over and over. "Standards should be issued
only when expected benefits exceed expected
costs. Now, measuring both benefits and costs
is very difficult so that precise cost /benefit calculations are seldom possible. But the cost/
benefit assessment must be made each time a
standard is considered." I find it reassuring that
the Board specifically comes to grips with the
issues of what the benefits of a proposed standard are —and who benefits —as well as what
the costs will be.
A key point which Vic brought up several
times during our conversation is that, in setting
standards, the Board must consider the possible ramifications of relevant alternatives. It
should attempt to understand the ways in which
proposed accounting treatments will impact the
financial statements of affected companies.
And it must carefully weigh the perceived economic consequences of proposed standards on
the part of those affected by them.
► ► 67
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The Associates has been financing success
for over 60 years. We know what it takes.
And we know for the long haul it takes
more than just money.
It takes spirit. Spirit to keep searching
for solutions after others have quit, Spirit
that helps you dig in, not give in. And if
you've got that kind of resourcefulness and
dogged determ ination we'll back you up
with the financial resources to m atch.
We'll help you take advantage of assets
you m ight not have considered before such as inventory, receivables and
equipm ent. We can turn them into tangible
growth opportunities, while providing you
with a consistent source of fresh capital.
We'll also show you how to make that
money work harder for you. Our financial
experts will put their experience and business acumen to work for you. Helping you
anticipate the next crunch_ And handle it
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Management
Accounting
Practices
Louis Bisgay, Editor

cost - benefit analysis ( "reasonable assurances") for the all- encompassing language in
the current law relative to record - keeping and
internal accounting control. Regarding anti bribery, the bill would replace the "reason to
know" standard in the FCPA with provisions
that would hold a company liable only if it directs or authorizes, expressly or by a course of
conduct, that an illegal payment be made. The
law would not apply to "any facilitating or expediting payment to a foreign official the purpose
of which is to expedite or to secure the performance of a routine governmental action by a
foreign official."

MAP Replies on Termination Benefits
NAA Testifies on Timely Guidance
In an open hearing in New York at which representatives of 22 organizations participated,
Management Accounting Practices Committee
member Howard L. Siers offered NAA positions
on various aspects of timely financial reporting
guidance on emerging issues and implementation of existing standards (MAP, April '83). The
March 1st hearing by the FASB Task Force on
Timely Reporting Guidance produced an array
of views that the Task Force will consider before submitting its recommendations to the
FASB.
In addition to setting forth the MAP Committee positions on questions asked in the Invitation to Comment (see last month's column), Mr.
Siers discussed perceived deficiencies in the
FASB's overall system of due process, including the MAP Committee's concern about actions taken on certain occasions by the Securities & Exchange Commission in anticipation of
final actions to be taken by the FASB. Mr. Siers
noted that such practices limit the effectiveness of the Board's due process procedures.

Senator Moves to Amend FCPA
Senator John Heinz (R -Pa.) introduced a bill
(5.414) that would amend and clarify certain
sections of the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act.
The bill, "The Business Accounting and Foreign Trade Simplification Act," is identical to
legislation approved by the Senate in November 1981 as S.708.
SEC Chairman John S. R. Shad was one of
several witnesses who testified in favor of
S.414 at a joint hearing conducted by two subcommittees of the Senate Committee on Banking, Housing, and Urban Affairs on February 24.
The bill would provide relief as to the accounting section by substituting an element of

In commenting on the FASB's proposed statement, "Accounting for Special Termination
Benefits Paid to Employees," (MAP, March
'83), the MAP Committee cautioned that issuing a standard on the subject generates a risk
of developing conclusions that conflict with
what eventually results from the Board's project on pension accounting. The Committee's
overriding reaction to the exposure draft is that
it should be substantially revised to eliminate
the need for interpretation caused by language
that is not clear. For a copy of the comment letter, please write to Ms. Lorie Klein.

FASB on Banking and
Thrift Institutions
FASB Statement No. 72, "Accounting for Certain Acquisitions of Banking or Thrift Institutions," provides that in a business combination
accounted for by the purchase method involving the acquisition of a banking or thrift institution, the intangible asset representing the excess of the fair value of liabilities assumed over
the fair value of identifiable assets acquired is
to be amortized to expense over a period no
greater than the estimated remaining life of the
long -term interest - bearing assets acquired.
Under APB Opinion No. 17, which deals with
accounting for intangible assets, goodwill created in a purchase transaction may be amortized over a period not to exceed 40 years. The
Board concluded that, because of the uncertainty about the nature and extent of estimated
future benefits associated with the "goodwill,"
it is not economically sound to charge income
for the write off over 40 years while crediting
income over a much shorter period of time for
amortization of low -rate, interest - bearing assets that are recorded at low values because of
currently high interest rates.
► ► 30
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Data Sheet

me to be every bit as subject to criticism as the
auditor who relies upon undocumented representations of management."

Firms Change Auditors More Often
Robert F. Randall, Editor

Pension Seminar Draws 250
The Financial Accounting Standards Board's
controversial pension proposals drew fire from
industry and CPAs at a seminar on pensions
sponsored by NAA in March. Speaking before
more than 200 bankers, pension managers,
and financial executives, Ernst & Whinney partner Richard Schwartz said he was strongly opposed to the FASB proposal on conceptual
grounds because he does not see the pension
commitment as an accounting liability in view of
the long -term nature of the pension undertaking and the softness of the numbers involved.
Under the FASB proposal, corporations would
be required to include two pension - related
items in their statements of financial position —
and not in footnotes as in current practice.
John Chironna, chairman of NAA's MAP Committee, said: "While we agree with the FASB
that the current actuarial latitude is too broad,
the NAA MAP Committee believes that the
FASB has gone too far in reducing its actuarial
alternatives to a single method." FASB project
manager Timothy S. Lucas emphasized that
the Board's objective was to provide useful information. He said that it was difficult for an investor to understand how a company can show
no pension liability" on its balance sheet when
the value of pension assets is less than the value of pension benefits promised to employees
for services already rendered.

`Over-zealous' MBO Scored
Securities & Exchange Commissioner James C.
Treadway, Jr., pointed to over - zealous application of management by objective as one cause
of recent cases of "cooked books." Speaking
before the Securities Law Committee of the
Federal Bar Assn., he said, "Senior or central
corporate management, which places itself in a
distant castle, issues profit and productivity
goals by fiat, creates an atmosphere where a
division or division head has 'failed' if the goals
are not achieved, and fails to install and follow
through internal accounting controls, seems to
12

More and more companies are changing their
auditors, treating their audits as just another
commodity according to Public Accounting Report, which reports on auditor changes. About
50% more changes were reported in 1982 than
the year before, and Big 8 firms won over 60%
of the changes. Reasons for the changes: the
economy, mergers, bankruptcies, and lawsuits
against accounting firms.

CMA Starts Software Locator Service
Many new computer owners or users know they
need a certain application but do not know if a
software package exists or who markets it. A former corporate vice president and holder of the
Certificate in Management Accounting, Tim Shirley founded a company in 1981 to provide that
service. Called Sofsearch, this San Antonio company provides names and addresses of software
vendors, as well as the software products that
are available. For example, in its first software
survey the company lists 457 products offered by
375 vendors in the functional category, "Accounting— Accounts Payable /Cash Disbursements."
The packages are classified according to the
hardware they are designed for: microcomputer,
minicomputer, and mainframe. For more information, call Mr. Shirley (512) 340 -8735.

Business /Accounting Briefs
Price Waterhouse warns that the new microcomputers now coming on the scene pose a
new round of control problems. It says: "Now is
the time to make sure the company's control
system barriers are firmly in place." It publishes
a guide called "Microcomputers: Their Use and
Misuse in Your Business." ... Arthur Andersen
is publishing a booklet, "Shareholders' Questions -1983 Update." ... Deloitte Haskins &
Sells is making available a new booklet, "Audit
Committees -1983: Maintaining Credibility in
Financial Reporting in an Uncertain Environment." ... A bill introduced by Sen. Charles
McC. Mathias, Jr., would permit U.S. companies to engage in qualified joint R &D projects
without running afoul of U.S. antitrust laws, It's
called The Joint Research and Development
Ventures Act of 1983.... Peat, Marwick, Mitchell & Co. has replaced Coopers & Lybrand as
the world's largest accounting firm says Public
Accounting Report,
1-1
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A salary check
shouldn't be the only
thing you have
to show for years as an
accountant.
What you should be able to show
is a growing equity in a business
that's all your own, and the
satisfaction of being your own
boss.
If your present job doesn't
offer you this, do what hundreds of
accountants all across America
have done. Become an
independent Comprehensive®
accountant.
Comprehensive is the
nation's largest organization
of its kind providing monthly
accounting, bookkeeping and tax
services for all types of businesses
for the past 30 years. We've been
helping accountants go into
business for themselves. Helping
them build clients, income, and
equity with proven systems for
marketing production and data
processing that work.
But don't just take our
word for it. Here are three
Comprehensive accountants who,
like yourself, got fed up with
building someone else's business
and now are working for
themselves.

working for someone else and
decided to take my future
into my own hands. Thanks to
Comprehensive, starting my own
accounting practice was a lot
easier than I thought. In just three
years, I went from 0 clients to 102.
My income went up as well. But
now the results of my efforts are
going into my pocket."

KE NJACKS ON ,HOUS T ON,

BRAD HATCH
employees were being laid off and
salaries were being frozen by the
recession, I realized I'd be better
off in business for myself.
Comprehensive offers a proven
program. Now I have security
about my future that I didn't have
before."

TEXAS—" I had had it up to here

BRAD HAT CH, MEDFIELD,
MAS SACHUSET T S — "When I

saw that even long tF-rm

KEN GABRIEL

KEN GABRIEL, DETROIT,

MICHIGAN — "Besides the

KEN JACKSON

benefits of building equity and
being my own boss, my favorite
part of being a Comprehensive
accountant is the satisfaction of
knowing that my clients rely
on me."

If you're tired of working for
someone else, or if you have a
desire to build both income and
equity in your own business, talk
to Comprehensive. You'll be
backed by experienced
professionals and a growing TV
marketing program.
We call it being in business
for yourself without being in
business by yourself.
To find out more, call: A. M.
Fera toll free 1 -800- 323 -9000; in
Illinois, call collect 1- 312 - 898.6868.
I Ploau Bend ee more ieformotion on:
Starting my own practice
Expanding
Relocation
Name

I
I
I

Address
City

st a t e _ Z i p

Phone

I

COMPREHENSIVE
2111 Comprehensive Drive
Aurora, IL 60507 -1288

This is not an offering. An offering can only be made
by a prospectus filed first with the N.Y Dept of Law
Such filing does not constitute approval by N Y MA-5

COMPREHENSIVES

The right arm of America's small businesses.

'
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Management
Information
Systems
Grover L. Porter, Editor

The Future of MIS Education
Has educational technology kept pace with the
proliferation of technological advances? Unfortunately, MIS has grown and evolved in recent
years in a manner that has far outdistanced the
accompanying education. Today, the lion's
share of education is teaching students to learn
how to get and use information to accomplish
their purposes; new instructional technologies
must be developed that recognize this emphasis. The mere possession of information will be
an inadequate source of professional power.
Instead, the experts will be identified by the
way in which the information is assembled, presented, and applied. New technologies are
needed, yet at the same time institutions of
higher learning face increasing demands to
"tighten their belts."
Funding for university computer use has
been quite heavy, but inadequate. Recent estimates show that about $1.3 billion each year is
spent, but "more than half of that is for administrative purposes, not instruction or research,"
says Robert Gillespie, the vice provost for computing at the University of Washington (The
Wall Street Journal, Jan. 14, 1983). Further, a
committee of the National Business Education
Association (Business Education, Feb. 1981)
reported recently that "far too many outdated
machines are being used for training in our
classrooms." Even when money is available,
schools often accept some degree of antiquity
in favor of greater capacity. This practice
makes it difficult to give the student a sense of
what the field is like. Outdated equipment, however, is not the primary problem facing universities. The shortage of qualified professors is the
most pressing problem. Universities are finding
it difficult to compete because graduates can
command higher salaries in industry. Greater
funding alone, however, would not solve the
14

problem. Colleges and universities need to pay
more attention to providing working conditions
that will both draw and hold qualified instructors. With overcrowded classrooms and increasing pressures, the universities must guard
against losing that environment conducive to
scholarly thinking and research.
Education also faces pressures from industry. Industry expects certain qualities and skills
from new graduates: insight into human behavior, the ability to think clearly and systematically, and the skill to communicate. In newly
emerging professions such as MIS, the needs
of industry are often evident before education
is able to adequately fill them. If education is to
meet the growing needs of business, institutions of higher learning will need to become involved with the business community to keep
their procedures, practices, and equipment current, Business needs to have input into decisions made about curriculums and changes to
ensure that graduates are equipped to meet
the challenges they will face upon graduation.
Because universities are faced with dwindling dollars, less than current equipment, faculty shortages, and pressures from business,
universities need an organized method to maximize their potential given their limitations. One
method is through the use of instructional development: the systematic design, implementation, and evaluation of courses and curricula.
The MIS curriculum needs to include several
elements. First, the MIS professional needs a
strong background in both computers and management. As an MIS executive, the graduate
must be in a position to bridge the gap between
system designers and system users because
according to The Wall Street Journal (March 7,
1983) about "90% of the executives in the
United States today are computer illiterates."
Recent studies agree that subject areas covered in the curriculum should include basic concepts, internal control, evaluation of performance, and decision rule formulation. Some
have suggested including an overview of the
organization as a system, a discussion of the
life cycle of an information system, and identification of behavioral effects on the organization
and users, hands -on experience in developing
a program, and an examination of data base requirements. Other suggested topics include reporting techniques, batch processing, real time
processing, auditing concepts, project management, program documentation, flowcharting,
simple system design, and integrated system
design.
❑
This column was written in collaboration with
Carol Elliott, staff auditor, Arthur Young & Co.,
Dallas, Tex.
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Strengthen your grip
on accounts payable with UCC
Accounts Payable software.
Competitive financial executives require close control
over payables as well as receivables. Because how
carefully cash is paid out can be as important as how
carefully it is brought in.
Nothing strengthens your grip on payables faster or
more effectively than the UCC Accounts Payable System
with Purchase Order Control. UCC APS provides full
online automation of the entire commitment cycle, from
issuance of purchase orders to final clearance of
checks. System features include
• Funds management
• Three -way matching of invoices to purchase orders
and receipts
• Micro - computer decision support facilities
• Information and document tracking
• General accounting
• Employee expense reporting
• Use tax processing 1099 (T4A)
In addition to the Accounts Payable System, UCC
provides a full line of accounting and financial management software.
And UCC APS is backed by one of the largest, most
experienced support groups in the software industry.

ucc

We have been,
we are, and we will be
the right place to turn
for software Solutions.

UN IV E RS ITY

C OMP UTIN G

C OMP AN Y

A full range of applications and systems software products.
For further information and on -site visit, call 1 -800- UCC -1234.
UCC Tower, Exchange Park, Dallas, Texas 75235
Dallas • Chicago - Tonmtu • London • Zurich • Paris • Dusseldorf
f1CC is a subsidiary rd Wyly Corporation (NYSE).

Morris Gartenberg, Editor

Debt- Equity Rules Can Clobber
Smaller Businesses
The adverse effects can be substantial when
business owners lend money to their corporations under the IRS' debt - equity rules. Consider
the example of equal owners of a business
lending equal amounts to their company in order to buy a rival firm. As provided in the note
for the transaction, the company pays the interest and principal. However, an economic slump
is hurting profits, so the owners modify the loan
and extend its maturity. This modification is
enough for the IRS to treat the loan as an equity investment. Result: The company gets no
deduction for the interest paid the owners, and
it must pay taxes because the principal repayment is considered dividend income. The bottom line is that business owners should be
careful when lending money to their company
and modifying the loan agreement.

Deduction for Cruise Ship Conventions
Under a section of the Highway Revenue Act of
1982, you are allowed a limited deduction for
cruise ship convention expenses in 1983. The
limitations are:
1. The maximum annual deduction for each
taxpayer is $2,000.
2. The convention or meeting must be directly
related to business or to an income- producing activity.
3. The cruise ship must be U.S. registered.
4. All ports of call must be located in the U.S. or
its possessions including Puerto Rico.

Buying and Selling Homes of
Relocated Employees
According to a new IRS ruling, it may be costly
for comp anies to buy and sell th e former
homes of transferred employees. Because the
ruling considers these homes as company assets, any sale proceeds must be treated as
capital gains or losses instead of ordinary income. The ruling poses a problem for many
16

Salary Reduction Plans Gain
Interest in salary reduction plans has grown according to a survey of major U.S. companies by
Buck Consultants, Inc., New York. These plans
referred to as IRS Section 401(k) saving plans
were authorized by a 1978 amendment to the
tax code. Although final regulations have not
been issued yet, companies have begun to introduce these plans after the IRS announced
last year that firms could rely on proposed
regulations.
The 401(k) is gaining in popularity because of
the benefits to both employers and employees.
Companies are eager to start 401(k)s because
the plans are relatively an inexpensive way to
offer another benefit to employees. In addition
to getting a deduction for salary expense for
the deferred pay, a company saves on payroll
taxes including Social Security, unemployment
insurance and worker's compensation. And the
benefits to employees are: shelters more money than the individual retirement account (IRA),
sometimes includes matching contributions
from the company, permits a choice of investments, and allows more favorable tax treatment when the money is finally taken out of the
plan. If employees can afford it, they can have
both a 401(k) and an IRA.
These plans are not for everyone though.
The biggest worry for a company is the government's antidiscrimination test. In addition, getting the money out before the age of 59 1/2 is
difficult for the employee, but the merits of the
program can be rather substantial.

Tax Briefs
The IRS plans to issue soon its first list of current, closed, and suspended projects.... Interdrop to 11 % afest rates on overdue taxes
► ► 45
will

Taxes

companies which have been losing money on
these sales; they may not be able to use the
losses to offset capital gains from the other
areas.
These problems may possibly be avoided by
companies if they enter the real estate business and then deduct the losses from income.
Or companies might have an independent
agency handle the transaction. In another ruling, the IRS held that payments to a relocation
agency are deductible as ordinary and necessary business expenses. If these considerations are not possible, a company should try
to balance out the gains and losses so that the
tax benefit of any losses are used in the current
tax year.
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Ifyoustickwithtimesharingafter
readingthisad,youhaven't
readthisad.
Typically, financial planning
on a timesharing service runs $2,000
a month and more. Month after
month after month.
And it doesn't take a spreadsheet to figure that as a $24,000a- year - after -year expense.
"what if" alternatives. Analyze new business
ventures and mergers. Plan real estate acquisition
The Financial PlannerTm from Ashton -Tate
and development. And fine tune operations until
can stop this cash drain once and for all.
you reach the financial objectives you've set.
You pay $700 — one time — for the Planner.
It's one of the most comprehensive business
And handle your financial planning quickly, easily tools available on any computer. All for a fracand completely on your microcomputer.
tion of what you've been spending on timesharing
Without having to share your time or your
services to do the same things.
money with anyone.

The incredibly cheap alternative.

A forecaster's dream come true.
The Financial Planner has enough depth to
solve the most complex business problems you can
foresee, yet can be used almost intuitively.
The Planner automatically performs calculations on individual items, rows, columns and entire
models. Understands conditional logic. Solves
simultaneous equations. Computes Present Value
and Internal Rate of Return. Reads and writes
dBASE IITm files. And much, much more.
But you use abbreviated names, not mysterious formulas. And you communicate with the
computer in the English -like vocabulary of FPLTm
(Financial Planning Language), so you can easily
set up your budgeting and evaluation models.
Editing and report - writing are an integral part
of the package, and you can preview results on
the screen, then produce presentation - quality
financial reports directly.
And when you have your models and reports
just right, you can automate them so even your
President can run them.
With the Planner, you produce P & L forecasts
and financial consolidations in minutes. Explore

For the ardent skeptics.

It may sound too good to be true, but you
can check out- the Financial Planner with no
financial risk.
Run through a hands -on demo at your nearest
computer or software store. Then take a package
home and use it for 30 days on your IBM PC or
CP /M microcomputer. If it's not everything we
said it was, just return it and you'll get your
money back.
For the name of your nearest dealer, contact
Ashton -Tate at 10150 West Jefferson
Boulevard, Culver City, CA
90230. Or better yet, call (213)
204 -5570 today.
Time's a- wasting.

The
Financial
Planner-

,ASHTON TATE N
Q' /M is a trademark of Digital Research

C Ashton -Tate Iogi

LetterS

TO THE EDITOR
Apples vs. Oranges
I enjoyed reading Surendra S. Singhvi's
article, "Wh at Is t h e R ea l B o t t o m
Line ? ", in the February issue. His point
that profits should be viewed in relation
to investment rather than in absolute
terms is well taken. To the extent that
movement in this direction occurs, however, it may be important to consider a
further refinement.
As the historical cost model currently
in use in the United States does not provi d e fo r ad j u s t men t s b as ed upon
changes in general purchasing power,
the validity and comparability of "return o n i nvestment " calculatio ns is
open to question. Company A, for example, may have purchased most of its
fixed assets durin g the 1960s while
Company B may have purchased most
of it assets in the mid 1970s. Neither of
these "dollars of investment" relates
very well to the majority of the dollars
included in the current year's profit figure (i.e., current year's revenues and

PROFESSIONAL
DESIGNATION
IN
PROPERTY TAXATION

0

The Designation "CMI" represents the
highest level of achievement fo r Corporate Property Tax Professionals. It is
earned by candidates who pass rigorous examinations and fulfill educational
and experience requirements. A CMI
must complete co ntinuing educatio n
programs and meet ethical standards
to remain certified.
This Designation is awarded by the Institute of Property Taxation (IPT), a nonprofit organization dedicated to the advancement of the business property tax
pro fession. T o date, representatives
from over 700 major corporations have
participated in IPT educational and professional development programs.

many expenses). Thus, the numerator
and denominator in the typical "return
on investment" calculation may suffer
from an "apples vs. oranges" problem.
If so, the comparability of Company A's
return to Company B's also must be
questioned.
Currently, information concerning
changing prices is presented in the notes
to financial statements in accordance
with the provisions of FAS 33. Recognizing that there are so me con cerns
about the usefulness and reliability of
this information *, analysts should consider refining their calculation of "return on investment" by adjusting, to the
extent practicable, for the impact of
changing price levels.
John P. McAllister, CPA, Ph.D.
Dean, School of Business Administration
St. Bonaventure University
St. Bonaventure, N. Y.
*See January 1983 issue.

Improving Our Image
Recent issues Of MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING are worthy of note, and the
February 1983 issue is a particularly
fine example of the great strides that
have been made to put our magazine on
a professional level.
As there are those among us far better equipped than I to comment on the
accounting and professional level of the
magazine, my comments are directed to
the color, general appearance, layout,
and percent of paid advertising to editorial content.
The better the magazine looks with
respect to these points, the better it will
do, not only with respect to these issues
but with respect to the level of accounting and professional content.
Ettore Barbatelli, Chairman
Valuation Research Corp.
Milwaukee, Wis.

For more information write:
INSTITUTE OF PROPERTY TAXATION
499 South Capitol St. SW . Suite 412
Washington, DC 20003
202484.8122
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Negative Statements Should Be
Documented
The article, "We Need More Ph.D.s in
Acco unt ing," con tai ns several b old
statements which, if valid, have serious

implications for virtually everyone involved in accounting education. For this
reason, I believe the authors had a special obligation to support their contentions with adequate evidence, and MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING had a responsibility to insist on such evidence before
accepting the article for publication.
Here are a few examples.
First, the authors state that "it will be
assumed that the universities do not
want to limit their output to the present
levels and that they really do want to reduce the extreme shortage" of accounting doctorates. How magnanimous a
gesture for two n ondes cript writers
without a single shred of evidence to the
contrary! One could almost dismiss this
outrageous statement if it were not preceded by two paragraphs of text which
seriously explore the possibility. Clearly, the insinuation that the AACSB,
several universities, and an equal number of accounting faculties have colluded to "drive up the price for th e accounting doctorate gradu ate" and to
"increase the salaries for those offering
the doctorate" is an extremely serious
matter. MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING
may have vi ewed these comments as
harmless opinions. These statements are
thinly veiled accusations made without
the slightest evidence and should never
have been printed.
Second, Shipley and Engle state that
"many facu lt y members work fewer
than 1,000 hours per school year ... "
What is the source of their information?
Surely they would not make such a disparaging comment without some form
of evidence. They offered absolutely
none. They didn't even have the courtesy of stating that it was merely their
personal opinion. I believe that the vast
majority of accounting educators are
dedicated to the profession and that
few, if any, compromise their responsibilities in order to enjoy a 25 -hour work
week as implied by the authors' comment. Again, I think you should have
insisted that such a negative statement
be adequately supported before accepting the article for publication.
James J. Miller
Louisiana Tech University
Ruston, La.
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Boardroom to stockroom,
BRP makes the
management connection.
Effective commu nication between all levels is
req ui red t o mak e you r compan y's B us iness Pl an a
reali ty. Wit h B us iness R equ irement s Plann in g (BR P)
on you r sid e, yo u can en su re you r chances of meeti ng
your goals.
BRP is the "Closed Loop" Management Pro cess that
gets everyone working together — from boardroo m to
st ockroo m.
Only The Forum, Ltd. offers the full circle of
professi onal ly prod uced BR P ed ucat ion al p rograms
des ign ed to reach everyon e in you r compan y.
Public Semin ars — Intens ive 2 -day B RP Seminars
are h eld monthl y in Chicago fo r you r key
man agemen t p ers o n n el .
In -House Programs — We can also tailor our BRP
Seminar to you r company's o bj ect ives, pers onn el
an d t i meframe.

ovpk
Y
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� r

Video Tape Edu cation — The complete BRP course
is also available on Video Tapes with Workbooks for
cont inui ng education to learn B RP i n yo ur p lant at
you r conveni ence.
To evalu ate our programs, p leas e write for our
brochure and FREE Introductory Vid eo Tape, or call
414/476 -3300.

Yo u r q u al i t y ci r cl e f o r
C uC AT IO
ma n a g e me n t e d u c a t i o n .
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3333 N. Mayfair Road
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53222

How ERTA and TEFRA Affect
Capital Budgeting Decisions
The primary purpose of the new tax laws
is to encourage businesses to invest
in plant and equipment

By John W. Hardy

John W. Hardy is an
associate professor,
school of accountancy,
at Brigham Young
University in Provo,
Utah. A CPA, he holds
a Ph.D degree from
the University of
Texas. Dr. Hardy is a
member of the Salt
Lake Area Chapter.

Congress has been busy enacting legislation to jolt
the economy out of recessionary time. One of
these efforts is the Economic Recovery Tax Act of
1981 (ERTA). This act has provided some tax advantages for business through a rapid write -off of
plant and equipment. This is accomplished by
providing increased cash inflows to businesses
through decreased taxes from the additional depreciation allowed. This method is the Accelerated Cost Recovery System (ACRS). One of the
greatest benefits for companies is their rates of return on new investments computed from capital
budgeting models that recognize the time value of
money.
A second piece of economic legislation recently
passed by Congress is the Tax Equity and Financial Responsibility Act of 1982 (TEFRA). This
act repeals the scheduled increases in ACRS allowances for personal property scheduled for
1985, but does not touch the rates of write -off currently in use.
There are two important items to consider under E RTA and TE FR A when mak in g cap it al
budgeting decisions. The first is to identify the important provisions of the ACRS which relate to
after -tax cash flows associated with plant and
equipment purchases. The second is to show the
impact ACRS has on capital budgeting models,
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especially those used to evaluate plant and equipment investments. A comparison of capital budgeting analysis between the useful lives under the
old tax law and the new ACRS life provisions under ERTA and TEFRA also will be made.
Provisions of ERTA and TEFRA
The purpose of ERTA was to help the economy
recover by providing various incentives for individuals and businesses. One of the major provisions of this legislation dealt with incentives for
investment in plant and equipment. ERTA introduced a property classification system for the
write -off of plant and equipment which ignored
traditional useful life and salvage value concepts
in favor of an accelerated cost recovery system. In
addition, the legislation provided changes in the
rates used for the Investment Tax Credit (ITC).
In 1982 TEFRA was passed to permit the collection of more tax revenue to cover anticipated deficits of the federal government. Hence, the use of
the term "fiscal responsibility" in its title. TEFRA
reduced some of the tax incentives which were
provided by ERTA. Table 1 summarizes some of
the differences that ERTA and TEFRA provide
in comparison with the former tax laws as it relates to plant and equipment.
ACRS METHOD
The ACRS system classifies all depreciable
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING/MAY 1983

property into five property classes, each of which
generally provides increased depreciation allowances for most business property. The ACRS is a
mandatory cost recovery system for tax purposes.
However, the straight -line method may be used
with the optional lives within ACRS property
classes. Under ACRS all property is included in
either the three - year,five -year, 10 -year, or 15 -year
public utility property, or 15 -year real property
categories. The three -year, five -year, and 10 -year
property is composed of tangible personal property. Under the new ACRS method, the ACRS tables use accelerated depreciation with a switch to
straight line in some categories.
There are additional pieces of information one
should know. The shortened useful lives of depreciable property under ACRS do not apply to real
property acquired after 1980 if: (1) the taxpayer or
a related person owned the property before 1981,
or (2) the property is acquired in certain like -kind
exghanges. Such property would include "rollovers, involuntary conversions or repossessions
for property the taxpayer or a related person
own ed p rio r to 1981." 1 Tran sactio ns wit h a

HALF YEAR CONVENTION
The new law provides for an automatic half year conventional write off for all personal property placed in service, regardless of the specific
date the property is acquired. Because of the built in half -year convention for most property in the
ACRS table, it is more profitable to purchase
fixed assets at year's end than under previous law.
This increases the current year's depreciation, and
may also cause a larger depreciation amount for
the succeeding year than under former methods.
INVESTMENT TAX CREDIT
The investment tax credit (ITC) was changed
with the enactment of ERTA. TEFRA made further adjustments. The ITC is allowed on tangible
personal property, but not on real property. There
is no dollar limit to ITC taken on new property
and a $125,000 limit for used property. The investment tax credit, if unused, may be carried
back three years and carried forward 15 years.
Former tax laws allowed a carry- forward of only
five years. Table 2 summarizes the rates that may
be used.

ERTA does act
as an incentive
for businesses
to invest in
plant and
equipment.

Table 1
Comparing Old and New Tax Laws
Former tax law
Acceptable depreciation methods:
Straight -line
Units of production
Declining balance methods
Sum -of- the - digits

ERTA
ACRS class lives or
optional straight line
method within ACRS life
classes.
After 1980 but before
1985, 150% declining balance
with switch to straight line
During 1985, 175%
declining balance with
switch to straight line.
After 1985. 200%
declining balance with
switch to straight line.

TEFRA
Same as ERTA

Useful Life:
Asset depreciation range
or justifiable useful life

ACRS class life:
3 yr., 5 yr., 10 yr.,
and 15 yr.

Same as ERTA

Salvage Value:
Reasonable amount

No salvage value.

Same as ERTA

churning (converting) purpose probably will be
ruled ineligible for ACRS benefits. The IRS thus
prevents taxpayers from converting pre -1981
buildings into property qualified for ACRS benefits. A similar rule applies to personal property.
LIMITED EXPENSING OF CAPITAL EQUIPMENT
The new ACRS system provides for an election
to deduct the full cost of qualifying personal property in the year it is placed in service. Begining in
1982, the limitation is $5,000 and increasesto
$10,000 by 1986. Property currently expensed
does not receive the investment tax credit.
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /MAY 1983

Same as ERTA

Repealed

Repealed

The new TEFRA does require an adjustment to
the basis or cost of ACRS property acquired after
December 31, 1982. The adjustment basis for the
three -year and five -year classes of property is
equal to one -half of the investment tax credit taken. For example, if a taxpayer purchased qualified
property for $20,000, and a 10% ITC was used,
he would reduce his $20,000 by $1,000 to $19,000
(half of $2,000 ITC). As an alternative to adjusting the basis or cost of an asset for ACRS purposes, TEFRA permits an election by the taxpayer to use optional rates of 8% ITC (rather than
10 %) for five and ten -year ACRS property and
21

4% ITC (rather than 6 %) for three -year ACRS
property.
A Capital Budgeting Illustration
The preceding information identifies the provisions ERTA and TEFRA have on the cash flows
of companies making capital budgeting decisions
for plant and equipment. These acts do enhance
the after -tax cash flows associated with investments in plant and equipment. The additional
Table 2
Investment Tax Credit Rates
Former
law

Former
Useful Life
3 or more but less than 5 years
5 or more but less than 7 years
7 or more years

3 -1l3%
6 -213%
10%

ACRS class life

ERTA

Optional rates
for
TEFRA

3 year
5 year
10 year

6%
10%
10%

4%
8%
80/0

&

TEFRA

Table 3
Assumed Investment Cost, Useful Lives, and Net Operating
Cash Inflows for Capital Budgeting Analysis
Net annual
cash inflows
from
operations
Before
After2
tax
tax

ACRS
Former'
class
useful
Investment
life
life
cost
$10,000
$3.636
$2.000
4 years
3-year
$20,000
$7,273
$4,000
12 years
5 -year
$40.000
$14,545
$8.000
20 years
10-year
$10,000,000
$2,100.818
$1.200,000
25
15-year
years
public—
utility
property
$1,000,000
$218,180
$120.000
30 years
15-year
real property
'The former useful life is the average midpoint of the ADR useful life of the former tax law
for the equivalent property life category of ACRS.
2
Fortyfive percent average tax rate assumed,
Other assumptions:
1. A net annual cash flow fromoperations is generated by the investment.
2. All purchases of plant and equipment are at year -end.
3. Net cash inflows are received at the end of each year for the total useful lite of the
investment acquired.
4. No bonus depreciation is computed in discounting former useful life cash flows.
5. The straight -line depreciation method is used for the former useful life property.
6. The ACRS class life table is used in discounting the cash flows for the ACRS
method.

cash flows provided under both these acts will improve the results of analysis generated by capital
budgeting tools which recognize the time value of
money.
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Capital budgeting decisions are associated with
investments in plant and equipment over a long run time horizon. Because of the difficulty in accurately predicting the future, several mathematical tools have been developed to help analyze the
costs and benefits of capital budgeting decisions.
Four common capital budgeting tools used to
evaluate such decisions are: the net present value
method, the internal rate of return method, the
average rate of return method, and the payback
method. Only the first two methods recognize the
time value of money.
To illustrate the effect of the new tax laws on
capital budgeting analysis, the following example
has been prepared. Table 3 shows assumed cost,
net annual operating cash inflows, and associated
useful lives of property under the former Asset
Depreciation Range (ADR) and ACRS class lives.
The average mid -point ADR useful lives are used
in the example. This example assumes a purchase
of capital equipment at December 31 or the fiscal
year end in all cases. The results of the analysis
under ACRS are even more favorable than ADR
results because of the new half -year convention
which is implemented in the example. For purposes of illustration, it is assumed that the taxpayer elects under TEFRA to reduce ITC and not adjust the basis or cost of property. The allowed ITC
rates under TEFRA and ERTA are used in the
example for ACRS property and the ITC rates
used under former tax law for the ADR property.
Results of the Analysis
Table 4 summarizes the results of the analysis
using illustrative data from Table 3.
NET PRESENT VALUE METHOD
The net present value method compares the
present value of the future cash flows of a project
with the initial investment of the project. If the
net present value is positive or zero, i.e., the present value of the future cash inflows exceeds or is
equal to the initial investment, then the project
may be accepted. If the net present value is negative, then the project is rejected.
This method uses discounted cash flows and
recognizes the time value of money. It should be
noted from Table 4 that in all cases the ACRS net
present value is positive and is also greater than
the net present value computed under former useful lives. For the three -year ACRS property, the
analysis shows a positive net present value which
would make this choice acceptable. However, under former useful lives thi s same in vest ment
would be unacceptable because of the negative net
present value. ERTA and TEFRA with ACRS
class lives clearly encourage investment when usin g th e net present val ue cap it al b ud geti ng
method.
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Table 4
Results of Capital Budgeting Models Analysis Using ACRS Class Lives vs. Useful
Lives of Former Tax Laws
Net present
value (MDR 12%)
Before
tax
3 -year ACRS

After
tax

8,970

$

$

$

$10,286

Former useful life

Internal rate
of return

Average
rate of return
(in years)
Before After
tax
tax

Payback method

Before
tax

After
tax

454

84.2%

14.9%

62%

32.2%

.95

(175)

51.4%

11.14%

62%

32.1%

1.58

3.09

Before After
tax
tax
2.55

71.7%

28.8%

47%

25.3%

1.32

2.88

Former useful life

$33,728

9,019

48.7%

22.9%

47%

25.2%

2.01

3.81

10 -year ACRS

$98,533

$35.406

58.6%

28.2%

42%

22.8%

1.65

3.42

Former useful life

$87,582

$30,478

45.9%

24.4%

42%

22.8%

2.18

4.04

15 -year ACRS
public utility property

$12,448,013 $1,742,313

31.2%

14.9%

25.8%

13.810

3,09

6.31

Former useful life

$10,249,416

823,532

25.7%

13.2%

25.8%

13.8%

3.87

7.25

203,060

30.8%

14.9%

25.1%

115%

3.09

6.28

87,450

25.1%

13.2%

25.1%

13.5 0

3.98

7.41

1,025,983

$
$

1,282,897

$

Former useful life

$

15 -year ACRS
real property

INTERNAL RATE OF RETURN METHOD

The internal rate of return (IRR) is a capital
budgeting tool which identifies the yield that an
investment is earning over its useful life. This
method recognizes the time value of money and
uses discounted cash flow in its analysis. It can be
noted from Table 4 that the after -tax IRR is 2 %5% higher for ACRS class lives of three to 10
years than former useful lives allowed prior to
ERTA. This added return signals to the investor
the desirability of a potential project. It can be
concluded that ERTA and TEFRA encourage investment in capital equipment when using IRR as
a measurement guide.
AVERAGE RATE OF RETURN
The average rate of return is another capital

budgeting tool, but it is an unsophisticated method because it ignores the time value of money in
its computation. In other words , this method
treats the cash flows received in year one as being
of equal worth to cash flows received in year
three, five, 10, or 15. This is a serious weakness of
the average rate of return method. As can be seen
in Table 4, there is no difference in rates of return
between ACRS and the former useful lives used
prior to ERTA. This method shows no incentive
for investment under ERTA or TEFRA. Businesses using average rate of return as their guide
for plant and equipment decisions will not recognize the benefits of the new ACRS lives.
THE PAYBACK METHOD

The payback method is a capital budgeting tool
which measures the time it takes for an investment to generate cash inflows that will pay back
the initial investment. It is a useful measure which
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /MAY 1983

/o

$11.372
$

$38.630

$

5 -year ACRS

TEFRA reduced
some of the tax
incentives
which were
provided by
ERTA.

seeks to identify how long a company may be "at
risk" in terms of its investment. This method does
not recognize the time value of money either.
However, it does identify the timing of cash infl o ws wh i ch ca n a cc u mu l at e t o eq u al the
investment.
It can be noted from Table 2 that the payback
method favors the ACRS class life whether using
either before -tax or after -tax dollars. There is
nearly six months to one year's difference in payback time under the ACRS class lives versus former useful fives. The shorter payback times under
the ACRS do reduce one of the potential risks of
investment. The difference illustrates the additional investment incentive ERTA and TEFRA encourage when the payback method is the capital
budgeting tool used for investment decisions.
Using the New Tax Laws
The asset cost recovery system in ERTA does
act as an incentive for businesses to invest in plant
and equ ipment. In capit al b udgeting mod els
which recognize the time value of money, all models showed more positive signals for investment
than under the former tax law with its recommended lives. Unfortunately, the Tax Equity and
Fiscal Responsibility Act reduces some of the incentives for investment in plant and equipment
given by the ACRS lives provided by ERTA.
Businesses are probably not taking advantage of
the benefits intended under ERTA because of current high long -term interest rates and a sluggish
economy. However, as interest rates continue to
slide and economic circumstances change, businesses will have greater cash inflows from plant
and equipment investments under ERTA and TEFRA than under former tax laws.
❑
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Who's Minding
the Tax Department?
It ha s never ma de mu ch sense to compa re a pples to ora nges,
but trying to mea sure a depa rtment's effectiveness without setting goa ls
and objectives as a ba sis for comparison is ju st as foolish.

By R. Jeffrey Preston and Alida M. Adamek
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Whil e every company obvious ly has its own
unique accounting requirements, most effective
tax departments have numerous common characteristics. These attributes should be fully considered wh en a t ax departmen t i s organ ized o r
reorganized.
In a study undertaken for the Tax Executives
Institute, McKinsey & Co. compiled a list of important tax functions. These functions are:

to perform their functions effectively must be
educated in the theory and application of these
laws.
Of course, the degree to which individual corporate tax departments assume these responsibilities will vary. It is critically important, however,
that management realize that these functions must
be performed by qualified tax professionals —if
not by in -house personnel, th en b y ou ts id e
consultants.

Forward planning. This function includes the Organizing the Tax Function
The changing economy and company growth
formulation of overall policies and procedures,
may
indicate the need for management to initiate
the reduction of ultimate tax costs, improvement of the cash flow posture of the company an in -house tax function. As transactions become
through tax deferral, and the projection of the more complex, daily planning may be required to
amounts and timing of the tax payments that ensure the best tax results. It is impractical for
outside consultants to perform these daily tasks
will be required.
Planning of transactions. Decision makers because they are seldom intimately familiar with a
should be made aware of the tax aspects of company's operations, and the cost of obtaining
such familiarity may be prohibitive.
their corporation's activities.
Also, internal accounting personnel are not nec3. Complying with requirements of taxing authorities. Most companies are required to file essarily knowledgeable in tax areas and, as the
several different types of returns and compli- .size and complexity of the company's transactions
ance may require ruling requests and negotia- increase, they may be incapable of dealing with
even routine tax matters.
tion with revenue agents.
4. Educating corporate personnel. Relevant new
tax laws must be reviewed and those corporate Setting Goals and Objectives
Not all tax departments will perform all funcpersonnel who require current tax knowledge
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Seeking Skilled Staff
The tax department manager should have technical abilities and personality characteristics
which will enable him or her to work effectively to
meet departmental objectives. Skills to look for include an accounting background, knowledge of
tax law, and familiarity with the industry. The
person selected also should possess managerial
talents and have the ability to sell his ideas and
credibility to others. The most common sources
for corporate tax personnel are accounting and
law firms. In addition, the Treasury Department,
Internal Revenue Service (IRS), and state tax departments provide excellent training grounds for
corporate tax personnel.
Although accounting and law school graduates
are often selected to staff tax departments, another source of staff exists in- house. These personnel,
already familiar with company accounting proced u res , can mak e val u ab l e ad d i t i o n s t o t h e
department.
Another important consideration is that the
compensation required by the tax manager and
other personnel selected to staff the new or reorganized department will often be directly proportional to the professional quality of the services
that they are capable of offering. Prior experience,
academic credentials, and other factors will determine varying salary ranges acceptable to different
candidates for the positions. Management must
determine whether there is a place for a person
with the requisite professional qualifications and
accompanying compensation requirements in the
company's salary structure.
Positioning the Tax Department
Although the current trend is toward upper level positioning on the organization chart with
the department head as high up on the corporate
ladder as corporate vice president, there is really
no ideal position for the tax department or its
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manager. Positioning will depend upon the size of
the company and the complexity of transactions
but, most important, upon the effectiveness of internal communication channels. Here, as in most
other situations, the role the department plays in
the company's operations is of greater importance
than its position on the organization chart. The
tax department must have easy access to the financial and accounting functions and a direct
communication line to policy formulators.
Upper -level positioning of the tax department,
with the tax manager reporting directly to top
management, has several inherent advantages. It
prevents the obscuring of issues as they pass
through channels and facilitates the hiring and
maintaining of high caliber tax people. Strategically positioning the department where decisions
can be communicated and effectively implemented is an important condition for achievement of
defined objectives.
Along the same line, communication between
the tax department, top management, and other
departments is essential to an effective tax function. Top management must create communication channels by adopting a formal chain of command that provides the tax manager with access
to decision makers. The tax manager also must
have enough authority to accomplish departmental objectives, and the tax department must keep
these channels of communication open.
A tax department is able to communicate with
upper management by preparing summaries of
law changes, proposed legislation, and other matters directly affecting the company as they occur,
and by providing management with regular status
reports. Such reports should discuss controversial
areas including estimated dollar exposure, reserve
requirements, and details of the progress being
made toward attaining tax department goals.
Tax department communications with other departments should include the preparation and
maintenance of procedures manuals on such topics as investment credit and sales tax guidelines,
depreciable lives, and payroll taxes. In addition,
the department can provide basic in -house training to personnel involved in areas where tax exposure or planning opportunities exist.
The issue of centralization versus decentralization is a popular one in today's business environment. While the formulation of policies, planning,
and reviews are most efficient when centralized,
routine compliance tasks such
the preparation
of payroll and sales tax returns are easily decentralized. However, decentralized activities should
be controlled via procedures manuals, review of
returns and, sometimes, internal tax audits.

The best
sources of
competent tax
personnel are
accounting and
law firms.

as

tions. The size, activities, and effectiveness of a department will depend upon the expectations of top
management so it is important that these expectations be expressed in well - defined departmental
objectives. This foundation will facilitate the engagement of appropriate personnel and is particularly critical in the selection of a tax manager.
The objectives of the tax function are not difficult to determine. The real problem lies in ranking
them. The objective "to minimize tax liability" is
not always totally compatible with the objective
"to strictly comply with all rules and regulations." Yet it is necessary for both the tax manager and his supervisor to understand what the objectives are, for these are the criteria against
which the tax department's performance should
be measured.

Identifying Resources and Responsibilities
The complex and voluminous nature of tax law
P5

Tax
departments
belong in the
organizational
spot that best
opens internal
communication
channels.
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requires that tax departments have a tax library
which contains, at the very minimum, the current
Internal Revenue Code and Regulations, a complete federal and state tax service, several basic
referen ce bo ok s, an d mi s cel l aneo u s tax
periodicals.
Tax laws and their interpretation, however, are
constantly changing. While a good tax library is
essential to keeping tax practitioners current, formal continuing education programs are also of
great benefit, particularly from the aspect of interpretation of the laws. Outside seminars and conferences for the more complicated areas can be
supplemented with in -house training sessions and
on-the-job instruction.
Competent clerical personnel are another important tax department resource. Sufficient manpower at the clerical level must be available to
perform routine tasks in order to give the tax professional more available time to spend on planning
and supervising. Moreover, the caliber of the tax
manager and tax staff that the firm can hire and
retain will improve.
As mentioned earlier, the responsibilities of a
corporate tax department for general business
planning, transaction planning, compliance and
training will, and must, vary with the requirements of the company it serves. There are, however, some very basic activities that all tax departments must perform.
The department must develop and maintain a
tax calendar which details the due dates of returns, extensions, and payments. The tax manager
can use the information this calendar provides to
set priorities and plan for personnel requirements.
In a small operation, a tax calendar can be set up
manually without much difficulty. On the other
hand, the task becomes extremely cumbersome
when due dates number in the hundreds. Large
public accounting firms face the same problem on
a very large scale, and computerized tax return
control systems have been developed to monitor
work products as they progress to completion.
Another basic tax department responsibility is
the development of standards and procedures to
follow in preparing tax workpapers. Tax work papers should serve as aids in the preparation of
returns and leave a clear "trail" that facilitates recomputation of tax or reference to source data. In
conjunction with tax workpapers, the tax department should use a checklist or procedures manual
to ensure a uniform approach to the preparation
of all tax returns and reports.
In addition, the tax department will review all
tax returns prepared by tax department personnel
and review, on an audit basis, the routine returns
prepared by other departments. The review process also should encompass proposed contracts
and agreements and minutes of the meetings of

the board of directors, with the objective of pinpointing and dealing with matters of tax significance at their earliest stages. Any and all reviews
must be documented using a formal procedure developed by the department. Finally, the tax department should have input into cash forecasting
and budgeting for projected tax liabilities.
Computerizing Tax Systems
Many of the reporting functions are now automated in most firms. Computerized tax return
control systems are designed to aid in the control
of preparation of tax returns and other work products. While these systems vary, in general they inventory the tax returns by due date, extension
date, and the date or dates when follow -up action
is required. It is also possible to trace special
dates, for example, the date of the grant of a
waiver.
These systems also can monitor returns by the
personnel responsible for them. They permit entry
of several different levels of responsiblility for any
return. By displaying an individual's current and
future responsibilities, the output is helpful in the
scheduling of personnel workloads. Updates and
changes generally are easy to accomplish. Other
computer programs can be obtained to maintain
property records, and calculate asset -by -asset depreciation and the new ACRS depreciation effected by the Economic Recovery Tax Act of 1981.
The complex computations required by Regulation 1.861 -8 concerning the allocation and apportionment of certain expenses in determining net
foreign source income can be made via computer.
Programs are available to calculate allowable foreign tax credits and carryovers and to perform domestic international sales corporation calculations. Also available for corporate tax planning
are programs to calculate earnings and profits and
working capital requirements to justify earnings
accumulations for tax purposes.
Also, the preparation of corporate and individual income tax and estate and gift tax returns has
been greatly simplified by the advent of computerized tax return preparation services. While utilization of the corporate programs is of obvious relevance, use of the individual taxpayer programs by
corporations has increased significantly recently
as management has offered return preparation
and some planning as a type of fringe benefit. Empl o yee res p on s e t o th ese s ervi ces has been
enthusiastic.
Using Outside Consultants
The majority of firms of any significant size require outside tax consultation on an ongoing basis, although this fact is in no way a reflection
upon the quality of in -house personnel. The diverse nature of corporate tax work demands a
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Measuring Effectiveness
We have emphasized that departmental goals
and objectives must be established in order to provide management with appropriate criteria by
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which to measure the tax department's performance. If management's goals were to decrease
the effective tax rate and the size and frequency of
IRS adjustments, the tax department's progress
toward attaining those goals could be measured
over time. Another criterion to consider may be
the cost of supporting an internal tax function in
relationship to the benefits received. Does top
management feel that the tax department has contributed to the present or future profitability of
the company?
The tax department's performance might be
measured against self -set goals, both on an individual and departmental basis. A "management
by objective" approach to evaluation would involve periodic meetings of the tax manager and
his supervisor, first to set agreed upon goals and
later to evaluate the tax department's progress in
attaining th em. A quali tative eval uation also
should take place asking questions such as: How
do other departments view the tax department? Is
it perceived as effective?
When management is uncertain about the effectiveness of its tax function or perceives a need for
change, a tax department review by accounting,
management consulting, or law firms may be desirable. The firm chosen to review a firm's tax department should have expertise and experience in
the industry in question and in the performance of
tax department reviews. It should possess the resources necessary to perform competently and
objectively.
Such reviews usually commence with discussions with the tax manager, top management, and
management of other departments with tax department interface. These discussions provide the
reviewers with the corporation's perceptions of
the tax department's objectives and problems in
attaining them. These objectives will then be analyzed and compared to certain common objectives
of efficient tax functions. Tax department staff
personnel will be interviewed and internal and ex,
ternal documents and facilities used by the department will be analyzed. The conclusions will include a determination as to whether the objectives
of the tax function are sufficiently understood and
are being met. The review may yield comments on
the effectiveness of tax department communications. The reviewers will assess the degree of importance management places on the tax function
and the degree of effectiveness of the tax department within the company.
This procedure provides management with an
outsider's objective perception of the tax department's role in the organization. In addition to providing suggestions for the setting of standards for
compliance and planning, these reviews often generate a renewed appreciation of the tax function's
contribution to the operation of the company. ❑

Most firms of
any size require
regular outside
tax
consultation.

manager who knows "something about everything." In other words, he is usually required to
be a generalist in the broad realm of tax law. It is
impossible for one tax manager to be an expert in
all areas of concern to his firm. Conversely, outside consultants are often able to devote significant amounts of their time to more specific areas
of tax law. When decisions with substantial tax
impact are made, these experts are often able to
save a company significant tax dollars.
Examples of extremely complex areas to which
some tax practitioners literally devote their lives
include ERISA, LIFO inventory accounting, accounting methods, reorganizations, and international taxation. Therefore, ongoing consultation is
crucial to identify potential tax issues before they
develop into expensive mistakes. It should be realized, however, that achieving the most efficient
balance between reliance on outside tax services
and in -house staff can be very difficult.
Generally, outside advice should be obtained on
issues which involve substantial dollar amounts
and prior to the initiation of complex endeavors
such as major acquisitions or changes in accounting methods. Corporations should seek outside review of their federal income tax return if it is complex, contains unusual transactions, or if company
preparers or reviewers are inexperienced in tax
matters or new to the firm. Independent tax specialists generally have a good deal of experience in
negotiating with the IRS and may be able to provide valuable advice on the handling of contested
issues. These examples are certainly not all inclusive, and outside services may be required in many
other instances where the in -house tax department
lacks time or expertise.
An often ignored aspect of achieving a balance
of tax expertise is the need for instituting formal
procedures for making the decision as to whether
to obtain outside consultation. There is no clear cut answer to the question as to who should make
the decision to call in outside experts. Tax managers often hesitate to profess a lack of competence
to a supervisor who may not appreciate the complexities of the area, while the supervisor may not
fully understand the potential legal and monetary
impact of all of the issues. For these reasons,
guidelines must be formulated and standard procedures established to ensure that the question,
"Should we consult our tax advisor ? ", is asked before crucial decisions are made. Top management
should establish these guidelines and take steps to
ensure that they are understood by all parties
involved.
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Every multinational company should maintain records to determine the earnings and profits of
each foreign subsidiary that is a controlled foreign
corporation. The determination of foreign earnings and profits is extremely important when you
are:
• Accounting for a foreign subsidiary that is involved in a reorganization;
• Computing the gain from the sale or exchange
of stock in a controlled foreign corporation;
• Determining the the special limitations on the
amount of Subpart F Income taxable to a U. S.
shareholder;
• Distributing the earnings of a foreign subsidiary
that are taxed by the United States when they
are paid in the form of a dividend; and
• Calculating the foreign tax credit on foreign
dividends.
Moreover, various U. S. corporate tax returns,
such as Form 2952 (Informatio on Controlled
Foreign Corporations), Form 3646 (Income from
Controlled Foreign Co rporations), and Form
1118 (Computation of Foreign Tax Credit —Corporations), require earnings and profits reporting
each year when the U. S. parent company files
Form 1120 (U. S. Corporations Income Tax Return) with the Internal Revenue Service.
We developed a system in our company to provide both accurate and current foreign earnings
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and profits data and to coordinate the tax affairs
for each of our foreign subsidiary companies. In
order to maintain an efficient foreign subsidiary
tax information reporting system, each foreign
subsidiary controller is required to complete two
forms every quarter.
Reporting Tax Calculations
On a monthly basis, each foreign subsidiary reports a variety of accounting data to the controller
of international operations for inclusion in the
consolidated financial statements. Each quarter,
foreign subsidiary controllers also are required to
report information to the tax department, calculating the estimated yearly tax expense and analyzing the tax liability accounts for the quarterly
activity with supporting tax receipts and other
documentat ion. This info rmati on is repo rted
through the use of two standardized forms.
The first form, required quarterly, is Form TC
(Tax Calculation and Financial Details); see Table
1. This summary schedule form provides a complete estimated yearly tax calculation that is necessary for the U. S. foreign tax credit, foreign tax
credit limitation, and local tax provision calculations. Form TC, Schedule I, is a summary schedule of various items that must be attached to provide support for the calculated total tax provision.
When the need for additional schedules is indicated on Form TC (Schedules II and III), a supporting schedule should be attached to set forth the
detailed calculation for that particular item.
Schedule II provides the details for calculation
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of the current tax liability. The schedule begins
with net book profit before tax followed by items
that are adjustments to this fiqure in arriving at
current taxable income. The schedule shows the
calculation of the current tax liability that would
be due if a tax return were prepared based upon
these data.
Schedule III provides information on the deferred tax liability, identifying items of deferred
income on which deferred taxes are calculated.
The statutory tax rate is applied to these items to
establish the deferred tax liability. Because of the
differences in the calculation of taxes, each foreign
subsidiary controller must prepare both Schedules
II and III.
Form TC also requests an annual estimate of
the royalty and interest income expected to be accrued to the U. S. parent company for the year
and the dividends expected to be paid during the
year. This information provides the necessary details to calculate foreign source income for the
year, which is required to determine the foreign
tax credit limitation and the foreign tax credit
available for the year.
Each foreign subsidiary forwards the details to
the tax department by Telex transmission as soon
as Form TC has been drafted in order that early
projections may be prepared.
Form TA —Tax Analysis
The second form, required quarterly, is Form
TA (Tax Analysis); see Table 2. This form reports
an analysis of the current tax liability, the current
deferred tax liability, and the long -term deferred
tax liability general ledger account activity for the
quarter.
Each tax liability account is analyzed by starting with the balance in the account at the beginning of the quarter, adding the amount expensed
through the income statement, deducting payments made, adjusting for any transfer to or from
the deferred liability accounts and, finally, determining the ending balance in the account at the
end of the quarter. Details are requested for several years as the liability comprises taxes owed for
more than one year. This information is necessary
as the final tax liability will not be known for several years because of tax audits or deferred payments that may be required of a current year's liability. Space also is provided for explanations of
anything unusual that may have occurred during
any past year or in the current year.
In addition to completing Form TA for the activity in each tax liability account, the controllers
are requested to provide receipts for all income
tax payments (either in the form of check copies
or receipts from the government), details of the
years through which taxes have been settled with
the foreign governmental taxing authorities, adMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /MAY 1983

vance notice of when the next tax audit may occur
with information on which years will be audited,
and copies of all income tax returns filed during
the period with an English translation of all significant information.
Both Forms TC and TA are prepared in the
currency of the company's host country.
Use of Forms TC and TA
The completed forms are mailed to the tax deTable 1
Form tc —Tax Calculation and Financial Details
XYZ COMPANY
FOREIGN SUBSIDIARY
Tax Calculation and Financial Details
Schedule I— Summary
(In Can. $

)
Annual estimate
2nd Qtr. -1982

Net book profit before tax (total company)
Current tax liability (Schedule II)
Deferred tax liability (Schedule III)
Over (under) accrual
Adjustment to correct prior years
Other adjustments to tax provision— describe

$4,800,000
$1,200,000
30,000
50,000

Total tax provision

1.280.000

Net book profit after tax

$3.520.000

Annual estimate of:
Royalties to be accrued to U.S. parent company
for the year 1982
Dividends expected to be paid in
the month of

$2,118,000

in

Interest expense expected to be accrued to
U S. parent company for the year

None
None

partment by a specified date. The tax department
reviews the forms for accuracy in preparation and
to determine if additional information is required
for a complete understanding of the activity during the quarter. The details on both forms are reconciled with the final financial statements received from the foreign subsidiary. This procedure
ensures that the information received by the tax
department agrees with the foreign subsidiary's
general ledger detail used by the international
controller's department for consolidation with the
parent company's records.
Each quarterly tax report package is filed in a
notebook by year to maintain control and to permit easy access to the data. All returns and receipts are filed in notebooks, by company, to be
available for later reference and for scrutiny when
the IRS audits the U. S. tax returns. Copies of all
audited financial statements also are received
from the independent CPAs and retained.
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Table 2
Form TA —Tax Analysis
Company: XYZ Company— Foreign Subsidiary

Date:

July 12, 1982

Currency:

Canadian $

Accrued current tax liability
Current Quarter Activity

Balance at
beginning
of period
411/82

Year
Prior years (Note 1)
1979
1980

(100,000)

1981

(700,000)

Subtotal
Current year 1982

(800,000)
(200,000)

Payments

(50,000)

(50.000)
(400,000)

Transfers to
and (from)

Ending
balance
Explanations for
transactions

50,000
100,000

Audit adjustment for 1979
Final 1980 payment
(estimated 1981 payment &
(correction of deferred taxes)

6/30/82
-0-0-

400,000

1,000

550,000

1,000

(299,000)
(299,000)
(600,000)

550,000

1.000

(899,000)

Deductions

Transfers to
and (from)
accrued taxes

Ending
balance at
6/30182

(1,000)

(30,000)
(5,000)
(35,000)

Deferred taxes
Beginning
balance at
4/1/82
Current deferred
(20.000)
Long -term deferred —depr. (10,000)
Long -term deferred —other (30.000)

Additions
(10,000)

5,000
(4,000)

Explanations

.

Note 1. Any remaining balances and /or current activity relating to a prior year should be included in this category. Indicate the specific year to which the amount
pertains.
Note 2: A copy of the receipts or some other evidence of payment supporting the payments made during the quarter should be submitted to the Tax Department
with this statement.
Note 3: Taxes have been settled through 1979 Next tax audit expected
for years
Note 4 The most recent income tax return filed was for the year 1981 and was filed on 6/30182 .(A copy of returns filed during this quarter should be submitted to the Tax Department with this statement.)

The implementation of the foreign tax reporting
package system provides the tax department with
three major benefits:
• Current information on the tax status of each
foreign subsidiary company;
• Readily accessible details to assist in planning
the timing of dividend payments; and

• Coordination of the tax affairs of each foreign
subsidiary company.
The system is easy to implement and requires
minimal attention each quarter, which increases
the productivity of the tax personnel in maintaining adequate control of the tax affairs ofthe
company on a worldwide basis.

Management Accounting Practices
8-4 .4

SEC on CPA Independence
The SEC adopted an amendment to its
rules dealing with independence of public
accountants. By redefining the term
"member" of a firm, the SEC eased restrictions that were deemed unduly se-
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vere. The principal effect of the changes
is that nonmanagerial, professional employees of an accounting firm who are
not involved in providing professional
services to a particular client will not be
considered "members" of the firm for
purposes of section 210.2-01—even
though such employees are located in the
office of the firm that provides the ser-

vices. On the other hand, a professional
employee having managerial responsibilities and located in the engagement office
or in an office of the firm that participates in a significant portion of the audit,
as well as all partners, shareholders, and
other principals in the accounting firm,
continue to be subject to the rules concerning impairment of independence.
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WhyAccountemps
specialized personnel
outperform
affiertemporaries.

work
in.
40

A

accounremps,

xcountemps temporary employees go right
to work on your assignment because they are experienced
professionals. In fact, you'll find them slightly over - qualified to
do the job better and faster So there's no time- consuming
orientation. No teaching. No excuses. Just the most efficient
solution to your temporary accounting, bookkeeping and data
processing problems. For a day, a week, a month or longer No
matter how many pros you need — whenever you need them —
wherever you need them —in the United States, Canada and
Great Britain — they'll work right in.

Rent an Expert=.
r 1991 Kohrrt IlW f Intcrna ionA Inc X11 otTiccs

d(pundc -nII% owned and oprratcd

The Fairfax Embezzlement
The theft of this Virginia city's funds
offers object lessons in accounting control
for municipal treasurers and corporate controllers

John W. Coughlan, a
CPA, is president of
the CPA School of
Washington. He holds
a Ph.D. degree from
Johns Hopkins
University. He is a
member of the
Washington Chapter,
through which this
article was submitted.
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In November 1981, the city treasurer of Fairfax,
Va., a county seat with a population of 22,000, lost
her bid for reelection. When Treasurer Frances L.
Cox left office on January 1, 1982, Ray M. Birch,
newly elected treasurer, took office that same day.
He resigned three weeks later, saying that he had
found the city's financial records in a state ofseriousdisarray. He said that when he had run for the
post he thought he could straighten out any problems he might find, but now he was unwilling to
work the six months of IS -hour days he thought it
would take to straighten out the city's financial
records.'
The city council appointed John W. Coughlan, a
local CPA, to fill the unfinished term until November 30, 1982. As acting city treasurer, Dr. Coughlan was responsible for performing the regular treasury duties of receiving payments for city taxes and
services, putting that money in the bank and investing it, and paying all city debts. In addition, the
city council asked him to do a thorough, systematic
review of the treasurer's office personnel structure
and procedures and to make recommendations.
Dr. Coughlan was not certain what awaited
him —but he quickly found out. Here is the story of
how one NAA member, in an attempt to account
for monies paid to the city treasurer's office during
the administration ofthe first treasurer, gradually
uncovered a system of embezzlement that led to the

indictment, trial, verdict of guilty, and sentencing
ofa city's former treasurer. Dr. Coughlan also tells
ofthe new procedures the city has instituted to prevent further misdeeds.
The facts and evidence discussed in this article
have been gleaned by the author from the trial records involving the conviction for embezzlement of
Frances Cox in Fairfax County, Virginia. The
views expressed in this article concerning this embezzlement are those ofthe author and should not
be construed as reflecting the views of the editors or
the publisher.

By John W. Coughlan
She was magnolia and iron. A North Carolina native married to a prominent scion of an old Northern Virginia family, Frances L. Cox began her career in local politics as the clerk of the town of
Fairfax in 1953. Soon she became its treasurer.
Her gracious manner and charm kept her in the
treasurer's office as voters regularly chose her to
be responsible for their receipts, disbursements,
investments, and bond issues from the time Fairfax acquired city status in 1961 (and the office became an elective post rather than appointed) until
the 1981 election which, following three years of
unfavorable publicity about lax administration in
her office, she lost by only 200 votes.
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l discovered
half a dozen
embezzlement
patterns.

Her staunchest supporters in this Washington,
D.C., suburb of 22,000 preferred not to believe the
reports of lax administration. Then after her elected successor resigned in January 1982 after only
15 days in office, alleging that mismanagement
under his predecessor was responsible for the
"chaotic conditions" he found,' even those who
had campaigned against her most fervently didn't
suspect embezzlement. Public attention, however,
continued to focus on the treasurer's office as the
city council appointed a local CPA to fill the vacant position until the November 1982 election,
and he proceeded to reorganize the city's money handling methods. In self - defense, the original
treasurer claimed in April that the continuing adverse publicity was politically motivated and referred to the situation as "a Greek tragedy playing
itself out. "' This was a grim foreboding of what
was to come.
In May, the new treasurer discovered beneath
the chaos of mismanaged tax records what he described to the city council as a continuing pattern
involving a substantial "unauthorized loan." Pursuant to city council direction, the mayor, city
manager, attorney and new treasurer met the next
day with the Fairfax Commonwealth's attorney to
ask him to investigate this matter and, if appropriate, to prosecute. As that new treasurer, I was inO'S pOSl
T
I s ' tI� � o

f •� y

a

o

emits of

.

� te�

structed to straighten out the records of the treasurer's office and to report to the city council.
Embezzlement Patterns Were Simple
While I subsequently discovered half a dozen
embezzlement patterns, all involving currency recei p ts , two reveal t he b as i c featu res o f t h e
embezzlement.
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Perhaps the simplest embezzlement pattern involved real estate and personal property taxes
paid in currency. This currency simply went into
a wallet and was never reported as collected. The
comptroller, an appointed city official, kept control accounts on the general ledger for these taxes,

Fairfax city
To Sue

$6009000

entering the amounts as they were reported to
him. If these currency collections were not reported to him, his control accounts overstated the
amount of uncollected taxes still due the city. The
treasurer's office kept a very simple subsidiary
ledger that began as a large deck of computer
cards generated at the time of each tax levy. These
cards initially went into a large set of drawers
marked "uncollected 1981 personal property taxes." As each property owner paid his /her taxes,
the card relating to that tax payment was moved
to another set of drawers labeled "collected 1981
personal property taxes." To the extent that currency arrived and caused the movement of a card
(essentially a subsidiary ledger entry) but was not
reported to the comptroller (no control account
entry), an imbalance resulted between the larger
control account and the smaller subsidiary ledger
deck of cards for uncollected taxes. In o ther
words, taxpayers would be declared in arrears
when, in reality, they already had paid their taxes.
Their payments just hadn't been entered in the
general ledger.
Large write -downs of the control account to
make it agree with the subsidiary ledger deck of
cards occurred frequently, typically in connection
with the annual audit by independent CPAs. Thus
the 1978 write -down of taxes receivable was
$73,000, and similar numbers were reported in
most other recent years. This pattern was found
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING/MAY 1983

only in May and November, the months immediately preceding the real estate and personal property tax deadlines, June 5 and December 5.
The second, somewhat more sophisticated, pattern invo lved receipts of currency across the
counter throughout the year. I discovered this
pattern first when I compared my deposit tickets
of 1982 to those of prior years. During my first
few months in office, a typical day's deposit of
counter receipts was $10,0 00, which usually
would include $400 to $1,000 in currency. By contrast, in the files of my long -time predecessor, earlier deposit tickets were of the same total magnitude, but there were trifling amounts of currency
listed, such as 93 cents and 12 cents. Noting not
only the difference in the amounts of currency,
but also the fact that nothing sold in the treasurer's office costs 93 cents, 12 cents or anything less
than $5, I turned to the underlying bank microfilms of the deposit "proof list" and the underlying detail. It revealed that the earlier deposits contain ed p erhaps $40 0 to $60 0 in check s th at
pertained to revenues quite different from those
reported to the city comptroller.
This second pattern of embezzlement worked as
follows. Most checks and currency coming across
the counter were rung up on cash registers, which
were cleared at the end ofeach day so a summary
of the total amount of money received that day
could be prepared. This summary would indicate
the nature of the underlying revenues based on
categories of revenue rung up on the register. In
addition, it would indicate the breakdown of the
total receipts for that day between currency and
checks or money orders. Here is a highly simplified example ofa daily summary:
Cash register summary

October 6, 1981

Dog tags
Business licenses
Sign permits
Court fees

75.00
9,423.15
150.00
375.47

Total receipts

10,023.62

Breakdown
Currency
Checks /money orders

418.50
9,605.12

Total receipts

10,023.62

This cash receipt summary, related cash register tapes, checks, and currency were turned over
to the original treasurer. She made out the deposits and took them to the bank more often than
sending them with one of her employees.
The deposit pertaining to the above counter reMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /MAY 1983

ceipts should look as follows (again highly
simplified):
Currency and coin
Checks
68- 754/514
68- 356/560
68- 424/560
Total deposit

418.50
9,079.65
150.00
375.47
10,023.62

By comparing what the deposit should look like
with the actual deposit shown below, the pattern
of embezzlement becomes apparent:
Currency and coin
Checks
68- 754/514
68- 356/560
68- 424/560
15- 7015/2540
68- 424/560
Total deposit

0.93
9,079.65
150.00
375.47
120.00*
297.57*

Checks dating
back three and
four months
were found
squirreled
away.

10,023.62

*missing from the theoretically correct deposit
Observe that the total of what should bedeposited and what is deposited agrees, but notice that
there is a rather significant difference in detail.
While there should be $418.50 in currency and
coi n, th ere i s onl y 93 cents , a d ifferen ce of
$417.57. Note that the last two checks on the actual deposit ticket, the two marked with asterisks,
do not appear on the theoretically correct deposit
and total exactly the $417.57 that is missing.
These are checks that came in the mail or from
some source other than across the counter and
rung up on the cash register.
Only the chedks and currency coming across
the counter in the treasurer's office (and not all
categories of these receipts, for that matter) were
rung up on the cash register and, therefore, controlled. These receipts contained currency which,
of course, raised no "conversion" problems. Because these receipts had been rung up on the cash
register and because the office kept the end -of -day
clearing tapes, the total of the daily deposits had
to correspond with the total of counter receipts
for that day.
A variety of checks arrived through the mail,
however, which were not rung up or recorded in
any manner. They might be for purchase of auto
decals, late payment of property taxes, or purchase of fare cards for city buses, for example.
These mail receipts were deposited separately
from the counter receipts, but they went to the
same person —the treasurer —who, as previously
noted, prepared all deposit slips. A small stockpile
35

The Pattern Varied
When an embezzlement is discovered, many
previously strange events and inexplicable practices suddenly fall into place and become obvious
parts of the pattern. In the Fairfax example, many
taxpayers had, over the years, been amused that

"Hired -Gun" Accountant Cleans Up Town
John W. Coughlan proved to be a good candidate for the City of
Fairfax to select as its acting treasurer during its financial crisis. He
is the president of the CPA School of Washington, is a CPA, and
has had much accounting experience in industry and the academic
community. During his tenure as acting treasurer for the City of
Fairfax, he was on leave from Loyola College in Baltimore, where
he taught accounting and finance. Previously, he taught at George
Washington University, where he was chairman of the accounting
department from 1963 -67. He served as an industrial accountant
for Interprovincial Pipeline Corp. and Olin Industries. He holds a
Ph.D. degree in political economy from Johns Hopkins University
and a master's degree in war finance from the University of Western Ontario.
Dr. Coughlan and his family have lived in Fairfax for about 17
years, and he was selected as acting treasurer from a field of six
candidates including four other individuals and one CPA firm. He
did not run for treasurer in the November 1982 special election.
One newspaper characterized him as a "hired -gun" accountant
who, with his blazing "Eversharp Finepoint," did a masterful job.
He maintains that he just "stumbled across" the embezzlement
while routinely doing his job and that had proper accounting controls been in use the entire time, the embezzlement probably would
have been discovered years earlier.
11

when they paid their taxes and fees to the city it
often was three or four months before their checks
cleared their bank accounts. Even the various auditors often had mentioned that checks paid to the
treasurer's office sometimes became "staledated."
In addition, for two months after Mrs. Cox's term
expired, treasurer's office personnel found on
shelves, behind file cabinets, and squirreled away
in various other odd places checks dating back
three and four months. These checks, of course,
had been part of the "stockpile" that was being
kept until some combination of a small number of
them could add up to an amount just less than the
currency in counter receipts for a particular day.
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The staledating and other dating problems arose
because the "stockpile" at times got out of hand.
We found several other embezzlement patterns.
All involved currency, and several involved the
substitution of checks that might not be missed
for currency that would be. When I finally discovered the pattern of embezzlement pertaining to
counter receipts, it immediately became obvious
that variations on this basic theme had occurred
with water and sewer receipts, sales of city stickers for automobiles, and the like. One variation
was the `;Saturday" pattern. The treasurer's office
was kept open almost all Saturdays, even during
holiday weekends, when cashiers were paid by the
city to open the office, sell fare cards, receive water payments, operate the cash registers, and perform other similar chores. The cashiers gave all
paper work and receipts from Saturday transactions to Mrs. Cox, the original treasurer. The
checks were added to the "stockpile" for later
substitution of currency receipts on weekdays,
and the cash apparently was pocketed. We still
cannot find many of the cash register clearing
tapes and summaries for Saturday business.
What Happened Next
In late June 1982, former Treasurer Frances
Cox was arraigned on charges of embezzling money from the city treasury. What followed was a
thorough investigation by Major Sam Ellis of the
Fairfax City Police Department and a skillful
prosecution by Commonwealth Attorney Steven
Merril. On September 16, 1982, Mrs. Cox was
convicted of embezzlement in a jury trial, and on
September 23 the judge upheld the jury's recommendation and sentenced her to 10 years in prison. The city has filed a civil suit for $2.7 million
against the original treasurer and her fidelity
bon di ng company, an amo un t th at i nclu des:
$600,000,which is the amount the city thinks it
can prove was embezzled; a provision for a further
$600,000 pursuant to certain Virginia Code sections allowing double damages in the event of misuse of funds where there is a position of trust; and
a further $1.5 million for other damages. The state
income tax division is known to be assessing her
for additional amounts of unpaid tax, and because
the Virginia Department of Taxation cooperates
with and shares information with the Internal
Revenue Service, Treasury Department proceedfollow. In addition, a Fairfax
ings doubtless
citizen is suing her for $1 million on a related matter. Yet through it all, the magnolia never wilted.
will

of these checks, particularly checks that were not
likely to be missed, such as taxes or fees due the
city from former residents, was kept aside. When
it was time to make out the deposit for counter
receipts, three or four of these checks totaling almost the amount of the currency in the counter
receipts for that day were entered into the deposit
of counter receipts and an equivalent amount of
currency withdrawn.

Epilog
To prevent any more potential wrongdoings in
the financial area, the City of Fairfax has instituted several financial /accounting internal controls.
Some of them follow on the next page.
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2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Citizens no longer take or mail checks or money orders in large amounts to the treasurer's office. When paying real estate and personal
property taxes, water bills, and such, they send
most of these payments, in envelopes provided,
to a post office box to which city employees do
not have direct access. Bank employees open
the mail, put checks directly into city accounts
and send the city the stubs.
City officials developed a financial procedures
manual in which duties, responsibilities and
procedures are clearly delineated.
The treasurer's office was reorganized into two
sections, a money handling section and a record- keeping section. The money handlers receive checks and process disbursements and
pass on appropriate documentation to the record keepers. The record keepers receive the
appropriate signals about receipts and disbursements and keep subsidiary ledgers and
follow up on billing and collection of delinquent taxes but do not handle money. It is
their responsibility to tie in their subsidiary
ledgers with the control accounts in the comptroller's office and, if there are discrepancies, to
follow up until an answer is found.
The decks of computer cards that constituted
the subsidiary ledger in prior years have been
replaced by computerized subsidiary ledger
files to which postings, queries and supplementary billings are made by the record keepers
mentioned above.
One staff member was assigned internal audit
duties. Among other duties, she tests the system to see how it handles unusual transactions
and at tempts to determin e the integrity in
those areas where internal control remains
weak. Thus she marked some coins with nail
polish and inserted them in the city parking
meters. After the next pickup of coins, and after they had been sorted and bagged, she went
to the appropriate bags to determine that the
coins had returned.
Competitive bids are received when the city invests funds. Four banks or other financial institutions are, for example, contacted when city
funds are used to acquire a certificate of deposit. As commonplace as this practice is in other

cities and in corporate treasury departments,
the practice of obtai ning compet itive bids
seems not to have been followed in prior years
in Fairfax City.
7. A determined drive has resulted in the collection of a vast amount of real estate taxes that
had been billed once and then left largely
forgotten.
8. Improved budgeting and banking practices are
being followed to permit the city to operate
with a zero, or close to zero, bank balance.
9. In place of the infrequent and inaccurate reports going from the treasurer's office to other
departments, there is now a stream of regular
reports going to the city council, city manager,
and others. If the treasurer's daily cash report
does not go to the comptroller's office within
24 hours, the comptroller "sets off the fire
alarm" and keeps it running until he gets the
report.

The former city
treasurer was
convicted of
embezzlement
and sentenced
to ten years in
prison.

The happy ending to this story is that the
mayor, city council, city manager, city attorney, and the rank and file of employees at City
Hal l h ave wo rked wi th th e treas u rer an d
comptroller to institute new practices, better
organization, and improved procedures to assure that financial administration in Fairfax
City will be a model for other municipalities
for years to come. Improved organization and
better practices do not cost: they save. The
treasury staff still consists of a treasurer and
six staff members as it has in years past, and
the only noticeable difference in workload is
that it no longer moves from crisis to crisis but
from one orderly project to another.
The unhappy ending is that there is a lady of
58 who once was a leader in her community
and who provided valuable services to her city
for many years before something went wrong.
She has been brought low by a felony conviction and is confronted by a series of mounting
legal and financial challenges that will surely
test the mettle of this iron magnolia.
As for me —well, there is a file and it contains old cash register summaries and on occasion I regret that I opened it and scrutinized
t h em. . .
F-1

Lessons of Fairfax: Hard Truths about Embezzlement
Embezzlement targets, which include all business,
governmental, and philanthropic organizations,
can learn a few new lessons and relearn several
old ones from Fairfax, Va.'s experience:
Fidelity coverage provides little protection
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /MAY 1983

against embezzlement and little assurance that the
money will be recovered.
Despite the theory that insurance companies
providing fidelity coverage require good internal
controls on the part of the covered entity and
37

Fidelity
coverage
provides little
protection
against
embezzlement.

screen its employees, Fairfax City seems to have
had no substantial internal control benefits from
having paid fidelity premiums for many years. Regarding the recovery of amounts lost, fidelity coverage is almost worthless. Organizations with effective systems of internal accounting control
don't need fidelity coverage; they don't lose substantial sums of money to embezzlers. Organizations with weak control don't benefit from fidelity
bonds; they can't collect. During the period from
1978 through 1981, the City of Fairfax paid premiums in the belief that it had fidelity bond coverage
of $150,000 with a particular insurance company.
In June 1982 the city made a claim against the
company for $1 50,000 and ful ly documented
losses well in excess of $150,000. At the time of
this writing the city has spent much time and effort, and perhaps $100,000 in legal and accounting fees, but has yet to collect a nickel.

of audit, an audit that provides assurance that
funds have not been misappropriated.

There is a communications chasm between the
professional accountant and the public. To the
professional accountant, the term "audit" usually
implies an investigation for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the fairness of presentation
of financial statements. To the viewer of television
detective and attorney series, the term "audit" often connotes an investigation that uncovers misappropriations of funds. An entity that has seen
symptoms and heard reports of weaknesses in internal control (reports perhaps resulting from a
prior opinion report) should consider an audit designed to detect misuse of funds and perhaps to
report on the successful implementation of internal accounting controls as a valuable source of information and assurance.'

The first line ofdefense against embezzlement
Audits, at least the type designed to express an mustcontinue to be a smoothly functioning system
opinion on the fairness of presentation of financial of internal accounting control.
The controls needed have little to do with autostatements, provide no protection against and no
mation, hardware, forms, devices or appliances
assurance of discovery of embezzlement.
The Fairfax embezzlement is now known to
have been in progress for at least the years from
1976 through 1981. During that period the city
had six annual audits performed by two CPA
firms, one a Big 8 firm and the other a prominent
Northern Virginia firm. The Auditor of Public
Accounts for Virginia also audited the city annually. These pertained primarily to state funds handled by the city treasurer (it is believed that there
was no misappropriation of state funds). There
also were two "transition audits" by a third CPA
firm relating to the transfer of accountability from
the original treasurer to her elected successor on
January 1, 1982, and then again to the transfer of
accountability from her elected successor to me
on February 1, 1982. None of these audits discovered embezzlement even though the amounts may
have been material in relation to the financial
st at emen ts o n wh ich th es e fi rms ex p res s ed
opinions.'
Doubtless, there are related benefits to be had
from the use of audits. The three CPA firms made
excellent internal control recommendations and,
had these controls been instituted, it seems reasonable to believe the embezzlement would have
been discovered much earlier. In addition, it was
the size of the discrepancy between the control accounts and the subsidiary ledgers as documented
and reported upon by the transition auditors that
led me to look for and discover embezzlement.
Nevertheless, it remains true that audits, at least
the conventional type to express an opinion on financial statements, rarely uncover embezzlements
or misappropriations of assets.

A meaningful line of defense against embezzlement may be the development of a "different" type
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and have much to do with basic concepts of organization, sound practices, continuity of duties,
and employment stability.
During the tenure of the former treasurer there
was no lack of appliances and devices. The treasurer's office is located next to a city data processing department that has quality personnel and an
adequate computer (late second generation). The
treasurer's office contains computer terminals,
cash registers, coin sorters and baggers, a safe,
check signers, electric letter openers, a microfilm
camera and microfilm reader - printers, and almost
all of the other devices and gadgets needed to run
an effective treasury operation.
The office also had all the symptoms of serious
internal control weaknesses. The six employees of
the treasurer's office had few set duties that continued for more than a few weeks at a time. While
periodic rotation of duties (say, every two years) is
an excellent internal control concept, the personnel in the treasurer's office changed tasks daily.
Checks were signed by whoever happened to be
idle at the moment. Then later, when a problem
was discovered for a particular check, nobody
could determine who had signed and mailed it.
Employees who handled record - keeping duties
one month (say, keeping the trays of subsidiary
ledger cards) would perform custodial duties the
next (perhaps receiving cash at the counter or
running checks through the check signer). Systems improvements were adopted but, after perhaps a month, abandoned. The assistant treasurer
in early 1981, for example, spent several months
getting certain receivable data onto direct- access
storage files, only to be instructed to abandon the
effort as it neared fruition. Somehow the treasurMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING/MAY 1983
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A Lesson for the Embezzler
There also is a lesson for the embezzler to learn
from the Fairfax events. A similar embezzlement
had been uncovered in a Maryland city two years
earlier, and, when confronted with the accusation,
the embezzler promptly confessed, made partial
restitution, served a brief sentence, and is proceeding with the difficult task of rebuilding his life. A
number of other embezzlements have resulted in
prompt confessions, partial restitution, and light
retribution.
By contrast, prosecutors here were confronted
with steadfast denials of guilt in spite of the
wealth of evidence accumulated against the original treasurer. The city's investigation suggests, for
example, that the amount embezzled in 1981 was
approximately $132,000. During that same year,
the personal accounts of the original treasurer reveal that she deposited $109,271 in currency over
and above the intact deposit of payroll and other
checks. There was never, however, the slightest
hint of a confession or an agreement to settle out
of court when she was first confronted by the City
of Fairfax. The ensuing trial did, indeed, take on
the dimensions of a Greek tragedy as her attorney
was forced to attest to her incompetence as treasurer. Ironically, her major line of defense was
that she was unable to handle the responsibilities
of her office as the town of Fairfax became a city
that continued to grow.

Conventional
audits provide
no protection
against and no
assurance of
discovery of
embezzlement.

"'Extent of Chaos in Fairfax Books Led Birch to Quit," Washington Post. January
24, 1982.
"Fairfax City Names Professor of Accounting as Treasurer," Northern Virginia
Sun, February I. 1982.
"'Fairfax Treusury'Tragedy* Near End." The Washington Nast April 14. 1982.
• The annual operating receipts and disbursements of the city of Fairfax are $30
million.
The accounting profession has seen a considerable proliferation of audits and audit- type services including regular opinion audits, dischumers, compilation, review,
limited reviews of interim information, special reports, and diflcrent types of invc%.
ligation of internal control. The emphasis In almost all of these is on the usual attest
function of the independent CPA. and practically none are designed to detect and
prevent misapproptulion of funds although clearly some of these types of service
(particularly to the area of internal control reports) could have minor benefits in the
area prevention and detection of misappropriation of funds. Thanks to the new
focus on -errors and irregularities' and "illegal acts' resulting from the Foreign
Corrupt Practices Act. there has been some new attention to these areos; see, particularly, Statements on Auditing Standards No. 16 and 17. Despite this new atten.
tion, a type of audit that gives assurance regarding misappropriation of funds lies
somewhere in the future. A parish that approaches a practicing public accountant
because its pastor patronize, the gambling casino and plays the puramutuel, a parish perturbed that its collection plates lose weight on the way from the balcony to
the nave, and a parish perplexed that its parsonage is the favorite meeting place of
the syndicate can still get good assurance that its statements present fairly financial
position and results of operation.
or

er's office attracted quality personnel (its assistant
treasurers had been CPAs or had graduate degrees in business or accounting), but it also lost
them, creating a turnover rate of 100% a year.
These are not just the symptoms of internal
control weaknesses. They are the heart of the
weaknesses, and they explain why the embezzlement was not discovered earlier. Had personnel
performed clearly defined duties for extended periods of time (say, a year or two), had the people
who kept the subsidiary ledger records not handled receipts and disbursements, had the deposits
been prepared by a cashier and the task of monitoring the system been retained by the treasurer,
had there been an insistence on daily deposits and
the use of lockboxes, had the quality employees in
the treasurer's office been permitted to make decisions, or had any two or three of these and a dozen other procedural and organizational principles
been observed, the embezzlement would have
been discovered years earlier. That none of these
organizational principles was observed, may, of
course, be traced to a fundamental limitation of
internal accounting control systems. They are
subject to override by management —in this case,
the treasurer herself.
Fairfax currently is examining whether the
treasurer should be an elected or appointed official. Present evidence suggests that while voters
are slow in correcting political problems of this
sort, they are effective. It is possible that if the
treasurer were an appointed official, rather than
an elected official with considerable political acumen, the embezzlement would have been discovered a few years earlier. Nevertheless, no evidence
has yet come to light to suggest that any embezzlement existed before 1975. A 1978 management
letter from a prestigious Northern Virginia CPA
Firm was highly critical of the administration of
the treasury operation, criticism that may have
been the first step toward stopping and uncovering the embezzlement. At the next election, in
1981, the original treasurer lost, and within five
months the embezzlement had been uncovered.
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Planning, Budgeting, and
Forecasting

tional or special training and place
more emphasis on internal control
evaluations as a result of the FCPA.
Accordingly, the authors conclude
that the direction of corporate internal
audit functions in the future will be determ ined largely by any future
changes to the FCPA and how the
FCPA is interpreted by the courts, as
well as by pressure from such external and internal sources as stockholders and independent accountants.
No. 669, 13 pp.

Financial Planning Models
By Katherine Mattey

A basic overview is presented of the
ways businesses use financial planning models. Statistics are provided
regarding the number of employees
and profit levels of companies using
such models. In addition, a definition
of financial modeling is provided, amplified by implementation prerequisites and procedures. The study is illustrated by an extensive case history
of the installation of the United Computing Systems' modeling package,
"Foresight ", at The Stanley Works_
Detailed sample printouts of models
are included.
No. 222, 19 pp.

Performance Measurement,
Reporting, and Control
Directions of Corporate Internal Audit
Functions
By Kama[ E. Said and Paul Varriale

Beginning with a historical review of
the development of the audit function,
the authors outline the increased role
of internal auditors in business operations. Also, audit procedures are surveyed based on a Conference Board
research report, and the impact of
The Foreign Corrupt Practices Act
(FCPA) is discussed. At the time the
Act was passed, a survey of 119 Fortune 500 companies revealed that 33
of the firms were going to increase
their staffs an average of 20% as a
direct response to the Act. In addition,
55% said they would provide addi40

Material Requirements Planning
(MRP): A System in Adolescence
By Louise Annette Conley

The development of materials management techniques is reviewed covering economic order quantity theory,
production and inventory control systems, and MRP. All aspects of MRP
systems are discussed including definitions, implementation, operations,
and possible future applications.
No. 463, 26 pp.

The Need for Management Audits
By Steven C. Whitlow

The nature and scope of traditional financial and operational audits are examined with respect to the need for
more comprehensive "management
audits." The author proposes that the
shortcomings of financial statement
analysis and staff internal audit reports are found in their failure to measure the total operational pulse of an
organiz ation. A case is made for
greater integration of management,
board of directors, and independent
auditors as audit committees to guide
companies toward objective appraisal
of every aspect of corporate activity.
No. 868, 13 pp.

Revision Techniques for Accountants:
Means for More Effective and Efficient
Written Communication
By J. Douglas Andrews and Betty P. Pytlik

Major weaknesses are identified in

the writing of accountants such as excessive nominalization, overuse of
passive verbs, and lack of transitions.
Citing recent research on language
process ing, t he aut hors c ontend
these weaknesses severely damage
the efficiency of writing. Their analysis
includes three principles of revision
that can help accountants achieve
greater effectiveness and efficiency.
No. 487, 20 pp.

Post - Termination Status of Participants of Terminated Defined Benefit
Pension Plans
By Alice MarkwaIder

Results are reported of an analysis of
659 terminated defined pension plans
in the state of Georgia between September 1974 and May 1979. The purpose of the survey was to explore the
post- termination status of participants
in the terminated plans. Findings indicate concern for the fate of participants, but that most were worse off
because of the termination of their
plan, although almost 90% had some
provision for coverage in successor
plans.
No. 510, 14 pp.

Corporate Finance
Operating Leverage and Operating
Risk
By William R. McDaniel

Classic textbook treatments of operating leverage and degree of operating leverage (DOL) are disputed in
this technical analysis. The author's
formulations of how these measures
actually function are illustrated in several equations. These illustrations
seek to. show the true nature of operating leverage, stressing the interrelationship of fixed and variable cost; to
reinforce the notion of the break -even
point as an indicator of operating risk;
to demonstrate the relation of DOL to
fixed cost, variable cost, and break even point; and to show that DOL is a
useful risk measure for the decision
maker who is cognizant of wealth poMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /MAY 1983

sition, and its importance
No. 533, 11 pp.

for reconciling the determined differences are proposed.
No. 518, 13 pp.

illustrated in several appendices.
No. 451, 44 pp.
Miscellaneous

Estate Valuation of Closely Held Stock
By Janet Barillari

Regular criteria considered in valuation of closely held stock are examined. The findings indicate there are
no hard and fast rules for determining
the value of closely held stock. Fair
market value will depend upon the circumstances in each case. Therefore,
the taxpayer should raise any factor(s) that would justify a reduced fair
market value.
No. 445, 26 pp.

Hedging Against Currency Fluctuations
By Rose Jenkins

Techniques are surveyed that multinational firms can use to minimize exposure to currency fluctuations. Background information is provided on the
nature of exchange rates and the
causes of exchange gains and losses.
The effects of exposure to devaluation and the value of exchange rate
forecasting also are discussed. A 14step specific program of hedging
techniques is presented and illustrated with a case history.
No. 552, 16 pp.
Management Inform ation
Systems
The Statistical Sampling Knowledge
Requirements to Audit Computerized
Accounting Systems
By Vincent J. Skudrna

What industrial employers require
from accounting graduates in respect
to statistical sampling (SS) knowledge
is determined through a research investigation. The tested hypothesis,
"There is no difference between the
colleges' extent of coverage in SS
topics and the required coverage for
industry ", is rejected. This conclusion
indicates there is a significant difference between college coverage of
the subject and industry requirements. The sample includes 167 colleges and the Fortune 500 companies. Specific findings are presented
in tabular form and recommendations
for reconciling the determined differMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /MAY 1983

Planning for Distributed Data
Processing

Questionnaires: A Tool for Accounting
Research

By John P. Bronson and Patricia A. Eurich

By N. S. Arunkumar

After explaining the differences between a centralized data processing
system and a decentralized system
and the improvements in minicomputers and communications that have reduced the need for centralization, the
authors discuss the value of distributed data processing (DDP) for enterprises with work centers in different
locations. Planning must include input
from operations, management, and
DP experts to determine the integrity
of the system and user needs.
No. 732, 12 pp.

An overview is given of major studies
on all aspects of questionnaire research methodology. Rather than analyzing specific financial applications
of questionnaire research, the manuscript draws on the experiences of
the behavioral sciences, statistics,
and marketing disciplines. Comprehensive bibliographies on mail survey
research are discussed. In addition,
classic measurement techniques,
such as percentage of addressees responding and the effect of questionnaire design, receive consideration.
No. 899, 13 pp.

Computer Implementation of the Simultaneous Overhead Allocation Model
By Phyllis Joseph, Carolyn Glubok,
and Brian Parsons

This study outlines the development
and documentation of a computer
software package that allocates direct charges from primary and intermediate cost centers to production
centers simultaneously. Many accountants think this overhead allocation method is the most mathematically acc u rat e an d t h eoret ic ally
defensible model available. The software package presented is OVERHEAD, a BASIC plus, user - interactive
program designed for the 15K PDP
11/70 minicomputer. The program is

Labor Costs in Japan
By Walter A. Hazelton

In comparing labor costs per employee between Japan and the U.S., the
author determines that tightening the
belt will not be enough to make the
U. S. more competitive with the Japanese in the auto market. Through a
series of charts he concludes, for example, that the U. S. auto industry
must reduce starting wages and reduce absenteeism. In addition, he
compares in formation on regular
working hours, vacation and sick
days, overtime, and benefits to reach
his conclusions.
No. 741, 13 pp.
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What the Small Business Owner
Should Know About Accounting
Cash flow is the true life blood of a business and knowing how to control it
can mean the difference between success or failure for owners.

By John Pryor

John Pryor, CPA, is a
manager in the MAS
division of Arthur
Young & Co. He holds
a B.S. degree from
Missisippi State
Universitv and is a
member of the Central
Arkansas Chapter,
through which this
article was submitted.

Most small business failures are the result of financial errors or miscalculations by their owners.
Many owners are technical or marketing oriented
so their lack of financial expertise is understandable. I believe, however, that many business failures could be prevented if their owners knew
which financial responsibilities were crucial and
concentrated on these.
In order for the business to survive for even its
first few months, the owner must have some financial abilities and make some correct financial
decisions. For example, he must select a financially viable business, obtain enough start -up capital,
develop his product or service, and conserve the
business' capital by operating on some sort of
budget.
These are the kinds of financial concerns that
the own er mus t b e i nvo lved i n d irectl y even
though the functional aspects may be delegated to
others. To ignore them could imperil the growth
and success of the business. Table 1 lists these
responsibilities.
Managing Cash Flow
The most important component of financial
management is cash flow. Cash flow is the true
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life blood of a business in the short run, not sales
or even profits. The owner should have learned
this during the start -up period as his capital was
being used up for product development or overhead items.
Consequently, cash flow must never be ignored
by a small business owner. If there is a financial
officer in the business then this person is primarily
responsible for developing cash flow projections.
The owner, however, should periodically review
the projections with the preparer and agree with
or revise them. Otherwise, the owner must personally plan and project cash flow.
One company requested our advice as consultants after the owner spotted an opportunity to
penetrate a new market and increase sales by
70 %. We were asked to determine why profits declined while sales increased so dramatically. The
primary cause of the problem was the financing
required to carry the inventory and receivables associated with t he new market. The inven tory
could not be sold and collected by the time payments were due for purchases, resulting in negative cash flow being financed by expensive borrowings at enormou sly increased risk for the
owner. The owner, after reviewing our analysis,
concluded that alternative means of supplying the
market had to be devised that would stop the cash
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /MAY 1983

Preparing Monthly Statements
Another tool for managing finances is the use of
monthly detailed financial statements. Such stateMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /MAY 1983

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Managing cash flow.
Formulating a budget.
Preparing monthly financial statements.
Maintaining financial control systems.
Developing a tax strategy.
Building a working relationship with a banker.
Obtaining expert help.
Buying a computer.

Table 2
Cash Flow Projection
Week of
9/6
Cash receipts

9/20

3,000 $10,000 $5,000
4,000
1,500

5,000
500
2,000

9/27
10/4
10/11
$3,000 $4,000 $10,000

1,000
1.500

3,000
500

2,000
1,500

4,000
500

1,000
500

500
2,000

6,000

Net cash flow

$(3,000)

7,500

3,500

3,500

2,500 $1,500 ($ 500)

4,000

6,500
$

Total

—

Cash disbursements:
Vendors
Operating expenses
Income taxes
New shelving
Payroll taxes
Advance to owner

9/13

$

Many

Budgets are an essential part of any financial
control system. All small companies operate on
some sort of expense budget or they would not
survive.
of these budgets, however, are informal rather than detailed, written projections of
sales, expenses, taxes, and profits. A formal budget offers many advantages to a small business,
and I think that all owners should insist on having
one.
If the business has no financial officer, then the
owner must prepare the budget. This exercise can
be beneficial even though time - consuming because
it forces the owner to project sales and estimate all
the various expenses of the business.
If a financial officer prepares the budget, the
owner should be involved in the development of
the major sales and expense assumptions. The
owner also should carefully review the final product and be personally satisfied that it is a reasonable projection. Then, as the year goes by, the
owner will have a better framework for evaluating
variances from the budget because he participated
in its development.
For example, a sales projection may include
new products to be introduced at scheduled times
during the year. If a product introduction is delayed for any reason, a perfectly understandable
sales variance will occur. If the owner is familiar
with the new product forecast, he should expect
the variance because he will undoubtedly be aware
of the introduction delay and not be surprised by
it.

Table 1
Crucial Financial Responsibilities

$

Formulating a Budget

ments may be prepared by an outside CPA, an accounting service, or by an internal bookkeeper or
financial officer. Regardless of who prepares
them, the owner should insist that they be prepared quickly at the end of the month so that he
can evaluate the results and see how they compare
with the budget.
Small businesses are financially volatile; their financial condition can change dramatically very
quickly. I have seen a highly seasonal business experience a 50% decline in sales one month followed by a sales increase in excess of 100% the
next. Such drastic changes in sales result in similarly drastic changes in cash flow that the owner
must recognize and manage as soon as possible.
Therefore, it is essential that the owner be aware
of the business' financial condition, and monthly

$

flow drain and allow borrowings to be reduced.
Table 2 is an example of a cash flow projection
for a small wholesale business. It is for a period of
six weeks, but some businesses require longer projections. These projections should be prepared on
a weekly basis, rather than monthly.
The small business owner must try to anticipate
any cash flow shortage or surplus. A shortage will
either have to be prevented by reducing expenditures or increasing collections, or it must be financed by raising more equity capital or borrowing money, if a business can qualify for a loan and
afford it. A surplus provides funds to reduce any
debt, develop new products, or simply invest
short -term until the funds may be required in the
future. There is good news and bad news in unanticipated cash surpluses. They are pleasant surprises but may result in some lost interest. On the
other hand, if the owner fails to anticipate a shortage, he may be unable to finance it in time to save
the business.

3,500

financial statements are a reflection of that. Owners who do not have financial training may not be
comfortable with financial statements or feel competent to assess them. While this attitude is understandable, it is not conducive to the successful operation of their business. Owners simply must
acquire this skill and maintain it as the business
grows.
Maintaining Control Systems
None of the methods mentioned can succeed
without financial control systems of some sort in
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Owners must
know how to
react when
financial
conditions
change
suddenly.

order to prevent assets from being misused. Some
control systems are better than others, of course.
A growing business has more assets to guard and
a greater risk that they may be misappropriated.
Thus, its control systems must grow as the business does.
In the early stages of a business, the owner is
personally involved in every aspect of the business
and, thus, is its most important control system. As
the business adds employees and the owner becomes more removed from the day -to -day operations, controls must be added to ensure the owner's interests are protected. These controls would
include such things as: segregating duties in key
asset areas to force more than one person to approve transactions; requiring approvals from key
managers for important activities; reporting systems so that managers and the owner can assess
the business' operations; physical safeguards over
inventory, cash, checks, records, computers, and
other vital assets; budgets and variance reports;
and third party inspections, such as audits.
It is the owner's responsibility to establish these
effective and adequate control systems and to be
certain that they continue to be adequate as the
business grows. If the business has a financial officer, he should be able to maintain effective control
systems. However, the owner should make it a
point to review them with the officer periodically.
It may also be wise for the owner to occasionally
have an outside party review the control systems
and report its findings directly to him.
Developing a Tax Strategy
In addition, owners are responsible for developing a tax strategy as part of the management of
the business' resources. Cash paid in taxes is not
available for any other need of the business and is
a zero return investment. Hence, taxes should be
minimized to the extent legally possible as a part
of good asset management. Even in the start-up
period, an owner must make crucial tax decisions
for the business. Should it be a S corporation despite the new regulations for such businesses?
Should it even be incorporated? Later, as the business becomes profitable and taxable, the owner's
objective will be to minimize taxes by ensuring
th at tax alt ern ati ves are co n s i d ered in k ey
decisions.
The owner also must realize that his individual
tax situation must be considered in conjunction
with the business' tax situation. Only by carefully
planning both situations can the total taxes paid
by both the owner and the business be kept to a
minimum.
The owner of a small business must manage
taxes which can be assessed on his salary and on
the earnings of the business, which would otherwise accrue to him. Because of the many deduc-
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tions and credits available to individuals, salary
and other compensation can be maximized initially. When the owner reaches the higher tax brackets for individuals, however, the corporate rates
on additional compensation are lower. It can be
advantageous at this point to keep the funds in the
business, incur lower corporate taxes, and use the
remaining funds to greater advantage.
Knowing Your Banker
One responsibility that is often overlooked is
the necessity of building a working relationship
with a bank. A banker may seem like a hard person to deal with if he has turned down a loan request or demanded high interest rates and collateral for any loans made. In spite of this, a small
business owner must keep in touch with his banker, be aware of the status of banking arrangements, and be advised of any problems that may
arise. Should an unexpected cash flow shortage
develop, quick decisions by the banker may be vital to the survival of the business.
Even if the banking details are primarily handled by a financial officer in the company, the
owner should still maintain some personal contact
with the banker, be aware of the status of banking
arrangements, and be advised of any problems
that may arise. Should an unexpected cash flow
shortage develop, quick decisions by the banker
may be vital to the survival of the business.
In fact, during normal situations when a business is growing satisfactorily, the banker may actually prefer dealing with the financial officer.
They both talk the same language and can usually
reach quick agreements. The banker will want to
keep in touch with the owner but not necessarily
more than once or twice a year. However, in all
my experiences with companies facing cash flow
shortages where quick action was required by its
bank, the banker wanted to deal with the owner
from the start. After all, in small business relationships, most bankers view the business totally
in terms of the owner /founder.
Obtaining Expert Help
At some time, the small business owner may
face a financial problem which he cannot solve, or
he may feel uncomfortable with a particular situation. In either case, the owner owes it to the business and to himself to obtain competent help. Expert financial assistance is available from several
sources: the business' accountant, a management
consultant, or other financial professionals. These
experts can help solve specific problems, such as
preparing a budget or reviewing financial controls. They also can become regular sources for
advice or counsel in the future.
For example, I was once put in contact with a
very creative entrepreneur whose company had
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /MAY 1983

begun growing faster than she could manage. After five or six years of slow growth, she had introduced a spectacularly successful product, but she
did not have the personnel, physical facilities, or
financing required to handle the flow of orders.
After she moved to larger spaces and hired additional personnel, we developed a financial system
and order processing system, devised a business
plan, obtained a line of credit, and developed job
descriptions and an organization chart. That year,
her company's sales increased over 600% from
the previous year and are still growing.
Owners should not rely too heavily on outsiders, however, and should plan to upgrade their
own financial skills by attending financial management seminars or other related courses. Professional organizations, universities, and national
management organizations are all good sources
for personal development programs.
Buying a Computer
Another example of the difficult financial decisions for a growing small business is whether or
not a computer is needed. The owner must be involved in this decision so that he can be absolutely
sure that every effort is made to prevent a mistake. Businesses often lose valuable management
time trying to make the wrong computer system
work.
Buying the wrong computer can be like creating
a financial sinkhole in the business. It can absorb
much of the productive resources around it, employee time, money, and space, and give nothing
back in return. Computers also often adversely affect a business' customer service and customer re-

lations, and the owner must be certain that these
are not damaged.
One owner of a very successful, medium -sized
business related to me the story of how his company spent over $100,000 and several months of effort trying to install an inventory control and order p rocessing computer sys tem. It req uired
numerous trials and modifications before the computer could be relied upon for anything. During
that time, production and sales people were frustrated by the lack of accurate inventory information; customers were frustrated by inaccurate orders, invoices, and statements; and the owner was
frustrated by his inability to solve the problems.
However, the owner made sure that the company
was honest about its problems with the customers
and their loyalty was not lost.
For these reasons, before buying a computer for
a small business, the owner must learn enough
about the alternatives being considered to be sure
the correct decision is made. He should talk to
owners of all the computers under consideration
and evaluate their experiences. He also may want
an expert to assist him in making the decision.
Obviously, the small business owner has many
responsibilities to his business and these financial
responsibilities are extremely critical because businesses exist on money. The owner must make sure
that the business does not fail needlessly because
of a financial mistake. This may require much effort and the learning of new skills, but it can be
done. In fact, the new financial skills may even
help the owner make better marketing or production decisions by choosing the best investments for
the business' funds.
11

Even small
businesses can
benefit from
formal budgets.

Taxes
16-4-4

ter June 30 for taxes owed for the rest of
1983.... The Supreme Court will review the ruling on the windfall tax on
oil revenue and will decide if the IRS
can force CPAs to disclose client's questionable tax areas.... According to a
survey of 250 financial institutions by
Peat, Marwick, Mitchell & Co., compliance costs relating to TEFRA were running 10 to 100 times greater than the
co mp en s at i o n pro vi d ed by t h e
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law... . E ffect ive fo r p aymen ts aft er
December 31, 1982, information returns
must be filed with the IRS to report refunds, credits or offsets of state and local income taxes totaling $10 or more to
an individual during the calendar year;
in addition to the information return
furnished to IRS, a statement must be
furnished to each recipient during January of the year following the year for
which the information return was prepared.... The IRS' accounts receivable

has become a major problem; from 1981
to 1982, the amount owed rose to $7.8
billion from $5 billion as a result of inadequate agency staffing and resources
according to the associate commissioner
for collection.... What's in a name; after ERTA, the Economic Recovery Tax
Act of 1981 and TEFRA, the Tax Equity and Fiscal Responsibility Act of 1982
we may have a chance to greet GRETA, the General Revenue Enhancement
Tax Act of 1983.
0
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How to Cure Small Business
Automation Headaches
All microcomputer systems are not created equal.
Buying the wrong system from the wrong vendor for the wrong reason,
at any price, can give a small business one giant headache.

By Jack O. Wilson
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Small businesses are suffering from "headaches"
in the form of increasing complexities of conducting business, escalating costs of operation, greater
information reporting requirements, and stiffer
competition. One form of relief being touted for
these pains is the microcomputer. Those responsible for selling microcomputers would have businesses believe that these systems are the solution
to all business problems.
Articles describing the successful application of
microcomputers in small businesses are plentiful,
which indicates that they are powerful and productive tools when properly implemented. Every
story, however, can have two sides. Too often, the
small business manager decides to implement a
microcomputer without doing his homework, or
on the assumption that the system comes complete and is immediately ready to operate. In these
cases, the "relief' may be a bigger pain than the
original "headache."
Numerous headaches can result from an improperly planned and implemented microcomputer -based system. Several not -so- uncommon delus i o n s regard i n g mi cro co mp u t ers an d t h ei r
installation often cause businesses to fall into
automation pitfalls. Each case, by itself, can create

problems. In combination, they can have compounding effects that may seriously lessen the
chances of success for the microcomputer system.
Here are common scenarios for potential problems, grouped by the three major phases in the acquisition of a system: selection, installation, and
operation.
Selecting a System
The selection process is the most important step
in acq u i ri n g a mi croco mp u t er s ys t em. Th e
chances for success in the subsequent installation
and operation phases depend on how well the selection process is managed. A breakdown in this
phase is likely to plague the manager for some
time to come. Some typical mistakes are:
1. "I know what my needs are." Too often the
business manager thinks he or she knows exactly what is required in a system, but in fact
does not. What the manager describes as a
need (e.g., a system to compute payroll) may
constitute only a fraction of the needs- definition required to find the proper system.
2. "The micro compu ter s alesman says it will
work." Believing what the salesman says without actual confirmation of the system capabilities is like buying a house before seeing inside.
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The salesman may be very inexperienced in the
type of business needs the manager has and
make assumptions that lead to an inadequate
system.
"My competitor has Brand X, so I guess I need
a Brand X." What is right for one business
may not necessarily be right for a similar business. Each business must consider its own particular requirements and seek to find the system that meets its needs.
4. "I h ave t o have a mi croco mp ut er by n ex t
week." A hasty decision to purchase a microcomputer can result in a system that is inappropriate for the manager's needs. The system
may be too small, or not capable of supporting
all the uses the manager had planned.
"All microcomputers are alike." If all microcomputers were alike, then why are so many
companies attempting to sell the same• product? The truth is that microcomputers possess
many different features and characteristics,
some of which are better suited to the needs of
a business than others.
6. "I like Brand X over Brand Y because it costs
less." Businessmen generally seek to find the
best product for the least cost. Comparative
shopping in microcomputers is very difficult at
present because of almost continuous improvements in the price /performance ratio of new
systems that are introduced. A second difficulty is determining what is included in a price.
Some vendors quote component prices while
others quote complete system prices. The unwary buyer may find that Brand X requires additional components to meet his needs.
Installing the New System
Once a decision has been made to select a particular microcomputer system, the installation
phase begins. Depending on the source of the system, this responsibility may be performed entirely
by the business manager, or it may be performed
in partnership with the person who sold the system. In either case, several potential headaches
can result:
1. "Training the office staff to use the microcomputer should not present problems." Converting information systems to a computer can be
very difficult if the office staff, who will be using the equipment, have not been consulted or
briefed during the selection process. In some
cases, workers may resist learning how to operate the system for fear of being replaced, losing
power, or losing knowledge. In other cases,
long -time employees may adopt the "I'm too
old to learn" attitude and not put forth a genuine effort to learn.
2. "It's costing more than I thought to install this
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system." This situation may be especially true
if the software for the microcomputer is being
custom developed. Systems design and development requires many hours of analysis that, if
not carefully planned and controlled, can result
in costs that exceed the cost of the hardware.
Another source of unexpected costs occurs
when additional hardware or software is required in order to integrate the application programs with the microcomputer system.
3. "Why doesn't the documentation explain this
function ?" Trying to second -guess how the microcomputer system processes transaction data
can be difficult. The person who developed the
microcomputer software generally is not available to answer questions regarding system operation and therefore the only source for answers is the documentation that was supplied
with the system. If this material is inadequate,
the business manager may be spending long
hours correcting errors that resulted from insufficient instructions.
4. "I can 't seem to d uplicate my previo us accounting methods on this system." There are
two sources for this statement. First, the previous accounting methods may have been poor
to begin with and the application software is
forcing the manager to adopt more conventional methods. Attempting to computerize a
"bad" accounting methodology will only compound installation problems. Second, the acquired system may not possess sufficient flexibility or capabilities to satisfy the manager's
accounting needs, which is a reflection on the
manner in which the system was selected. In
either case, additional cost and time likely will
be necessary to solve the problems.

Microcomputers
are powerful
and productive
tools when
properly
implemented.

System Operation
Assuming that the acquired microcomputer
system meets the initial needs of the user and has
been installed with minimal difficulty, the ongoing
operation can present new problems that must be
resolved:
1. "Th e syst em j us t fail ed and t he company
which sold it to me is out of business —what
do I do ?" Nothing can be more frustrating
than having a sophisticated computer that
doesn't work and no one who knows how to
fix it. The microcomputer industry is in a period of rapid growth and many companies are
entering the market. As the market matures,
many of these companies will be squeezed out
or absorbed by others. Consequently, the business manager may be the owner of a "micro dinosaur" if he chooses his system carelessly.
2. "My microcomputer broke and now I have to
send it to Japan for repairs." Microcomputers
47
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about what
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are and can
do.
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have proven to be extremely reliable and durable pieces of equipment. At some point in time,
however, the hardware will fail and need to be
repaired. If the business manager must wait
weeks for the repair to occur and no temporary
replacement component is available, then the
system is of no use to him for a period of time.
Even a delay of a couple of days for repair
could be serious trouble if the business uses the
microcomputer to process certain time - critical
applications such as payroll or order entry.
"I lost my data files and have no way of restoring them." With a microcomputer, additional
precautions have to be taken to ensure a means
of going back in time and being able to start
over again. Because of hardware or software
failures, important data may become unreadable by the microcomputer. If a back -up copy
of these data files is not maintained on a regular basis, then the manager is faced with a very
time - consuming task of rebuilding the data, if
that is possible.
4. "Members of my staff continue to have difficulty operating the system and catching their
errors." Operating mistakes are not uncommon
within the first few weeks of system operation
because of the staffs unfamiliarity with the
system's features. However, continuing errors
and operating difficulties may be a sign of an
"unfriendly" microcomputer. By unfriendly,
one implies that the system does not accommodate human mistakes very well. The system's
ability to detect, report, and allow correction of
operator errors is a consideration that must be
addressed when selecting a system. Also, an
unfriendly system may be one that lacks adequate documentation to explain errors and
their correction.
"I would like to add additional application
processing but it will cost $5,000 to expand the
system." Early exp erien ce has shown that
many more uses will be found for the microcomputer's capabilities than was originally
planned. If the manager buys a system only
large enough to process his needs at the time of
purchase, he may be faced with an expensive
expansion decision in the near future. Buying
microcomputers with 100 % more capacity
than is needed may only be 25% more expensive. Post - acquisition expansion, however, is
likely to be more expensive, or in the worst
case, not even possible for the particular microcomputer that was initially acquired.
6. "I don't like the software, but since I bought it,
I'll live with it." Continuing to operate poorly
designed software only creates more problems
and may prevent the user from seeking more
productive uses of the microcomputer. Unless
the microcomputer is really an odd variety,

there are probably other software packages
available that will run on the system and may
be better suited to company needs. Concerning
the cost to replace the software, most microcomputer packages are not that expensive (usually $2,000 or less per application). In fact,
more personnel cost may be wasted in managing a bad syst em fo r a month than what it
would cost to replace it.
Avoiding Headaches
How can the small business manager avoid
such "automation headaches "? First, he must cultivate a down -to -earth perspective on microcomputer characteristics and their use. Many misconcept ions ex ist regardi ng t he acqu isit ion and
implementation of computers partly because of
sales tactics that overemphasize the simplicity of a
system, and partly because of the lack of user
knowledge of computers. The most frequent misconceptions about buying a computer are:
• The computer will arrive at the office ready to
plug in and operate.
• The computer will be largely accepted by the
staff.
• Preprogrammed packages wil l do whatever
requested.
• Computers don't break down because they're
solid - state.
Future microcomputers may incorporate features that make them no more difficult to operate
and maintain than the home television set. The
microcomputer industry, however, is in a period
of rapid growth and, as a result, undergoing frequent and significant changes. It is even difficult
for those involved directly with microcomputer
development and installation to stay abreast of
current advancements in the industry. How, then,
can the average small business manager be expected to be all- knowledgeable of microcomputers in a
business environment? At best, he or she must resist being mesmerized by all of the excitement and
predictions associated with microcomputers and
realize that they are very complex and, as yet, not
fully standardized tools that "may" improve office productivity.
Once the small business manager comes to grips
with the reality that there is more to implementing th e ins tallat ion o f a mi croco mputer than
meets the eye, the next step should be to exercise
caution and employ as many preventive measures
as possible to ensure a successful acquisition.
Some suggested measures are:
1. Obtain advice to assist in the search, acquisition, and installation of the system. Someone
experienced can probably prevent you from
making mistakes.
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2. Define the needs for the system in terms of
required existing applications to be processed,
desired existing applications that you might
like processed in the future, and potential applications that may come along later. Be critical ofpresent methods and identify any modifications that shoul d be made to improve
overall office procedures. Place more emphasis on the current required needs than on uncertain future needs.
3. Prepare detailed specifications for all required
applications to be performed on the microcomputer. Review existing accounting or office procedures and list specifics such as input s, t ran s act i o n vo l u mes , rep o rt s ,
frequencies for processing data, filing requirements, and calculations necessary to perform
all tasks in the application. Desired and potential uses also must be defined but not in as
great a detail. Involve the office staff in this
process so that it understands what is going to
happen.
4. Contact as many sources as possible in the
search for the appropriate system. Insist that
those offering to supply the hardware and /or
software be able to demonstrate how their
product
will
satisfy
your
detailed
specifications.
5. Ifat all possible, buy the software you need to
meet your needs. Developing custom software
is expensive and time consuming, not to mention that there are no guarantees the finished
product will exactly satisfy the original need.
6. Insist that any proposal or contract for a system clearly specifies what equipment, software, technical support, training, documentation, warranties, and performance standards
are included. Also, attempt to negotiate a
software escrow agreement wherein a third
party maintains a current copy of the application's program source code that would be
made available should the distributing company cease to exist.
Contact other companies that are using the
vendor's hardware and /or software for their
candid opinions. Inquire about system reli-
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ability, ease of operation, vendor support, and
readability of documentation.
8. Attempt to choose companies that are firmly
established and appear to have an above -average probability of being around for some time.
In choosing microcomputer hardware, consider maintenance and repair capabilities in
your immediate area. A system that takes two
weeks to repair is not much help to the office
manager.
9. Allow for plenty of expansion in hardware capacity. More uses for the system will follow as
the staff recognizes the powers and possibilities of the computer.
10. Don't be afraid to scrap a software package
and look for a more suitable alternative. It is
better to admit a mistake and correct it rather
than to suffer under it. Microcomputer software is presently a competitive market and
most packages are modestly priced.
11. Ask your accountant, or someone knowledgeable in computer controls, to review your operating procedures for serious weaknesses.
They may be able to offer suggestions to correct problems in file back up, control logs,
reconciliation procedures, or system security
that ultimately will save the company significant expense.
12. Reassess the microcomputer operation in
your business periodically and determine if
better solutions are available. The microcomputer industry is growing and progressing
very rapidly. New hardware capabilities and
new software products are coming into the
market almost daily, some of which may offer an alternative strategy for managing the
office.

The selection
process is the
most important
step in system
acquisition.

Microcomputers offer the small business many
opportunities for improving operations. The small
business person, however, is at a distinct disadvantage in the acquisition and installation of microcomputers because of his inexperience and the
complexity of the alternatives available. Following
these guidelines may make automation a success
rather than a headache.
❑
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Financial Forecasting:
Throw Away the Crystal Ball
Forecasting is not an exact science, but management can control
the range of probable consequences of business decisions by planning
and decision making based on realistic forecasts.

By Thomas T. Cheng
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Forecasts, standards, and budgets have long been
important planning tools for management. Financial forecasts in particular are needed for many
corporate long -range planning decisions and for
the preparation of operating budgets. They also
serve as guideposts directing actions when exceptions and new situations develop. For these reasons, there is a critical need for managers to engage in financial forecasting in the context of
planning and control.
A forecast is a probabilistic statement of conditions that with a certain level of confidence is expected to hold at certain times in the future. It is a
reasoned conclusion based on factual knowledge
of conditions and on relationships observed to
hold between relevant factors in the past and present, on the assumption that these conditions and
relationships will either hold constant in the future or will change in regular and predictable patterns. Corporate managers, governments, and society at large are becoming increasingly concerned
about the future because uncertainties now appear
greater than ever. Managerial decisions have to be
made and each one relates to some time in a future which will be different from the present.
Profit performance and growth objectives have

made these decisions increasingly complex. For
every decision a forecast has to be made either explicitly or implicitly.
Thus, accurate financial forecasting, focusing
on both economic environment and internal financial variables, has become a critical input into the
managerial decision- making process over most
planning horizons. Dependent variables normally
used in financial forecasts are: inventory, production, sales, fixed assets, depreciation, debt, equity,
expenses, earnings, cash flow, industry and technology trends, and economic indicators. The total
forecast should be an integrated whole of all the
individual forecasts.
Planning, Control, and
Financial Forecasting
Planning should include: setting goals and objectives for the organization, ascertaining the
probable future environment of the organization
(that is, forecasting), and devising means by which
the organization may reach its goals in the future.
Planning thus depends implicitly on forecasting
because a plan inevitably deals with the future and
will be adapted to conditions likely to hold in the
future. The budget may be regarded as a method
of systematizing the forecasts and providing a
convenient method of comparing, checking, and
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controlling p erfo rman ce versu s fo recast. Plan nin g
enters the p ro ce ss wh en th e co m p an y , give n th e
forecasts th at co ver feat ures o ver wh ich th e firm
has no con tro l, d ecid es w h at it will d o ab o u t th e
feat ure s o ver wh ich it d o es h av e p art ial o r to tal
contr ol. Th e b u d ge t o f th e firm th er efo re is p artially determ in ed b y ex p ected fu tu re even ts (th at
is, forecasts), an d p artially b y direct ch o ice o f th e
firm .
Planning en co m p asses th o se ch o ices an d d ecisions that are with in th e p artial o r fu ll co n tro l o f
the firm. It fo cu ses on the wh at, ho w, and when of
actions over tim e wh ile b u d getin g in vo lv es fo recasts, coordin ation , an d con tro l o f fu tu re m an agem ent actio n s. Plan nin g, h o we ver , ca n b eco m e a
sterile a ctiv ity if it is n o t v iewe d in tegra lly with
act ivity an d do in g. A p la n n in g, allo catin g, an d
m o n it o r in g cy cle sh o u ld be im p le m e n t e d b y
managers.
Managerial co n tro l in clud es: th e d etectio n an d
m easurem en t o f accu r acy , o r, its o b vers e, erro rs
and deviat io n s f ro m target; th e investigatio n of
the causes o f th e d eviatio n s; an d th e ad o p tio n o f
appropriate co rrective an d /or p reven tive actio n s.
Accuracy in fo recastin g is critical b ecau se users
will be relu ctan t to accept fo recasts if th eir accu racy is qu estio nab le. Th e re are t h re e t ra d it io n al
m ea su re s o f f o r ec as t er ro r: ab so lu t e e rr o r ( th e
mean abso lute erro r), algebraic erro r, an d squ ared
error (the relative pred ictio n erro r). For ex am p le,
Monte Carlo sim u lat io n , selectin g n u m b ers ran dom ly from o n e o r m o re p ro bab ility d istrib utio n s
of possible ou tcom es, can b e u sed to im pro ve th e
prepar atio n of earn in gs fo re cas ts an d m easu re
forecast reliability .
Th e fin a n c ia l fo re c as t in g p r o c e ss sh o u ld b e
characterized as a d y n am ic cau sal stru ctu ral sy stem of interactin g feed b ack relatio n sh ip s. Co n stant m on ito rin g, ad ju stin g, an d u p d atin g of th e
structure an d p aram eters, su ch as ch an ges in key
assum ptio n s an d in terest rates o f fo recasts, ar e
necessary. Fo r ex am p le, th ree m eth o d s o ft en are
rec om m en d ed : re- estim ation , re- id en tificatio n ,
and adaptive fo recasting. Alth ou gh fo recast accu racy is imp o rtan t, so m e m argin o f erro r sh ou ld b e
accepted b ecau se p erfect accu racy is b o th co stly
and im possib le. Th e lo ss fu n ctio n o f th e firm u sing the forecast sh o u ld d eterm in e th e calcu latio n
of forecast accu racy . Give n s o m e kn o wle d ge of
the user's lo ss fun ction , ho wever, it wou ld be easy
to ch oo se a n ap p r o p r ia t e m e a su r e o f f o re c a s t
accuracy.
Forecasting Techniques
Forecastin g ty p ically falls u n d e r th re e b r o a d
categories: q u alitative fo recasts, ex p lan atory , o r
causal m o d els, an d time - series models. Tab le I
outlines th e fu n ctio n o f these m etho d s.
The selectio n o f a techn iq u e d ep en d s o n m an y
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Some margin
of error has to
be accepted in
forecasting.

features: the context of the forecast, the relevance
and availability of historical data, the degree of
accuracy desirable, the time period to be forecast,
the value (cost/benefit) to the company, and the
time available for making the analysis. While statistically based forecasts cannot eliminate uncertainty about the future, the quality of forecasts
can be dramatically improved by mathematical
analysis of the trends and relationships that have
prevailed in the past. One way of using statistically based forecasts is to make several estimates to
provide a range of values from which the forecaster can develop a confidence level for planning and
control purposes. A level of achievement may
then be predicted (such as profits over $1 million),
within a specified time frame (such as two years),
at a given level of support (assume no drastic
change in environment), and with a given level of
confidence (such as 95 %).
The short -term forecasting process should start
with whatever is the tightest constraint or critical
variable on the firm's activity. Usually this factor
is sales, but it may also be raw material supply,
production capacity, workers available, or amount
of working capital. After the critical independently determined variables have been forecast, a
number of derived or dependent variables can be
forecast, perhaps by working systematically backwards from the sales forecast. Initially the forecast
can be made in physical units and later converted
to dollar amounts by multiplying quantities by
their associated prices, which deserve and require
independent forecasts themselves.
Recognizing Forecasting Limitations
Despite these elaborate forecasting tools, planners must realize that forecasting is not an exact
science; the human mind cannot foresee the events
which occur as history unfolds. It is a set of techniques for an area of decision making which is not
something the manager can take or leave; it is
someth in g h e mus t d o. Th e o nl y q ues ti on is
whether forecasts will be explicit and systematic
or by hunch and assumption.
Forecasting is not an end in itself. Its practical
value is only realized when it influences planning
decisions. If there is not a close link between the
forecasters and the planners, much of the forecasting effort is wasted and the planning activity lacks
a vital ingredient.
To be effective, the forecaster needs to pay attention to the dynamic nature of the company's
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environment and be aware of a variety of interactions of model parameters. Financial forecasting
models must include not only the financial relationships but also the physical stocks and flows
which produce the financial data generated by
production and marketing: information, materials, orders, people, capital goods, and inventories.
Qualifying Circumstances
Furthermore, exogenous factors (factors outside of the firm) are very important for the quality
of financial forecasts, including such factors as:
requirements for survival under economic uncertainty and other stresses such as the energy crisis,
increased competitiveness in a period of rapid
change, international competition and pressures
to maintain stability of the dollar, and reactions to
increased taxation, inflation, and, finally, the
counterproductive effects of some government
interventions.
A coordinated approach should be adopted for
forecasting, planning, budgeting, and control so
that they form an integrated series of decision making processes. The forecasting process is influenced by the organizational structure of the firm,
the individuals involved, and the strategic questions. The forecaster and the user in the company
must have clearly defined tasks and responsibilities and should be informed and practical about
one another's roles if the potential of forecasting is
to be fully realized. Furthermore, financial forecasting should be participated in by as many as
possible in the company. The participants who
were responsible for providing input to the forecasting process usually, consciously or otherwise,
help achieve the forecasted results.
Many managers often rely on the use of just one
or a few techniques in which they have gained experience. They should make a positive attempt to
learn the features, mechanics, and limitations of
each of.the various techniques so that all tools
available can mesh within a systematic framework. This combination, together with the systematic handling of available qualitative informat i o n an d p ro fe s s i o n a l j u d gmen t bas ed o n
experience, will provide the most useful contribution to an overall forecast in which managers can
really have confidence. As part of the top management team, the management accountan t must
demonstrate leadership in meeting new demands.
The ability to perform good financial forecasting
can be a significant step in that direction.
❑
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Controlled Disbursements:
A Cash Management Tool
for Growing Concerns
Theoretically, controlled disbursement enables any organization
to ma intain a zero balance in its checking account.

The Distribution Cycle
Before describing controlled disbursement, an
analysis of the normal disbursement cycle is necessary. A typical disbursement begins when a firm
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING/MAY 1983

The Control Bank
Under controlled disbursement this guesswork
is elimin ated and the firm is informed in the
morning exactly what checks will clear each evening. The central element in this technique is disbursing through a control bank. A control bank
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vice president, director
of the Mid-South
Banking Division of the
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Commerce in
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Memphis Chapter,
through which this
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Today the opportunity cost of maintaining an average balance of $100,000 in a checking account
ranges from $12,000 to $15,000 annually. Whether an organization is large or small, public or private, a major objective of management should be
to lower the cost of these idle funds by reducing
checking account balances.
Controlled dis burs ement is one t echn ique
which enables organ izatio ns to operat e with
smaller checking account balances. It is currently
used by hundreds of organizations, but it could
minimize losses due to idle funds for thousands
more. With controlled disbursement an organization can, theoretically, operate with a zero balance
in its checking account. Money freed by controlled disbursement may be invested in short term liquid funds, and withdrawn only as needed
for operations or to reduce short -term borrowing.
While a zero balance may not be practical for every organization, this technique permits the organization to control precisely the size of its checking account balance.

writes a check and mails it to a supplier. At that
time, an entry is made in the firm's books reducing the balance in its checking account. It takes
time, however, for the supplier to receive the
check in the mail, process the payment, and present the check for payment. It takes more time for
banks to clear checks. Several days normally
elapse before the bank reduces the firm's checking
account balance. The books of the firm and the
bank never mirror one another. This difference
between the firm's books and the bank's books is
the float.
In a normal distribution cycle, the time required for checks to clear remains unknown. Cash
managers often use past experience to estimate the
time it takes for checks to travel through the mail
system and the banking system. But even the best
estimates, using statistical probability techniques,
are not exact. Even educated guesses lead to two
inefficiencies: either too much cash in the bank
(idle funds) or not enough cash in the bank (overdrafts). Each of these costs the firm.

of
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usually will be a small bank located outside of a
major metropolitan area and perhaps even in a
different banking region than the firm. This bank
can often be in the same state, and need not be on
the opposite side of the country or in a remote

Figure 1
Check Clearing in the Normal Distribution Cycle
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area.
Selecting such a bank for disbursement limits
the number of ways checks are presented for
clearing. There are three normal channels through
which checks are presented for payment. When
the supplier receives the check, he can go to the
payor's bank and present it to the teller for payment. Or the supplier can deposit the check in his
own bank account. If the supplier's bank is in the
same area as the payor's bank, the supplier's bank
can present the check directly for payment. However, if the supplier's bank is outside the firm's
area —as is normally the case —the check will
clear through a Federal Reserve Bank, which in
turn presents the check to the payor's bank for
payment. Figure 1 traces t he three chann els
t h ro u gh whi ch ch eck s cl ear in a n o r mal
distribution.
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Checklist for Controlled Disbursement
To establish a control disbursement system, the company should
have its "controlling" bank (usually a regional bank) coordinate the
effort:
1. The controlling bank should select a "disbursement" bank that
has very limited daily clearing channels (i.e. a bank that receives only one Fed cash letter per day and that has no local
clearings).
2. The disbursement bank (drawee bank) should be able to pro3.
4.
5.

6.

vid e clearin g to tals d u rin g th e early m o rn in g b usiness hours.
Sp ecial h an d lin g o f th e co m p an y 's acco u n t sh ould be well defin ed an d d o cu m ented b etween all p arties.
Special service n e ed s sh o u ld b e co n sid ered (i.e. ca n th e d is bu rsem en t b ank p ro vid e acco u n t reco n ciliatio n?).
Co m p ensatio n arrangem en ts sh o uld b e d etermined for the disbu rse m en t b an k b ec au se th ey will n o r m ally n ot bene fit from
excess balances.
Settlem en t on the con tro lled d isb u rsem en t account should take
place early en o ugh in th e d ay to allo w th e co ntrolling bank to
ap p ly fu n d s. Th is ap p licatio n may b e an o vernight investm ent
or an o ve r n ig h t lo an , d ep en d in g up on th e co m p an y's ca sh
position.

Controlled disbursement practically eliminates
two of these normal distribution channels by using the control bank rather than a local bank. Because the control bank is outside the firm's local
area, checks are seldom, if ever, presented to the
control bank's tellers. If the control bank is outside a major metropolitan area, checks may never
be presented through a local bank -to -bank transfer. The only channel through which the firm's
checks will arrive at the control bank is via a Federal Reserve Bank.
This is the key to controlling the size of the
firm's checking account balance. Each morning
the control bank receives a Federal Reserve Bank
cash letter containing all of the checks written on
the firm's account. However, these checks will not
be charged against the firm's account until the
end of the day. The control bank can total these
checks and inform the firm in the morning the exact amount which will be debited to the firm's account that evening. This enables the firm to reduce invested funds or borrow funds and wire
these funds to the control bank before the end of
t h e b a n k i n g d ay. F i gu re 2 d i a gra ms th is
procedure.
Theoretically, contolled disbursement enables
any organization to m aintain a zero balance in its
ch ec king a cc ou nt . In reality, the c on tr ol bank
m ay re quire a com p ensating balance t o cove r its
expenses. Practices by banks concerning required
balances and fee st ructu res va ry widely. In any
case, controlled disbu rsem ent perm its o rgan izations to m inim ize idle fu nd s in their chec king
accounts.
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The primary objective of the controlled disbursement technique described above is to maintain total control over the organization's checking
account through prior knowledge of precisely
what checks will clear each day. This same technique of disbursing through banks outside an organization's geographic area, however, has been
useful for other purposes. An understanding of
the objectives of remote disbursement and zero
balance accounts may be useful to an organization
considering controlled disbursement.
Remote disbursement attempts to extend the
float period. When an organization uses remote
disbursement, it chooses a bank as far away and as
difficult to clear checks through as it can find.
The remoteness of the disbursing bank may mean
that checks require an additional day or two to
clear. Meanwhile, the organization can continue
to earn interest on these funds until it is necessary
to wire money to the remote bank. There are ethical questions to consider when using remote disbursement. Both the payee and the Federal Reserve System are the losers when checks take
longer to clear. However, remote disbursement
would offer the same control advantages as controlled disbursement.
A second technique, very similar to controlled
disbursement, is using a zero balance account.
This technique enables large firms to permit decentralized disbursement while maintaining centralized cash control. When using this technique,
geographically disbursed operating units of a national corporation write checks on a control bank.
This control bank has the same characteristics described above in the discussion of controlled disbursement. Moreover, the balance of each operating unit's account is zero (or at the compensating
balance figure required by the bank).
Each morning the control bank informs the
firm how much will be charged to each operating
unit's zero balance account. Then the corporate
headquarters wires sufficient funds to the control
bank to zero the disbursement accounts.
Although the major objective of the zero balance account is to control the disbursements of
operating units, further advantages accrue. Funds

Figure 2
Controlled Disbursement
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that were deposited in outlying banks are freed for
corporate investment; furthermore, the float is extended. While providing a method for intracompany control, zero balance accounts have the
same advantages as controlled disbursement and
remote disbursement.
In the distant future controlled disbursement
may become obsolete. Electronic funds transfer
systems promise to eliminate the uncertainty surrounding when checks clear by clearing all transfers instantly. When this happens, the balance in
the organization's books and the bank's books will
be the same. Until that time controlled disbursement provides organizations with a proven management tool which can generate real savings by
eliminating idle funds in checking accounts. ❑
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Notice of Annual Meeting
Notice ishereby given to all members ofthe National Association of Acco unt ants th at t he Annu al Meet ing of the Association willbe held at the Music Hall, Houston Civic Center, in
Hous ton, Tex as, on M onday, J une 20,immediately following
the conclusion of the opening session, to receive the report of
the Nomin at in g Co mmit tee an d to t rans act su ch o th er b us iness as may pro perly co me befo re the meeting.
New York

Robert L. Shultis
Executive Director

May 1, 1983

Nominee for President

Charles T. Smith, Jr., CPA
Detroit, Atlanta, Western Carolinas, Piedmont (1957 ). He was elected
National Director, 1970 -72, and a Vice President, 1972 -73. During his
1968 -69 term as President, the Western Carolinas Chapter won the Stevenson Trophy. He has served as an Appointed Member of the Executive Committee, 1975 -76 and 1979 -83, Chairman of the Committee on
Marketing and Membership, 1976 -77, and Chairman of the Committee
on Planning, 1977 -79. Active in civic affairs, he has served as President
or Chairman of the Board of the Detroit Central Business District Association, the Detroit Private Industry Council, the Detroit Congressional Action Forum, Leadership Atlanta, and the Greenville, S.C. Jaycees. He p res en tl y s erves , or has s erved , on t h e Bo ard s o f th e
Southeastern Michigan Council of Governments, United Foundation,
Metropolitan Affairs Corporation of Southeast Michigan, United Community Services, United Way of Michigan, University of Michigan's
Paton Accounting and Research Center, Emory. University School of
Business, and Duke University National Council. A 1954 graduate of
Duke University, he was Vice President and Treasurer of a large Southeastern advertising agency for two years. He is the Managing Partner of
the Detroit Office of Peat, Marwick, Mitchell & Co., and has served on
the Board of Trustees of the PMM Foundation and as a member of the
Firm's Auditing Procedures, Securities & Exchange Commission Reviewi ng Partn ers, Public Relat io n s and Lo ng Ran ge P l an n in g
Committees.
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Nominating
Committee
Report
To Members of the National Association of
Accountants:
The 1982 -83 Nominating Committee has
chosen the following nominees for the offices of President, Vice President, Treasurer,
and National Director. The nominees are
presented in accordance with the NAA Constitution and Bylaws which provide for the
election of the President, Treasurer, and 12
Vice Presidents to serve a one -year term.
The Bylaws also specify that the Board of
Directors be comprised of one director for
each 2.5 domestic chapters, rounded to the
next highest multiple of ten, but in no case
less than 100. The Executive Director determines the number of chapters existing on
July 1, and one half of the number of directors required under the formula are elected
each year. Their terms overlap with the
terms of those elected a year earlier. Under
this formula, 65 directors have been nominated. We also include nominees for the
Nominating Committee to report in 1984.
The annual election will be held at the
Annual Meeting of the Association in Houston, Texas, June 20, 1983.
Respectfully Submitted,
Nominating Committee, 1982 -83

Nominating
Committee
Chairman
Emil Scharff, San Francisco
Harold E. Arnett, Ann Arbor
Dean W. Arnold, Colorado Springs - Pueblo
R. Lee Brummet, Durham Area
Robert J. Donachie, Dallas
Paula G. Keen, Nashville- Capitol City
Charles R. Leone, San Jose
Clair M. Raubenstine, North Penn
Joseph F. Ryan, Johnstown
Stephen P. Salzman, Long Island - Suffolk
Fred S. Schulte, Austin Area
Robert L. Sinagra, Norwich
Mary Jane Sperry, Fort Lauderdale
Ralph W. Stonebraker, St. Louis
Robert F. Walker, Calumet
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Nominees for Vice Presidents
Bridgeport; Mid Missouri; Northern New York; Omaha
Donald
H. Barry
ChesebroughPond's, Inc., Greenwich, Conn.
(1962). National Director, 1980 -82, and Committee on Marketing and
Membership, 1981 -82. He is Assistant Controller, Health & Beauty Div.,

.�

p

, -_

' W

James H. Childers Wichita (1963). Committee on Public Relations,
1978 -80; National Director, 1980 -82; Committee on Research, 1982 -83.
He is Executive Vice President and Chief Financial Officer and Director of
Garvey Industries, Inc., Wichita, Kans.
Anita B. Hayes Cuyahoga Valley (1971). Committee on Chapter Operations, 1978 -80; National Director, 1980 -82; and Committee on Publicstions, 1982 -83. She is a Partner, Escott & Co., Kent, Ohio.

{

Robert W. Liptak Greater Greenville; New York (1966). Committee on
Research, 1977 -80; National Director, 1979 -81; and Committee on IMA/
NAA�Relations,�1979�-80.�He�is�Senior�Vice�President—�Finance,�BigelowSanford, Inc., Greenville, S.C.

r

Gary A. Luoma , CMA Atlanta North; Atlanta (1964). Committee on
Education, 1977 -79; and National Director, 1981 -83. He is Director,
School of Accountancy, Georgia State University, Atlanta, Ga.

F

William R. Mercer Diablo Valley; Alameda County -South (1969). Committee on Chapter Operations, 1973 -75, and National Director, 1975 -77.
He is a Partner, Ernst & Whinney, Oakland, Calif.

-I'

George L. Nicholas Los Angeles (1965). He served on the Committee on
Chapter Operations, 1975 -78, and as a National Director, 1978 -80; Committee on Education, 1981 -83. He is a Partner, Coopers & Lybrand, Los
Angeles, Calif.
Robert E . Paterson New York (1952). He served on the Committee on
Education, 1970 -71; Committee on Research, 1971 -72; Committee on
Chapter Operations, 1972 -73; National Director, 1973 -75; Committee on
Planning, 1978 -81; Committee on Finance, 1981 -83; and as Chairman,
Subcommittee on Insurance, 1981 -83. He is Senior Vice President, Finance, The Sperry and Hutchinson Co., New York, N.Y.

F,

Charles E. Phipps Baltimore (1963). Committee on Membership, 197779; National Director, 1979 -81; and Principal, Potomac - Chesapeake
Council. He is Assistant Vice President and Area Manager, American Appraisal Co., Baltimore, Md.
Stanley R. Pylipow St. Louis; Raritan Valley (1963). Committee on
Chapter Operations, 1973 -76; National Director, 1979 -81; and Committee
on Management Accounting Practices, 1981 -83. He is Vice President, Finance and Administration, Fisher Controls International, Inc., Clayton,
Mo.
Howard L. Siers Delaware (1974). He served on the Committee on Man agement Accounting Practices, 1981 -83. He is Assistant Comptroller, Finance Department, E.I. du Pont de Nemours & Co., Wilmington, Del.

`
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Arnold G. Swenson Rockford (1964). Committee on Chapter Opera tions, 1976 -78; Principal, Mid - America Council, 1978 -79; and National
Director, 1979 -81. He is President, Tuf Band Products, Inc., Rockford, Ill.
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Nominee for Treasurer
Glen E. Woodson
Canton; Greater Youngstown Area; Philadelphia; Akron (1949). He
served on the Committee on Chapter Operations, 1961 -62, and 1963 -65,
elected National Director, 1963 -65, and Vice President, 1977 -78. He
served as Chairman, Committee on Chapter Development, 1978 -79, Committee on Marketing and Membership, 1979 -80, and the Committee on
Chapter Operations, 1980 -82; National Treasurer, 1982 -83. He is President, Woodson Company, North Canton, Ohio.

Nominees for Directors
Ursel K. Albers, CMA Butler Area (1975). Committee on Community and Socio- Economic
Programs, 1981 -83. She is Assistant Professor, Dept. of Economics and Business, at Slippery
Rock State College, Slippery Rock, Pa.
A rt hur J. Asklns South J ers ey Shore; Suburban Northea st Philade lphia; Philadelphia
(1970). Committee on Marketing and Membership, 1981 -83. He is Manager of Internal Audit, Resorts International Hotel, Inc., Atlantic City, N.J.

1

Albers

Askins

Baer

Bartlett

Bell

Berger

John M. Baer Tippecanoe (1973). He is Controller, Purdue National Bank, Lafayette, Ind
Jeffrey J . Bartle tt Oakland -East Bay (1971). He is a Manage r, The C hester Group, San
Francisco, Calif.
Robert E. Bell, Jr., CMA Catawba Valley (1973). He is the Controller, Hickory Industries,
Hickory, N.C.
Edith M. Berger Reading (1971). She served on the Committee on Socio - Economic Programs, 1978 -80; Principal, Mid - Atlantic Council, 1981 -82; Committee on Chapter Operations. 1982 -83. She is Controller, Manson-Billard, Inc., Reading, Pa.
J. Lawrence Bergin La Crosse- Winona Area (1977). He served on the Committee on Education, 1981 -83. He is Assistant Professor of Accounting, Department of Business and Accounting, Winona State University, Winona, Minn.
Bruce L. Bliton Waterloo -Cedar Falls; Northern Wisconsin (1965). He is Controller, Bearing Service Co., Waterloo, Iowa.

v

Jimmy D. Borchers Denver (1960). He served on the Committee on Marketing and Membership, 1980 -83, and as Principal of the Rocky Mountain Council, 1981 -83. He is Director
of Disbursements, Frontier Airlines, Inc., Denver, Colo.

Bergin

Bliton

Borchers

Ke ith Brya nt, Jr., CMA Birmingham; Birmingham-Magic City (1970). He served on the
Committee on Publications, 1978 -83, and on the Lybrand Awards Committee, 1980, and was
awarded a Certificate of Merit for an outstanding manuscript. He is Chairman, Department
of Accounting, School of Business, University of Alabama, Birmingham, Ala.
Je rry P. Cavender Calumet; Chicago (1956). Committee on Public Relations, 1978 -80. He
is Assistant Vice President, South Chicago Savings Bank, Chicago, Ill.
Henry L. Clayton, Sr. Elmira Area (1960). Committee on Research, 1965 -80. He is Controller, Advanced Products Business, Technical Products Div., Corning Glass, Corning, N.Y.
W. Hunter Cook Charlotte Gold; Greater Greenville (1972). Committee on Community and
Socio- Economic Programs, 1981 -83. He is a Manager in the audit division, Ernst & Whinney,
Charlotte, N.C.

Bryant

J a me s J . Coyne Niagara; New York (1964). He served on the Committee on Chapter Operations, 1981 -83. He is Controller, General Abrasive Div., Dresser Industries, Inc., Niagara
Falls, N.Y.

Cavender

Clayton

n

y �

MC.

Tho mas G. Davis North Dallas; North Texas (1974). Committee on Marketing and Membership, 1981 -83. He is Administrative Accountant, Dalla s Power & Light Co. , Dallas,
Texas.

Cook
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Coyne

Davis
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Hartley F. Dewey Hampton Roads (1970). Committee on Chapter Operations, 1980 -83. He
is Corporate Controller, Landmark Communications, Inc., Norfolk, Va.
Gary R. Fane, CMA Jacksonville; Columbia (1973). Committee on Education, 1980 -83. He
is Associate Academic Vice President, University of North Florida, Jacksonville, Fla.
John Fedor Bellevue Eastside; Seattle (1971). Member, Committee on Marketing and Membership, 1980 -83. He is CPA - Shareholder, Clark, Nuber Co., P.S„ Bellevue, Wash.
&

t

Fedor

Fane

1

'

r'

Given

Robert J. Given Merrimack Valley (1974). He served on the Committee on Public Relations, 1981 -83. He is Accounting Manager, Missile Systems Division, Raytheon Corp., Bedford, Mass.
Richard M. Goldstein San Mateo County (1976). Committee on Public Relations, 1980 -82.
He is Partner, R.M. Goldstein Accountancy Corp., San Francisco, Calif.

Ta

1kS

Stanley K. Hamamoto West Los Angeles; Hawaii (1967). Committee on Community and
Socio- Economic Programs, 1981 -83. He is Owner, Stan the Man's Accounting Services, San to Monica, Calif.
.

Dewey

Goldstein

Hamamoto

Joseph G. Harris Kala mazoo (1970). C ommittee on Chapter Operations, 1978 -80, and
Principal, Michigan Regional Council, 1981 -82. He is Group Manager - Corporate Accounting, The Upjohn Co., Kalamazoo, Mich.

&

Melvin R. Harris Washington (1969). Committee on Publications, 1981 -83. He is Partner,
Thomas Havey Co., CPAs, Washington, D.C.

J. Philip Hellwege St. Louis (1968). Committee on Public Relations, 1980.83. He is Vice

--

President- Finance, YMCA of Greater St. Louis, St. Louis, Mo.

&

Stephan P . Hoffman Chicago (1972). Committee on Marketing and Membership 1980 -82.
He is a Partner, Ernst
Whinney, Chicago, I11.

Harris, M.

Hellwege

Sherrill W. Hudson Dayton (1965). Committee on Chapter Operations, 1974 -78, and Committee on Research, 1982 -83. He is Partner -in- Charge, Dayton Office, Deloitte Haskins
Sells, Dayton, Ohio.
&

Harris, J.

&

William B. trice Permian Basin; Western Wayne (1975). Committee on Chapter Operations,
1981 -83. He is Senior Tax Manager, Peat, Marwick, Mitchell Co., Midland, Tex.
,/

4

Margaret C. Irvine Pensacola (1963). Committee on Public Relations, 1980.82. She is Owner, M.C. Irvine, Independent Accountant, Pensacola, Fla.

Ince

Lowell D. Johnson Madison; Conejo Valley - California; Macomb County- Michigan (1973).
Committee on Membership, 1977 -79. He is Controller, Ohio Medical Anesthetics, division of
Airco, Inc., Madison, Wis.

hb-

Hoffman

Hudson

Wayne A. Johnson Toledo (1968). Committee on Education, 1982 -83. He is Associate Professor of Accounting and Director, Graduate Studies in Accounting, De partment of Accounting and Management Information Systems, Bowling Green State University, Bowling
Green, Ohio.

&

(

J . Mic hae l Joyce Amarillo Area; Tulsa; Permian Basin; Hampton Roads (1969). Commit tee on Marketing and Membership, 1981 -83. He is a Partner, Joyce, Hail, Butler
Co.,
Amarillo, Texas.

AL

Johnson, L.

Johnson, W.

Allan M. Kline Boston (1970). Committee on Public Relations, 1982 -83. He is a Partner, Arthur Young Co., Worcester, Mass.
&

Irvine

&

Virginia A. Kunkel Albany (1973). Committee on Marketing and Membership, 1980 -81. She
is a Supervisor in the Tax Division, Coopers
Lybrand, Albany, N.Y.

Joyce

Kline

Kunkel
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Thoma s A. Leona rd Suburba n Northeas t Philadelphia (1976). Committee on Chapter Operations, 1981 -83. He is a Partner, Coopers & Lybrand, Philadelphia, Pa.
1

'

T homa s C . Lockwood C harlotte Blue (1972). Committee on Publications, 1981 -83. He is
Vice President- Finance, Cummins Carolinas, Inc., Charlotte, N.C.

y

\

Dennis A. Loewe Mt. Rainier; Seattle (1970). Committee on Chapter Operations, 1982 -83.
He is Controller, Financial Services, Weyerhaeuser Corp., Tacoma, Wash.
Le o na r d

Robe rt L Lovitt Nebraska C ornhus ker (1978). Committee on Marketing and Membership,
1980 -82; Chairman, North Central Regional Council, 1981 -82. He is Senior Vice President
for Administration and Finance, Texas Commercial Bank- Reagan, Houston, Tex.
Ra ymond P. Mansion Ne w York (1970). Committee on Public Relations, 1981 -83; Chairman, Metropolitan New York Council, 1982 -83. He is Manager, Marketing & Negotiations,
Economic Development Div., Port Authority of New York and New Jersey, New York, N.Y.

Lo ckwo o d

Lo ewe

"1C

Dona ld J . McC a rty, Jr. Trenton (1971). Committee on Community and Socio-Economic
Programs, 1979 -82; he is a Principal, Mid - Atlantic Council, 1982-83. He is Manager, Internal Audit and Controls, RCA Laboratories, RCA Corp., Princeton, N.J.

-

Lovitt

Mannion

McCarty

L. Raymond Metca lf Houston-Lone Star; Houston (1956). Committee on Chapter Operations, 1982.83. He is Vice President, Midhurst Corp., Houston, Tex.
Patrick J . O'Malley Miami (1974). Committee on Education, 1980 -82. He is Senior Manager, Price Waterhouse & Co., Miami, Fla.
Jose M. Pa gan Ma yaguez (1980). Committee on Chapter Operations, 1982 -83. He is Operalions Manager, the Chase Manhattan Bank, N.A., Mayaguez, P.R.

.�

Richard D. Peters St. Paul (1956). Committee on Publications, 1980.82, and National Director, 1982 -83. He is Controller, International Operations, 3M Co., St. Paul, Minn.

Metcalf

O'Malley

Pagan

Pe t e r s

PUlizza no

Rakes

Jos eph V. Pulizza no New Orlea ns (1968). Committee on Chapter Operations, 1981 -82. He
is Vice President of Finance and Assistant Secretary/ Treasurer, Coastal Canning Enterprises,
Inc., Reserve, La.
Harold W. Rakes Spartanburg Area; Western Carolinas (1968). Committee on Chapter Operations, 1982 -83. He is Director, Cost Accounting, Milliken & Co., Spartanburg, S.C.
T homa s J . Re a rdon, CMA Westchester (1970). Committee on Education, 1980 -83, and
Princip al, Met ro p o lit an Ne w Yo r k C o u nc il , 1980-81. He is Vic e P res id ent and C o n tro ller,

the Harlan Co., New York, N.Y.
Arthur L. Rous e lle, Jr. Princeton (1974). Committee on Marketing and Membership, 198183. He is Tax Manager, Dow Jones & Co„�Princeton,�N.J.
S. He rbe rt Rubin, CMA Rochester ( 1958). Committee on Education, 1976 -78; Advisory
Panel to MAP Committee, 1981 -83; Certificate of Distinguished Performance on CMA examination. He is Associate Professor of Accounting, School of Management, Clarkson College, Potsdam, N.Y., and Vice President- Finance, Tapecon, Inc., Rochester, N.Y.

l

� . •.

Richard L. Rue disuell Mac omb County; Oakland County (1969). Committee on Membership,
1978-79;
Principal,
Michigan
Council, 1979 -80. He is Vice President, Gilbert, Boley &
Ruedisueli,
P.C.,
Birmingham,
Mich.
Lloyd O. Schatsc hnelder Minne apolis Viking (1962). Committee on Chapter Operations,
1981 -83. He is Controller, Lerner Publications Co., Minneapolis, Minn.

1
Reardo n

Ro uselle

Rubin

Ruedisueli

Schatschneider

Schlitt

Linda L. Schlitt Alameda County -South (1973). Committee on Community and Socio -Economic Programs, 1981 -83. She is a Ma nager, Central Acc ounting Department, Safeway
Stores, Inc., Oakland, Calif.
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Roger L. Searls Piedmont Greensboro (1974). Committee on Chapter Operations, 1981 -83.
He is a Partner, Arthur Andersen & Co., Greensboro, N.C.

e

it

Thomas W. Sheehan Las Vegas; South Jersey; Delaware County, Pa.; Philadelphia (1962).
Committee on Chapter Operations, 1980-82. He is a CPA, Secretary/Treasurer, Sheehan &
Sheehan, Ltd., Henderson, Nev.

lob

m
di

Sinc lair

She eha n

Searls

him

J. Mark Sinclair, CMA Dallas (1975). Committee on Education, 1982 -83. He is a Partner,
Ernst & Whinney, Dallas, Texas.
Allen R. Stasulis Southern Maine (1973). Committee on Education, 1981 -83. He is Execulive Vice President and Treasurer, Mid Maine Mutual Savings Bank, Auburn, Me.

1

'

r

:

Philip R. Thompson Cleve land (1975). Committee on Marketing and Membership, 198283. He is Assistant Vice President, Cleveland district office, American Appraisal Co., Cleveland, Ohio.

Stasulis

Thompson

Dan W. Tingle South Central Tennessee; Nashville (1975). Committee on Education. 1981 83. He is Department Accountant, Carbon Products Div., Union Carbide Corp., Columbia,
Tenn.

Tingle
Ge orge W. Van Da m Des Moines (1973). Committee on Research, 1981 -83. He is Controller, Vanmark Corp., Creston, Iowa.

P

Keith W. Ve ale Cincinnati; Detroit (1970). Committee on Marketing and Membership,
1980 -83. He is Regional Manager, Lloyd- Thomas Co., Cincinnati, Ohio.
AI

Van Dam

Veale

r
Vincenzo

Jame s J. Vince nzo Raritan Valley (1975). Committee on Publications, 1981 -83, and President, New Jersey Council, 1982 -83. He is Vice President, finance, and treasurer, Remington
Rand Corp., Princeton, N.J.
Franz V. von Bradsky Brooklyn - Queens (1976). Committee on Chapter Operations, 198083; Principal, Metropolitan New York Council, 1981 -82. He is Vice President Controller,
HDI, Mt. Kisco, N.Y.
&

qW

J. Richard Walker Memphis (1968). Committee on Chapter Operations, 1971 -72. He is
Assistant Superintendent, Department of Business Affairs, Memphis City Schools Board of
Education, Memphis, Tenn.

4
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Wa lke r

Albert E. Werner Kansas City; Cincinnati (1955). He served as Principal, Heartland Regional Council, 1979 -80, and on the Committee on Public Relations, 1981 -83. He is Corporate Controller, Distributive Processes, Inc., Kansas City, Mo.

Werner

Penrhyn Wilson San Diego (1970). He served as Principal, Wild West Council, 1981 -82. He
is a Partner, Deloitte, Haskins & Sells, San Diego, Calif.
Frank M. Zappacosta Washington; Baltimore (1946). C ommittee on Chapter Operations,
1980 -83. He is Chief, Office of Internal Audit, Organization of American States, Washington,
D.C.
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Chairman of the Association
Louis Vlasho, CMA
From the NAA Byla ws , Arti c le VI, Se c t ion 2:
Cha irma n: T he C ha irma n of the As soc iation s ha ll be the imme dia te Pa s t Pre side nt of the As s oc ia ti on, a nd s ha ll ta k e of fic e whe n the C ha i rma n's s uc c e s s or a s p re s id e nt ta ke s off ic e . T he

Chairman of the Association shall serve until succeeded by a new Chairman of the Association,
and shall be considered an elective officer by virtue of prior election as president.

Nominating
Committee

to report in 1984

Chairman
Louis Vla sho, CMA, Da yton
Charles L. Abel, Washington Tri- Cities
Herbe rt M. Aus derau, Nia ga ra
Donald W. Ba ker, CMA, West Georgia
Michael V. Barne s, T ulsa
Robe rt J. Dona chie , Dalla s
Sera fino M. Forzano, Scottsdale Area
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Ea rnes t A. Huband, Richmond Le e
James G. Hummel, Eva nsville
Ge orge D. J e dde loh, St. Pa ul
James W. McLeod, Merrima ck Valley
Grady J. Reich, Piedmont Winston -Salem
Emil Sc harff, San Fra ncisco
Martin S. Smith, J r., Akron Cas cade
Mildre d B. Ste phe ns , Trenton
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Accounting
Education
Robert Rouse,
Contributing Editor

The Image of Management Accounting on Campus

A small fraction of accounting graduates pursue careers in public accounting. Yet a majority of these
young people possess grades well
above the average. Many of the remaining accept accounting positions
within private industry. Frequently, the
beginning salaries in private industry
will exceed those offered in public accounting. If the forces in the marketplace are at work, such a condition
should not exist. A plausible explanation for the higher salaries may be
that private industry has realized that
economic forces may be a means to
quickly attract the better student. This
stopgap approach, however, without
a coordinated effort to inform the prospective employee, will not prove
successful.
Assuming that private industry is
dissatisfied with present recruiting,
what can be done to change the situation? A commitment of time, effort,
and economic resources is essential.
A half- hearted or haphazard approach will prove futile.
The initial factor to be addressed is
the presence of private industry on
campus. The state of the economy
may have encouraged more young
people to seek positions in private indus try th an in the p as t. The job
search has been more demanding,
and the accounting graduate may
have pursued avenues that were not
considered in the past. Such an economy will not persist, and a more definitive image will have to be developed.
A positive factor in this development
is that private industry has little or no
image on campus. The campus environment is receptive to the establish62

ment of this visibility.
A second factor is the lack of uniformity of specifications in beginning
accounting positions in private industry. Most accounting students take
auditing courses and, consequently,
understand the role of public accounting. No explanation of the role of private industry is available because
there is no common beginning position. It may be difficult, however, to
coordinate efforts between firms to
change the image of accounting in
private industry.
Individu al firms can do several
things to establish an image. The
firm's representatives can make presentations at the various student accounting organizations. But attendance at subsequent meetings is
necessary to reinforce these new
relationships.
An effort to make presentations in
the appropriate accounting courses
should be made. A case presentation
in a managerial or cost accounting
course makes the material more relevant and, simultaneously, may project
a positive image for the firm. The image will vary according to the effectiveness of the presentation. The firm
should select an accountant who has
a suitable personality or the results
could be damaging.
Cont rib u tions of mon ey or resources also can project a favorable
image. A scholarship contributed by a
firm is a positive approach. Contribution of a needed microcomputer, software package, a periodical subscription, NAA student memberships, or
other assets can be made if the firm
wishes to designate the intent of the

expenditure. The contributions should
be publicized.
The interviewing process and the
recruiting effort need also to be addressed. Frequently, the firm directs
its personnel manager from its local
plant to come to campus with a shopping list —two account ant s, one
chemist, one engineer, etc. The manager usually has some concept of the
specifications of a given job but may
not effectively communicate with the
accounting student. Moreover, his
scope may be limited to the needs of
an individual plant, and he may have
little awareness of the firm's overall
needs.
Many firms recruit on a regional or
national basis and send accountants
to selected campuses to interview. If
this is not economically feasible, a
company could have an accountant
who is familiar with the job specifications to assist in the interview.
Materials should be prepared that
describe the specifications of the jobs
and the career paths that are available and should be distributed to the
placement offices sometime in advance of the interview and to the accounting faculty. Annual reports will
not suffice. The potential employees
should have knowledge of the job
specifications, the localities for employment, and career paths before
the interview. If this preparation appears demanding, remember that
most accounting students are aware
of these characteristics as they relate
to public accounting.
A coordinated effort of manpower
and money cannot guarantee success in recruiting but, with time, will
generate an awareness among the
students. The bright, motivated, disciplined accounting graduates of today
still may elect public accounting even
with this effort. A commitment by the
firm can be sustained, but a commitment by the accounting graduate to
that particular position in private accounting may be difficult to achieve.
Unless the graduate decides to work
for a particular firm within private industry, it is understandable that many
will postpone such a personal commitment by selecting a position in
public accounting. Many perceive
► Oil- 71
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Houston
'83:
New Horizons for Management Accountants
By Charles Pridemore
With NAA's Annual Conference, June
19 -22 in Houston, just weeks away, excitement is growing over this year's outstanding lineup of professional speakers
and seminars. Earlier updates highlighted several key speakers and events and
focused on the action - packed spouse,
youth, and family programs.
Wednesday's sessions begin with Dr.
Ghaith Pharaon, chairman of Saudi Research and Development Corp., presenting "Energy —A Brief Message ";
and Ron J. Cotton, president, Australian Society of Accountants and chief financial executive, John Fairfax, Ltd.,
with "Management Accounting —Its
Potential for the Future." These speakers were profiled in the March issue.

"Accounting for Pensions." He is responsible for the FASB technical staff
of over 45 professionals, which conducts research on accounting issues and
develops drafts of reporting standards
for the Board's approval.
Prior to his FASB appointment, Mr.
Leisenring was partner and director of
accounting and auditing for Bristol Lei-

thur Andersen & Co. where she is involved principally with multinational
clients in the manufacturing and commodities fields. Ms. Duffy is a member
of NAA, t h e AIC P A, an d t h e New
York State Society of CPAs and serves
on the finance committee of the Girls
Clubs of America. She holds a BS degree in acco u n t in g fro m F o rd h am

John V. James
John V. James, chairman of the board
and chief executive officer of Dresser
Industries, Inc., is the luncheon speaker
on Wednesday. Mr. James, who will
speak on "The Role of the Management
Accountant in the '80s," is a past national vice president of NAA. He joined
Dresser Industries' largest division,
Dresser Clark in Olean, N.Y., in 1957
as assistant controller; in 1962, he was
named vice president — controller of
Dresser, and then held a variety of executive positions in finance, administration, and operations prior to being elected president and chief executive officer
in June 1970.
He is a member of the President's Export Council and founding chairman of
the Board of The Center for International Business. A grad u at e o f t h e
Wharton School of the University of
Pennsylvania, he serves on the School's
Board of Overseers and on the boards of
the Federal Reserve Bank of Dallas;
Phibro- Salomon, Inc.; PepsiCo, Inc.;
the SMU Foundation for Science and
Engineering; and the National Assn. of
Manufacturers.
James J. Leisenring
James J. Leisenring, director of research and technical activities, FASB,
will be part of a Wednesday panel on
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /MAY 1983
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senring & Co. He holds a MBA degree
from Western Michigan University and
served as a member of its accounting
faculty from 1964 -69. He also served on
the Auditing Standards Board of the
AICPA and has authored several professional development courses.
Also s ervin g on t he panel wi ll be
James A. Curtis, Margaret Duffy, and
William E. Buxbaum.
James A. Curtis
James A. Curtis, president and national director of pension operations,
for Milliman & Robertson, Inc., is a
member of the Board of Directors and
past president of the Association of Private Pension and Welfare Plans. He also
is on the teaching staff of the Pacific
Coast Banking School, University of
Washington and a director of the Prudential Mutual Savings Bank. Mr. Curtis hol ds a BC S d egree from Drake
University.
Margaret Duffy
Margaret Duffy, CPA, is an audit
partner in the New York office of Ar-

LEISENRING

University.
William E. Buxbaum
William E. Buxbaum, vice president— finance, E. I. du Pont d e Nemours & Company, Inc., jo ined Du
Pont in 1952 as a financial analyst. He
is a former director of the Financial Executives Institute and is a member of
the Officer's Conference Group and
The Council of Financial Executives of
The Conference Board.
Monday's speakers include: Kathy
Wh it mi re, Hou st on mayor, "Wel come"; Mary Cunningham, vice president, Joseph E. Seagram & Sons, "Human i zi n g t h e C o r p o r at e C u l t u r e:
Milestone or Millstone ? "; and R.S.
Miller, executive vice president —finance, Chrysler Corp., "The Chrysler
Experience — Lessons for America."
Tuesday's agenda includes: B. Z. Lee,
managing partner, Seidman & Seidman,
and vice chairman, AICPA, "AICPA
and the Member in Industry "; Robert
Thompson, vice president — finance,
Shell Oil Co., "FASB Constituents110-110- 65
63
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This month's column is written by Dr. Sidney J.
Baxendale, CMA, assistant professor of accounting at Indiana University— Bloomington.
Dr. Baxendale has taught CMA review courses
and has used both of the manuals described
below. Dr. Baxendale also has served as a
grader of the CMA examination_ The views expressed in this column are those of Dr. Baxendale. Neither the IMA nor NAA takes a position
on review manuals or courses.
C M A Review Manuals
Two very helpful study aids exist for accountants preparing to take the CMA examination —
Irvin N. Gleim's CMA Examination Review and
Grant Newton's six - volume Certificate in Management Accounting Review.
Both of the review manuals presuppose prior
course work in the subject matter covered by
the examination. Therefore, these manuals are
not adequate for persons who have not had prior course work. In fact, a person relying upon
the manuals for initial study would be disappointed because both are very brief in their
treatment of even the most complex subject
matter.
Gleim's manual presents the material in outline form, whereas Newton's method of presentation is in a text form. As a result of this difference in form of presentation, the Gleim manual
would be more appropriate as the resource material for a formal CMA review course in which
the course instructor could put some flesh on
the skeleton of the subject matter. Gleim's
manual would also be appropriate for those
who are familiar with the subject matter and
now only need to have the concepts presented
to them for recall purposes.
Newton's manual would be more appropriate
for a person preparing for the CMA examination
without the benefit of a CMA review course instructor or for the person who may not easily
64

recall the subject matter from prior course
work. Suggested readings are identified at the
end of each major topic area within each volume. The suggested readings recommend specific chapter or chapters in the textbooks that
can provide additional in -depth treatment of the
subject matter. Such precise reference to supporting materials is a significant aid in reviewing
for the CMA examination.
Both manuals are organized around the five
parts of the CMA examination. Gleim believes
so strongly about the establishment of a structured program of review and the need for an
understanding of the examination process that
he devotes the first four chapters (73 of the
manual's 1,096 pages) to a discussion of suggestions on preparing for the examination, an
analysis of topics covered in prior CMA examinations, and suggestions for establishing a review program. The treatment is thorough and
the suggestions are very helpful for those who
desire or need a structured approach to preparing for the examination. Gleim also describes
the CMA examination grading process in extraordinary detail. Gleim's view is that you must
understand the examination grader's perspective if you are to enhance your confidence and
your examination score potential. The remaining five chapters are devoted to the subject
matter of each of the five parts of the CMA
examination.
On the other hand, Newton's manual is organized around six separately bound volumes.
Volumes one through five deal with each of the
five parts of the CMA examination and volume
six covers "Taxes, Current Pronouncements
and Updated CMA Questions." Thus, Newton,
through the use of an extra volume, has means
of providing an annual update of his review
manual. Volume six is an essential supplement
to volume three (Public Reporting Standards
and Auditing) because this part of the CMA examination covers the financial accounting standards, auditing pronouncements, and tax laws
that are subject to frequent change. The Gleim
manual does not have a similar means of providing annual updates of changes, but he intends to print his manual more frequently rather
than issue annual supplements.
Both manuals make substantial use of multiple choice items, problems, and discussion
questions from previous CMA examinations.
These are used to expose the reader to the
type of examination questions that can be expected, to reinforce the concepts presented in
the review materials, and to permit a self -test of
the reader's grasp of the material. Gleim's
manual tends to place more emphasis on the
► ► 67
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Supporters or Adversaries ? "; C. Jackson Grayson, Jr., chairman, American
Productivity Center, "F irst Tes t of
Management Competence—Productivity"; and James Forese, controller, IBM,
"Quality: Costs and Benefits."
In order to increase members' exposure to a greater variety of accounting
issues, 17 concurrent sessions featuring
speakers from a wide range of industries
will be conducted in the afternoons.
Topics and speakers scheduled are:
Monday
Financial Modeling w ith a Microcomputer
Trevor R. Stewart, director, and Richard S.
Creeth. manager, Deloitte, Haskins & Sells
Corporate Cash Management: An Update
Leslie N. Masonson, vice president, Cash
Management Consulting, Citibank, N.A.
Executive Recruiting, Its Use and Misuse:
What Financial Executives Need T o Know
To Move Ahead
David W. Peck, Jr., senior vice president, Heidrick & Struggles

CURTIS
Harvey L. Schuster, manager, Management
Science America
Tax Planning: TEFRA, Its Effect on the
Business and Individual T axpayer
John Sullivan and Leon W. Blazey, Jr., partners Arthur Andersen & Co.
Small Business Borrow ing in T urbulent
Times: A Banker's Perspective
Thomas E. Bennett, Jr., senior vice president,
Stillwater National Bank
Strategic Planning & Productivity Analysis
Carl G. Thor, vice president— measurement,
American Productivity Center

Property T axes Are Not a Fixed Cost: Are
You Paying Too Much?
James S. Cook, senior vice president, Valuation Research Corporation

The Supervisor/ Management Team: T he
Critical Productivity Link
Ms. Susan Nethero, product manager, Supervisory Products Division, Xerox Learning
Systems

The Supervisor/ Management Team: T he
Critical Productivity Link
Ms. Susan Nethero, product manager, Supervisory Products Division, Xerox Learning
Systems

Effective Accounting Information Processing: Using Motivators to Improve Relations
with Data Processing
Edwin O. Wright, director, data processing operations, Del Monte Frozen Foods, Inc.

How to Make a Presentation to the Board
Paul Mills, president, Mills- Roberts Association, Inc.

Controlling the Rising Cost of Corporate
Health Care — Panel
Robert Zelten, professor, University of Pennsylvania; Garrett R. Graham, president, Greater Houston Hospital Council; and John M.
Thomas, M.D., president, Guthrie Clinic

Managing People: Resolving Conflict in Interpersonal Relationships
Ms. Susan E. Freeman, director, Positive
Perspectives

Tuesday
Microcomputer Marriage: Interfacing with
the Corporate Data Base
Denis V. Vohs, executive vice president, and
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Wednesday
How To Select Computer Based Accounting Systems and Get T hem Running
Douglas Jerger, vice president, University
Computing Corporation

DUFFY
Employers' Accounting for Pensions: An
Update
Timothy S. Lucas, project manager, Financial
Accounting Standards Board
The Strong Controller: T he Dilemma of Involvement vs. Independence
Vijay Sathe, professor, Harvard Business
School
The Cost of Poor Quality Products
Wayne Morse, professor, University of Tennessee, and Walter Siff, principal quality engineer, James River Graphics
Managing People: Resolving Conflict in Interpersonal Relationships
Susan E. Freeman, director, Positive
Perspectives
How to Make a Presentation to the Board
Paul Mills, president, Mills- Roberts Association, Inc.
Effective A ccounting Info rmation Processing: Using Motivators to Improve Relations
with Data Processing
Edwin Q, Wright, director, data processing operations, Del Monte Frozen Foods, Inc.

The Convention spouses' program and
activities for young people and children
were featured in the April issue. For
more information on any aspect of the
Conference, write Conference Registrar,
NAA, 919 Third Ave., New York, N.Y.
10022.
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as those mentioned above with the
addition of Bankers Acceptances,
U.S. Treasury Bills and U.S. Agency
Securities were mentioned as likely
investment instruments to consider if
rates were attractive.
Some of the general points addressed in the guidelines were:

NAA
Research
Guidelines for Investing Short -Term Surplus Cash

By Suzanne G. Connors
NAA has just completed a research
study on "Corporate Policies Governing the Investment of Short -Term Surplus Cash." The study focused on
whether or not companies have formal written guidelines that clearly
state who is responsible for the investment function within an organization and specify the short -term investment instruments an organization is
required to invest in.
NAA felt this topic would spark
some interest among some of our
members, especially those who are
employed as treasurers, cash managers, assistant treasurers or investment managers. A rather lengthy
questionnaire was mailed to a sample
selected from the Fortune 1000 listing
and Inc. Magazine's listing of the
"Top 200 Small Businesses." In total,
just under 500 questionnaires were
distributed, and we received a 30%
response rate. Generally, we received
a better response rate from the Fortune 1000 than from the Top 200
Small Businesses. The reason for this
result is directly related to the fact
that most large organizations do have
formal written guidelines, while smaller businesses tend to have informal
verbal guidelines.
Our survey results show that 63%
of the respondents do have written investment guidelines, and 37% answered that their investment guidelines were not in written form. Of the
63% that do have written guidelines,
the majority of the respondents stated
that their guidelines outlined their
company policies as well as procedures to follow when investing short66

term investment instruments.
The definition of surplus cash can
be interpreted in many different ways;
however, 70% of the respondents define surplus cash as "money exceeding funds held to cover operating expenses plus compensating balances
maintained at banks to pay them for
their services and ensure credit availability." Over half of the respondents
typically have in excess of $5 million
on hand to invest, and 72% invest
over 90% of their surplus cash in
short -term investments. The short term investment function is rapidly becoming an important factor in determining the overall success or failure
of a company because it affects the
company's "bottom line" year -end
figures. It is important to note that
82% of the respondents do not invest
in longer term investments (over one
year).
The questionnaire listed approximately 20 different forms of investment instruments, and the respondents were ask ed to mark the
appropriate column that best describes their situation. The column
headings were: Do you currently use
the investment instrument? Have you
used it in the past ?, and Would you
use it if the rates were attractive?
The four forms of investment instruments that were mentioned most often as being used currently were:
Rep urchase Agreemen ts (over
$100,000), Eurodollar Time Deposits,
Bank Certificate of Deposit— Negotiable (over 5100,000) and Corporate
Bonds or Notes (Commercial Paper).
The investment instruments mentioned most frequently as having
been used in the past were the same

• Over half the respondents mentioned that the board of directors
had the responsibility for authorizing their companies' policies or
guidelines. (The chief financial officer also was mentioned.)
• Ninety percent of the respondents
said t heir guidelines were very
strictly followed or strictly followed.
• Some of the items specifically stated in most of the companies' short term investment guidelines were:
the maximum percentage in any
single type of investment instrument, the maturity of the investment, and prohibited investments.
• Some of the items not stated in the
short -term investment guidelines
were: the minimum return that must
be attained on short -term investments, the minimum amount of
cash that must be available before
investing.
• For the most part, the guidelines
were reviewed annually, and daily
investment decisions were most often made by the cash manager or
the treasurer.
It appears from the survey results
that the cash manager or other per son(s) responsible for the short -term
investment function keeps abreast of
investment opportunities through
banks, brokers/ dealers, newspapers
or the telerate network. Seventy -nine
percent responded that their company prepares daily cash flow reports,
which means the person responsible
for investing short -term surplus cash
is continually aware of the company's
cash position. Most of the respondents calculated their return on short term investments on a monthly basis.
For example, the most often stated
average return on investment for the
month of November 1982 was 9.70 %.
In most cases the respondents' average rate of return was higher than the
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multiple choice items as a means of instruction and self -test, whereas the
Newton manual tends to place more
emphasis upon problems and discussion
questions. Both manuals do a thorough
job of explaining the reasons why a particular multiple choice selection is correct. However, those who prefer the use
of multiple choice items as a means of
instruction and self -test will like the
Gleim manual because it has a larger
number of CMA multiple choice items
and the explanations associated with the
answers are very thorough.
Both the Gleim and Newton manuals
are valuable in preparing for the CMA
examination. They are written in such a
way that they permit the reader to focus
on the concepts that have traditionally
been covered by the CMA examination.
The Newton manual is available on cassette tapes allowing CMA examination
preparation while commuting to and
from work. The use of either of these
manuals would be helpful to a person
planning to take the CMA exmination.
Each manual can be ordered directly
from the publishers and both can be obtained from Professional Book Distributors, Inc., at the following addresses:
CMA Examination Review
by Irvin N. Gleim
Accounting Publications, Inc.
P.O. Box 12848
[University Station
Gainesville, FL 32604
(904) 375 -0772
Certificate in Management Accounting
Review by Grant Newton, Editor
Malibu Publishing Company
P.O. Box 11442
Marina del Rey, CA 90291
(213) 822 -9673
Professional Book Distributors, Inc.
555 East Hudson Street
P.O. Box 02055
Columbus, OH 43202
(800) 848 -0773 (for orders only)
(614) 267 -3189 (customer service)
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /MAY 1983

Anyone desiring additional information
regard ing the CMA program should
write or call the Institute of Managemen t Accou nt in g, 215 City C enter
Build ing, Ann Arbor, Mich. 48104,
(313) 662-1986
❑

Opinion
6.4-4
Vic thinks that management accountants generally have been responding
well to the FASB — through their individual companies and professional organizations. However, the earlier they are
asked to respond and the earlier they do
respond, the better. Certain issues need
field testing, and companies need to give
their input before proposed standards
become locked in concrete. Early work
is being done in some cases, such as the
FEI pension study, the pension conference sponsored by the NAA, and the
small business standards "overload" research study sponsored in part by the
NAA. More of this early- warning approach is needed so that the effect of potential standards can be assessed before
they become final.
Vic is concerned with the kind of progress that has, or has not, been made on
the conceptual framework issue. It's one
the Board should continue to wrestle
with to a satisfactory conclusion. "Pervasive" is a key word in his vocabulary,
and two of the open issues within the
conceptual framework project— recognition and measurement —are certainly
pervasive issues for accountants. He
prefers that the Board stay away from
specialized industry problems or limited
issues unless they have pervasive overtones, such as the oil and gas issue.
When asked about the flurry of narrow statements the Board has been issuing in the past year or two, he explained
that in 1979 the Board, at the urging of
many in industry, in public accounting
and the SEC, embarked on an "extraction" project. This work involved the
Board's extracting and adopting the
specialized industry accounting principles in AICPA Statements of Position
and audit guides to make them authoritative statements of financial accounting
standards. The project is essentially
complete, so the Board can concentrate
on problems having a wider impact.

Vic approaches the key question of
what i tems sho uld be o n t he Board
agenda in a critical way. He would be
very selective in adding to the Board's
agenda so that the Board's time is not
used up on the minor or limited problems best handled elsewhere. That's an
approach to which I can wholeheartedly
subscribe. The temptation to clutter the
agenda should be resisted at all costs.
The NAA certainly is pleased to have
Vic Brown as the Board's representative
to the MAP Committee, and the feeling
appears to be mutual. Vic attended his
first MAP Committee meeting in January and said he was impressed by the
breadth of issues discussed, the depth
and seriousness of the discussions which
ensued, and the caliber and diversity of
committee members. It is a pleasure to
welcome him within our ranks, so to
speak. He'll certainly be a worthy successor to Dave Mosso as the Board's
MAP representative and to Bob Morgan on the Board itself.
Vic, it's a privilege to be in the same
profession with you, and all of us at
NAA wish you long and distinguished
service on the FASB.

T HE W1983
PUBLICATIONSCATALOG
ISNOWAVAILABLE
...exclusively from NAA.
Our new catalog will give you access to
over 100 publications, written especially
for management accountants. New
studies have been completed on such
timely issues as managing corporate
energy needs, budgeting for data processing, and graphing financial information. The latest CMA exam question and
answer booklets are included, too.
If you haven't received your new
catalog yet, just mail this coupon or a
written request to: NAA, Special Order
Dept., 919 T hird Avenue, New York,
NY 10022.
Please send the new 1993 publications catalog
to:
name (please print or type)
company (If part of mailing address)
mailing address
state

zip

country

❑ ❑NAA❑member
Ll Nonmember; please send me membership
information
MA-5
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Your invitation to 3 days of professional
enrichment in management accounting
Thirty -five speakers are ready to share their experience and knowledge. They're from industry, public
accounting, education and specialized organizations
There are two speakers from overseas — Australia

and Saudi Arabia.
Topics are wide ranging, well - balanced and eminently practical. It will be a valuable learning experience that will help you when you're back on the job.

PROFESSIONAL PROGRAM HI -LITES
Some of the topics
• Accounting for Pensions
• Financial Modeling
• The Chrysler Experience
• Productivity
• Controllership
• Humanizing the Corporate Culture
• Quality: Costs & Benefits
• Energy
• AICPA and the Member in Industry
• Management Accounting: Its Future Potential
• Executive Recruiting
• Making a Presentation to the Board
• Small Business Borrowing
• FASB Constituents: Supporters or Adversaries
• Managing People
• Corporate Cash Management
• Accounting Information Processing

Some of the speakers
• R. S. Miller, Executive Vice President —
Finance, Chrysler
• Mary Cunningham. Vice President, Seagrams & Sons
• Ron J. Cotton, President, Australian Society of
Accountants
• C. Jack Grayson, Jr., Chairman, American
Productivity Center
• John E. James, Chairman, Dresser Industries
• Dr. Ghaith Pharaon, Head of Saudi R. & D. Corp.
• Allen J. Krowe, Vice President — Finance &
Planning. IBM
• James Leisenring, Director of Research, FASB
• Wayne Morse. Professor, University of Tennessee
• Susan Freeman, Director — Positive Perspectives
• John Sullivan, Partner. Arthur Andersen & Company
• William E. Buxbaum, Vice President Finance, duPont

• James Cook. Sr., Vice President, Valuation Research
Corporation
• Vijay Sathe, Professor, Harvard Business School
• Leslie N. Masonson, Vice President, Citibank

PLUS: Special Programs for spouses and the young people.
Family event (rodeo and barbeque). Award presentations. National Officers' Reception. Annual Dinner.
Attendance at the morning plenary sessions, two
luncheons featuring speakers and the three concurrent
sessions in the afterno on for the three days of the program will enable participants to accumulate 19 co ntinuing education hours. These may be applied for the
maintenance of the CMA, CPA and other certificates.

Set aside the dates now!
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People in the News
Steven J. Ales, Dubuque Tri- State, is
now assistant treasurer and manager of
information systems at Dubuque Packing Co.

Greer F. Henderson, Member -At- Large,
USA, was elected vice chairman, chief
financial officer, and a member of the
board of directors of USLIFE Corp.

Frederick Theiss , Jr., Evansville, has
been named controller of Central Enterprises, Inc.

Roark C . Herro n, Mid- Hudson past
president, has b een n amed d ep u t y
comptroller at Algemen Bank Nederland NV, New York branch.

Ronald J. Schenk , Florida Gulf Coast
past president, was promoted to treasurer of Logan & Currin Contractors of
Sarasota.
Jack I. Tompkins, Houston -Lone Star
president, has been appointed a deputy
sheriff of Upton County, Texas.
NAA National Director Patti Underwood
(kneeling far right) and her tennis team
placed second in the U.S. Tennis Assn.
tournament finals held in Flushing Mead.
ows, N.Y., last September.

Promotions and New Positions
Charles C. Thornton , Anderson Area,
was admitted into the partnership of Elliott Davis & Co.... George F. Taylor
was admitted into the partnership of
Lesley Taylor, CPAs.
Mitch A. Halbrich, Baltimore, is one of
the founders of a new executive search
firm, White, Halbrich & Morrill, Inc.

Steven E. Warren, Illowa, has been promoted to manager, retail finance accounting, at Deere and Co.
Jack E. Lit tl e, Ithaca- Cortland, was
named a partner with the CPA firm of
Ciaschi, Dieters- Hagen, Schaufler and
Mickelson.
Chris D. Churchwell, Joplin Tri - State,
has been named a partner with Cusack,
Mense, Brown and Co.

�

r

James B. Hufnagel, Battle Creek, has
been promoted to director of general accounting at the Kellogg Co.
Donald R . Houton , Bellevue- Eastside, is
now controller of Pine -Aire Industries.
Thomas E. Adamczyk, Calumet, was
promoted to senior internal auditor at
Inland Steel.
Steven L. Jensen,Cedar Rapids, has
joined Vect or C orp. in Mari on, as
controller.
Rose Ann Carton , Cincinnati, has been
promoted to stock control manager at
Ralston Purina.
Robert P. Gaffey, Delaware, was promoted to supervisor of government relations and studies at E.I. duPont de Nemours and Co., and Paul B. Schlimme,
CMA, is now an analyst in DuPont's
accounting procedures section.
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HENDERSON
Member -at -Large

THORNTON
Redwood Empire

Henry B. Watts, Kansas City, was promoted to vice president of financial reporting and controls at Marion Labs.
Irwin Schneidmill, Long Island- Nassau,
was named a partner at Laws on and
Holland Co.
Ronald E. Jennette, Louisville, was promoted to manager— administrative services for th e E d gco mb Met al s
Co . .. . R aymo nd G. St rot h man , J r. ,
Louisville past president, has formed
Strothman & Co., a new regional CPA
firm.
Terry M . Ni co t ra, Los Angeles, has
been named executive vice president at
Stephenson Financial Services, Inc.

James F. Luley, Mohawk Valley, has
been appointed executive director of the
Slocum Dickson Medical Group.
Clinton J. Romig, New Orleans, was
elected chairman of the Board of CPA
Associates, Inc., an international association of accounting firms in New York.
John J. Quinn, New York, has been promoted to vice president — financial division of Cred i t Lyo n n ai s (U. S .
Branches).
Mi chael J . Slamkowski , Oklahoma

City, was promoted to stock control
m anager at Ra lston P urina.
D o n a ld F . Za b e k , Phoeni x, has been
n a m e d c o n t r o ll e r f o r T h e A r i z o n a
R e p u bli c / T h e Ph o e n i x G a z e t t e . . . • .
Ch a r le s T. Roa ch wa s ap point ed vice
president — finance and com ptroller of
Del E. We bb Develo pm ent Co.
Gene Canfield, CM A , Pomona Valley I nland Empi re, has been appointed controller o f Am e rica n Vid eo Tape M anufacturing Co.
Gene K. H uey, Portland- Columbia, has
been prom oted to vice president —ftnance at Esco Corp.
Ray J. Congdon, Redwood Empi re, has
been prom oted to c hief a cc ou n t an t at
Geor gia - Pa cific's F o r t Br a gg wood
p r o d u c t s d iv is i o n . . . . K e n n e t h F .
Thornton has been appointed controller
o f K a g in ' s N u m is m a t ic I n ve s t m e n t
Corp.
G a r y P . Crisp en s, Ri chmond -Lee, is
now m an age r of ge ner al acco unt ing at
Blue Cross -Blue Shield of Virginia.
Richard F. Pa llo, Rochester, has been
appointed supervisor, general accounting, of the m achine division of Gleason
W o r ks . . . . C la u d e L . Bu ller h as b ee n
69

named vice president of finance and
planning for the new Pfaudler Co.

Gordon L. Hall, Sangamon Valley, is
now controller of Centurion Industries
in Salt Lake City, Utah.

Nathan S. English, Jr., Western Montana, has become an account executive
with D.A. Davidson securities brokers
in Mi s so u la. .. . Michael F. Pomeroy
has been promoted to senior vice president in the trust department at the First
National Bank of Montana.... Kevin
L. Winter has been named executive
vice president of the Montana Bank of
South Missoula.

Joyce S. Meckfessel, St. Louis, has
joi ned Ai r One, In c. as di rect or o f
accounting.

James Walker, Wichita, has been promo t ed t o as s is t an t co nt ro ll er wi t h
Union National Bank.

Erin C. Langton, Salinas Valley- Monterey Peninsula, was promoted to general
accounti ng supervisor at Foremost Gentry.

Fredda S. Hodes, Tucson, has been promoted to personnel manager for Goodwill Industries.
Shelby DePriest, Virginia Skyline, is
now senior accountant with Truck Enterprises in Harrisonburg.
Bruce E. Culp, West Central Ohio, was
promoted to vice president and controller at Kissell Co.
Thomas J . Reardon, CMA, Westchester,
was named vice president and controller
of The Harlan Co., Inc.

Newlnmac Catalog
packed
with computer/
wp supplies.

Author
Joseph Peter Simini, San Francisco past
president, has written and published a
book, Become Wealthy! Using Tax Savings and Real Estate Investment.

Organization Service
Leo M. Loiselle, Bangor - Waterville past
president and past national vice president, has been appointed to the Maine
Guarantee Authority by the governor.
Mr. Loiselle is a partner with the CPA
firm of Loiselle and Beatham.

dam-

Emeritus Life Associates

YOU6
FREEI.
Accurately called 'the bible of the industry' its loaded with
great products and ideas for your personal computer.
minicampuler or word-processing system. You'll enjoy
■ I)ne- stopshoppM 9. Over 2,O00productsto choose from
• Easy ordering.Mail, phone, or TWX. verbal fl0.'s welcome
• Faddelivery. 24 hourshpment. Overnight emergency
shipments available.
• 45-daytrial. Full refund it not completely satisfied.
• Guaranteed quality. All products field - tested to highest
■ Lower ship ping costs. 7 fully stocked distribution centers
serving the U S
Send today for yourfree 700 -page fnmac catalog. Or
phone(408)727-1970. Please include your phone number.
h
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William R. Ater, Louisville.
Nicholas G. Augustus, Jr., Jackson.
Fred S. Bailey, Lynchburg.
Jane M. Barry, Mohawk Valley.
Marvin P. Bradshaw, Cape Canaveral
past president.
Dean S. Brady, Cleveland East past
president.
Fred Bryen, South Jersey past president;
past national director, 1975 -77.
Paul F. Cancilla, Erie.
W.B. Cutlip, Southern West Virginia.
Allan H. Davis, Hawaii.
Francis J. Dugal, Phoenix.
Paul E. Eisenzimmer, Akron Cascade.
Alton R. Eshbach, Pittsburgh; Northern
New York past president; past national
director, 1963 -65. SCMS.
William Geley, Essex County.
Raymond E. Graichen, Member -atLarge, USA.
Donald J. Guth, Member -at- Large,
USA; Des Moines past president; past
national director, 1951 -55; past national
vice president, 1956 -57. SCMS.
John Halkowich, Jr., East Jersey.

William A. Hands, Springfield.
W.R. Hindman, Louisville.
Ernest S. Hough, Member -at- Large,
USA; Santa Barbara past president.
Joseph A. King, Toledo.
James J. McCue, Cedar Rapids.
Walter L. McKenzie, Eugene- Springfield past president.
Peter J. Neam, Detroit.
Kenneth A. Nelson, Chicago.
F.W. Nichols, Atlanta Central.
Carl R. Obermeier, Kansas City.
Edward L. O'Connell, New Hampshire.
John L. Rayl, Pittsburgh.
H. E. Roberts, Boston past president.
George E. Roedler, Atlanta North.
John J. Ryan, Chicago.
James C. Schiefen, Elmira Area past
president.
Robert H. Stephens, Delaware.
Thomas L. Taggart, West Los Angeles;
Peninsula -Palo Alto past president.
SCMS.
John E. Teshima, Essex County.

In Memoriam
Edward C. Arnold, 55, Memphis, 1965.
Charles G. Bates, 66, Dallas, 1950.
M.E. Boylan, Roanoke, 1980.
David Eck, 49, Cincinnati, 1966.
Albert R. Fabini, 70, San Jose, 1954.
Emeritus Life Associate.
R.H. Farmen, 92, Member -at- Large,
USA, 1922. ELA.
Thomas W. Gill, 75, Kansas City, 1941.
ELA.
Francis R. Graeff, 66, Reading, 1962.
F.J. Hammes, 77, New York, 1944.
L.H. Hullett, 92, San Jose, 1921. ELA.
L. Kenneth Jones, 72, Baton Rouge past
president, 1966. ELA.
William C. Jensen, 45, Afichigan Blue
Water president, 1980.
Leonard A. Knudson, 40, Member -atLarge, USA, 1971.
Walter Koczot, 56, Lehigh Valley, 1960.
ELA.
James R. Koeller, 54, Lima, 1979.
Roland Ladouceur, 68, Member -atLarge, Canada, 1971.
Ben F. Leeper, 80, Baton Rouge, 1944.
ELA.
Richard D. Mohn, 61, Reading, I973.
William L. Olson, 57, Minneapolis
Northstar, 1966.
Wilson Velez -Ruiz, 46, Mayaguez past
president, 1969.
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NAA Research
6 6 -4 4
rate of return received from U.S. Treasury Bills.
Apparently, the companies surveyed
felt th eir cas h managers were doing
their job effectively because three fourths of the respondents mentioned
that they were satisfied with their comp an i es ' cu rren t cas h man agemen t
program.
The responses to this questionnaire
clearly illustrate the importance of the
short -term investment function within
an organization. NAA feels it is important for all companies to have some for-

mal written guidelines to follow when
investing large sums of money in shortterm i nvestment i nstruments. These
short -term investments generate cash
which directly affects their financial
statements, and in turn, reflects their
companies' standing.
We have reviewed a number of guidelines that were sent to us from both
large and small organizations. In order
to summarize some of the important
points that were addressed in the investment guidelines, we have developed a
set of investment guidelines for a fictitious company which we will call XYZ
Company (See table below).
For the 37% of the respondents that
currently do not have written guide-

lines, NAA would recommend that you
ask your banks, money managers, other
treasurers and financial executives, or
Wall Street firms that handle short -term
investment opportunities for their advice on preparing guidelines. It is important for the persons responsible for
investing surplus cash and managing investments to know what is expected of
them, and also be aware of the consequences that can occur if the guidelines
are not adhered to.
If you would like more advice in preparing written guidelines for investing
surplus cash, please contact Suzanne G.
Connors, Research Associate, NAA,
919 Th ird Avenue, New York, N.Y.
10022.
❑

XYZ Company, New York, N.Y.
Short-term investments guidelines for 1983
Objectives:
• maintain safety of principal
• maintain a liquid position
• maximize the yield on all investments
Responsibilities:
The cash manager is responsible for making daily short -term investment decisions
with the approval of the chief financial officer or in his absence, the treasurer. Any
changes in the investment strategy must
first be approved by the board of
directors.

Maturities:
One year or less.

Approved or accepted instruments:
• Certificates of deposit — negotiable
($100,000 +) —These investments will
be limited to the U.S. and Canadian
commercial banking institutions. The
company's aggregate investment in
deposits or securities in any one bank
shall not exceed $3,000,000.
• Corporate bonds or notes (commercial
paper) —These investments will be
limited to ratings A -1 by Standard and
Poor's and P -1 by Moody's.
• Repurchase agreements ($100,000 +)
—These investments will be limited to
banks with acceptable credit risks.
• U.S. government securities —These investments have no limit.

• Eurodollar time deposits —The maximum amount invested in this instrument shall not exceed 50% of the company's portfolio.
• U.S, Treasury Bills —These investments have no limit.
Review of guidelines:
Reviewed annually by the cash manager.
treasurer and the chief financial officer.
All changes to the guidelines must first be
approved by the board of directors.
Security:
Concentrate all short -term investments in
as few banking locations as possible.

Accounting Education
62-4-4
public accounting as a provider of- an
above - average salary, excellent professional training, exposure to many and
varied clients, a minimum of responsibility in the first year, encouragement of
certification, and an avenue to a succes s ful career i n pri vat e i n d u s t ry
through employment by a client. Such a
transition also is expected by the public.
If the individual leaves a similar position within private industry, more explanation is required.
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A mo re info rmed decis ion can be
made if the accounting student is aware
of the various opportunities within private industry. If the transition between
private accounting and public accounting were more difficult, this decision making process would have to be more
thoroughly investigated before acceptance of that first job. Some private
firms have adopted the policy of not
employing their public auditor's staff. If
such a policy were more uniform, the
accounting graduate could no longer

postpone the decision by opting for public accounting to achieve his immediate
goals while simultaneou sly holding
open the option to shift to private industry. Private industry has many challenging positions and the accounting graduate should be adequately informed so
that an enligh tened decisio n can be
made.
❑
Robert Rouse is associate professor at the
University of North Carolina at Chapel
Hill.
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New Products/ Services

Business Software, Inc. has created
Pensi onTax , a s oftware system that
withholds taxes on pensions, annuities,
stock bonus plans, IRAs, and profit
shari ng p lans . TE FR A requ ires t he
withholding of federal income tax from
deferred income plans. This new software has the flexibility to handle tax
calculations for all state and local governments, should they decide to withhold these taxes, also. Specifically desi gn ed for th e p u rp os e o f d eferred
income taxation, PensionTax supports
tax methods for normal, supplemental,
advance, cumulative, and nonresident
periodic payments, as well as flat percent, advance, and qualified total distribution nonperiodic payments. Phone
Ralph Rindik, (404) 449 -3200.

The Copier Accountant.

General Meters Corp. has developed
three models of computers designed to
mo ni to r co py machi nes, cut cop ier
costs , con trol the n umber of copies
made, an d en s u re t h at co p i es are
charged back to the proper client or department. The three models all go under
the name of the C opier Accountant.
The Corporate Model cuts copier costs
and gives complete departmental accountability. The Professional Model
provides instant data for billing purposes. The University Model offers both
credit card and debit card use, with all
copier use being recorded in the computer's memory. Phone (213) 274 -6217.
A computerized information data base
containing the credentials of recent col72

lege graduates and experienced professionals seeking employment in over 400
occupational areas (including accounting) has been develo ped by Career
Placement Registry, Inc., a division of
Plenum Publishing Corp. The Career
Placement Registry gives job seekers exposure to 10,000 businesses, service organizations, and industrial companies in
the U.S. and abroad. Prospective
ployers can request an instantaneous
print -out with mini - resumes of all the
applicants with appropriate credentials
for the available position. Full resumes
are available within 24 hours. Phone
Harry M. Allcock, (800) 368 -3093. In
Virginia, phone (703) 683 -1085.
em-

CPT Corp. is offering the Professional
Billing System, a fully automated time
reporting, billing and project management software package for accounting
firms. It has been designed to maximize
billable time, speed cash flow, and save
both time and money for accountants
who record time and generate billing for
services. The system consists of three
modules for use on CPT word processing systems: time billing, scheduling,
and budget management. It can support
up to 650 client names and addresses
with 750 active projects, and it provides
up to 40 management reports. Phone
Donna Munyer, (612) 937 -8000.

Madeline Krakowsky, Editor

A new compact, low -cost pocket computer h as b een develo ped by Radio
Shack, a division of Tandy Corp. The
TRS -80 PC -4 Pocket Computer is small
enough to fit into a briefcase or medium -sized handbag. The typewriter -style
keyboard has alphabetical keys and numeri cal keys. A 12- character LCD
scrolls horizontally to up to 62 characters. Mathematical functions include
trig, log, exponent, square root, and absolute values. The PC -4 can maintain
up to ten short programs in memory, or
combine the programming area to allow
for l onger pro grams. There are programs for statistics, business and financial applications. Phone Tana C. Grubb,
(817) 390 -3300.

Pentabs has introduced the Pentabs
Pension & Profit Sharing Feasibility
St ud y, a n ew so ftware program fo r
those involved in the design or administration of qualified or non - qualified retirement plans. Designed to help plan
consultants save time, eliminate error,
lower costs of operation, increase profits
and reduce competition, the study helps
answer the question, "What plan is best
for my company ?" Users enter the basic
information, and a study comprised of
up to 50 different plans is produced.
The study determines eligibility, retirement ages, benefits, and costs and calculates the TEFRA limitations. Phone or
write Susan M. Bunner, 829 De La Vina
St., Santa Barbara, CA 93101, (805)
963 -8881.
Continental Software has introduced
The Tax Advantage, a n ew s oftware
program designed to aid in filling out
standard 1040 tax forms and schedules.
Easy t o u se, th e p ro gram emp l o ys
menu -driven prompts to help users fill
out forms in a step -by -step fashion.
Complete tax tables for 1982 are included, with updates available for a nominal
sum. Complex operations such as income averaging can be performed with
just a few commands. It can be used on
the Apple II as well as on the Atari 400
and 800 computers. Phone (213) 4173003.
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Banish the DIP Backlogasaurus
to run on most major computers, including IBM, Hewlett- Packard, Burroughs,
Honeywell and Univac systems.
Finance and accounting managers
at more than 300 U.S. corporations are
already using our flexible software to
get the programs they need up and
running with a minimum of your data
processing time.
Banish the DP Backlogasaurus from
your company by contacting Data Design
Associates today.
.

The most selfish monster in all Computer dom is the "DP Backlogasaurus," whose
enormous bulk clogs the systems department schedule and whose vocabulary is
limited to two phrases: 'Are you kidding ?"
and "Maybe next year."
At Data Design, weknow you could develop the financial software you need if
you could only get past that monstrous
problem of systems scheduling. That's
why we designed our Accounts Payable,
Purchasing and Fixed Assets Accounting Systems to give you all the options
you would put into the system if you could
do it yourself. And we've developed them

Oakmead
ay
DATA DESGN Sunnyvale.
CA 94086
ASEEKGATES (408) 730 -0100

Howtofire
i
i
K
e
j
o
someone you
Some people need a drink to
do it.
Others toy with the idea for
months before they get up the
courage.
But you can take a lot of pain
out of the experience.
With the techniques Robert
Half reveals in his new 16 -page
booklet,How To Hire Smart.
It tells you how to interview.
How to hire.
How to fire.
It's condensed from Robert
Halfs 34 years of specialized experience in financial, accounting and
edp recruiting.
And it's yours free as soon as
you call anyone of the 80
Robert Half independently
owned and operated
offices (look in the white
pages for our number,
or simply fill in the coupon
below).
Meanwhile, here are a few
hints from the booklet.
Don't drag it out.
When you have to let somebody go, don't hem and haw. The
longer you wait to spring the news,
the tougher it gets.
Be super tactful. Do your
best to give an explanation that the

person can live with. But by all
means be truthful.

The specialist for 34 years.
Robert Half pioneered the concept of specialized recruiting. Because a specialist does a better job.
His annual survey booklet has
become the standard guide of government and business —since 1950.
In fact, when a Senate Committee needed expert testimony on
recruiting practices in the accounting profession, they called him.
With 80 offices in 3 countries,
the Robert Half organization is the
largest specialized recruiter —
which means we can give you the
best choice of first -rate
candidates.
So when you hire
somebody recommended by a Robert
Half office, you may
save yourself the
agony of firing.
I

Pleas e s end me yo ur b o o klet Ho w T o Hire Smart.
(Mail this c o upo n to R ob ert Hall Internatio nal, Inc ,
P.O. Box 4151, NewYork. NY 10163.)
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